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A DISTRIBUTED LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK:
FISHNET (Facilities Integrated in a Shared Habitat NETwork)

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Since the time of John von Neumann (ca. 1946), there have been con-
tinued development efforts to improve computer system performance in terms
of throughput, flexibility, availability, and reliability. There are four

principal levels at which improvements in system performance can be made
[ENSL 771:

1. Devices and circuits: the basic hardware speed.
2. System architecture: the algorithms implemented in the function-

al units - central processor, control units, memory, and
input/output processors.

3. System organization: the topology for the interconnection of
the functional units.

4. System software: the scope, speed, and efficiency of the
operating system, translators,, and other supporting soft-

ware.

Enslow [ENSL 78] defined a Distributed Data Processing System (DDPS)

as a system which has three dimensions of decentralization: hardware, data
base, and control, but provides "transparent" service to users through a
high-level operating system that unifies the control of these distributed
components. In general, a DDPS is a system in which the processing load
is distributed across a number of communicating processing elements (i.e.
processor-memory pairs) which may be concentrated or geographically dis-
persed.

This study is concerned with improvements at the level of system orga-

nization and system software in the context of DDPSs. It deals specifically

with a special class of DDPSs - known as Local Computer Networks (LCNs).



1.1.1 Motivation for Use of DDPSs

One of the most noticeable trends and rapidly expanding areas in the

computer field is the idea of DDPSs. The interest in and the whole concept

of DDPSs may be explained by the combination of the following three factors.

DISTRIBUTED SOURCES OF INFORMATION: In many information processing

applications, the information itself is distributed in nature and can most

appropriately be managed by means of distributed processing. In some ap-

plications accessing geographically distributed information in a reliable

and timely manner is crucial to achieving system goals [BOOT 761. Further-

more, the ever increasing amount of information to be handled by existing

computers and communication systems requires efficient and cost-effective

ways of extending and improving such systems to overcome their information

processing limit [CYPS 78, THUR 79 a-b].

DISTRIBUTED USERS: Potentially, the concept of processing data in a

distributed manner offers numerous, attractive possibilities over central-

ized processing. Some of the advantages claimed by authors [ENSL 78, LYNC

77, DOLL 77] include:

a. Low Cost/Performance Ratio

b. High Throughput (High System Performance)

c. High Availability (Fast Response)

d. High Reliability (Fail-Soft)

e. High Modularity (Modular Growth)

f. High Flexibility (Easy Change)

IMPROVED DEVICE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY: In the past, the lack of

cost-effective technology was a major deterrent to the advance of DDPSs

in the sense that a collection or a network of small computers equivalent

in capability to a large, single computer cost more than this single compu-

ter [LIEB 78]. However, with the advent of LSI and VLSI technology, low

cost, highly reliable, and high performance computing power in the form

of minicomputers or microcomputers has totally changed, the situation

[THUR 77, WITT 80, RATT 811.

2
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1.1.2 Categories of DDPSs

DDPSs take many forms covering a diverse range of system architec-

tures. The term "distributed processing" may invoke radically different

images of technology and approaches for problem solutions depending upon

the user[LIEB 78]. Due to such diversity of system architectures and wide

range of application areas of DDPSs, there has been an effort to systema-

tically categorize various forms of DDPSs [ANDE 75 a-b, STEW 74, SIEW 76,

CHEN 74, JENS 76, ENSL 78, etc.].

One of the more widely used forms of DDPS classification is one which

consists of three categories: Resource-Sharing Networks (RSNs), Multi-Com-

puter Systems (MCSs), and Multi-Processor Systems (MPSS). The following

is a brief review of these categories.

RESOURCE-SHARING NETWORKS: The RSN allows a user at one location to

take advantages of computer resources such as files, data bases, CPUs,

high-performance peripherals, programs, etc., located elsewhere. RSNs

have been a major area of study and implementation in DDPSs. Typical

examples of such DDPS class are ARPANET [ROBE 70], TYMNET [SCHW 771, TELE-

NET [HOVE 74], SNA [CYPS 78], and DECNET [DEC 761.

RSNs can be further classified according to specific network charac-

teristics. These subclasses of RSNs are:

1. Host Logical Relationship
a. Hierachical Network
b. Horizontal Network

2. Host Physical Relationship
a. Homogeneous Network
b. Heterogeneous Network

3. Geographic Consideration

a. Long-haul Network
b. Local Area Network

4. Network Topology

a. Star Network
b. Tree Network
c. Loop Network
d. (Linear) Bus Network
e. Fully/Multiply Connected Network
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5. Message Routing/Switching

a. Message Switching Network
b. Packet Switching Network
c. Circuit Switching Network
d. Direct Point-to-Point Network

MULTI-COMPUTER SYSTEMS: The MCS is a collection of computers to per-

form a limited set of well-defined jobs for a closely related user commu-

nity [LIEB 78]. Such systems are usually a set of homogeneous computers

for real time functions. Such systems are motivated by the desire to per-

form a set of jobs in a more economical, reliable, and timely fashion than

could be accomplished by using of a large, single computer.

The MCS is distinguished from the RSN by its more limited and homoge-

neous functions and also by relatively high speed of interprocessor commu-

nication. Furthermore, the MCS would be easier and cost less to construct

and also perhaps have more applicability than the RSN. The MCS is also

distinguished from the MPS by the method of processor coupling, speed of

interprocessor communication, geographical location of processors, and

application areas.

Like the RSN, there are a wide variety of system architectures within

the MCS category. The following list several attributes by which the MCS

can be further classified and which must be considered in the design of

the MCS.

1. Processor Logical Relationship

a. Hierachical
b. Horizontal

2. Processor Physical Relationship

a. Homogeneous
b. Heterogeneous

3. Geographic Consideration

a. Centrally Located
b. Geographically Dispersed

4. Processor Connectivity

a. Star
b. Tree
c. Loop
d. (Linear) Bus
e. Fully/Multiply Connected



5. Processor Coupling

a.

b.

c.

Loosely Coupled
Moderately Coupled
Tightly Coupled

6. Data Base-Organization

a.

b.

Centralized Data Base
Distributed Data Base

7. Functional Allocation

a. Adaptive
b. Dedicated

Typical examples of MCSs are various on-line banking systems, airline

reservation systems, MITRE [CONN 76], HXDP [JENS 78), Cm* [SWAN 77), ETHER-

NET [METC 76], etc..

MULTI-PROCESSOR SYSTEMS: The MPS is one of the oldest examples of DD-

PSs and can be considered as a configuration of two or more homogeneous com-

puters that operate under a single operating system, communicate via shared

memories, share I/O facilities, and closely interact with each other. It

is possible to characterize the system organization by the nature of the

system utilized to interconnect the primary functional units: processors,

memory, and I/O channels [ENSL 77]. The three basic interconnection sys-

tems are:

1. Time-shared Common Bus

2. Crossbar Switch Matrix

3. Multibus, multiport Memory

Special Functions (such as Fast Fourier Transform, data base, floating

point, array processing, etc.) can be off-loaded from a single host to Se-

parate devices with architectures optimized for their particular functions

These off-loaded functions can be used by others in the systems [THUR 79a].

Examples of typical MPSs are ILLIAC-IV [BARN 68], PEPE [CRAN 721, STRAN

[RUDO 721, STAR-100 [CONT 74], Cmmp [WULF 721, CDC-7600 [BONS 69], etc..

5



1.1.3 Local Computer Networks

Recently a slightly new class of DDPSs has evolved from the previous

DDPS concepts, which covers the area that has not been covered cost-effec-

tively by the previous DDPS approaches (RSNs, MCSs, and MPSs). This class

of DDPSs is called a Local Computer Network (LCN) and rapidly becomming an

area of intense interest and activity in the computer field [THUR 79a].

There is still a great deal of debate, however, over exactly what

constitutes an LCN. Definitions based upon such factors as speed, medium

of transmission, switching technology, single organization ownership, sin-

gle function usage, use of distributed processing, network configuration,

etc., have been proposed [THUR 79a]. For this study, the following defi-

nition will be implied whenever LCNs are mentioned.

Local computer networks constitute the class of network-like systems

which satisfy the following basic properties [CLAR 78, THUR 79a]:

1. They are distributed data processing systems satisfying the
Enslow's definition [ENSL 781.

2. They are geographically local (on the order of a few Kilometers).
Distance is governed by the capabilities of inexpensive, high-
speed logical communication technologies.

3. They contain, in general, their own (i.e. not public) communica-
tion facilities such as transmission media, switching elements,
etc

4. They are owned by a single organization.

There have been two groups it the computer field which have developed
the concept of LCNs. One group are those looking to incorporate and use
such new system concepts as distributed processing. Cm* [SWAN 77],HXDP

[JENS 781, MICRONET [WITT 781, DCS [FARB 75], and MITRENET [HANK 73] can

be considered as systems developed by this group.
While the above group has been "pulling" the LCN development, there

has been another group comprised of those people who are reaching the per-
formance limits of their current systems and seeking cost-effective ways
to extend and to -improve their systems. The performance of these

6
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existing systems can be improved and their useful life extended by forming

networks of the various mass storage devices or networks of various commu-

nication devices. Systems upgraded by such group are ETHERNET [METC 76],

HYPERCHANNEL [THOR 751, OCTOPUS [FLET 75], etc..

Due to the geographic characteristics of LCNs, the cost of transmis-

sion is low compared to the cost associated with traditional data communi-

cation networks. Therefore, LCNs provide some unique opportunities to

which conventional long-haul networks or computer system buses do not af-

ford [CLAR 78]. That is, LCNs can extend the coverage of the computer sys-

tem bus at low cost without large sacrifice in speed. LCNs can also sim-

plify traditional long-haul network problems. For example, there is little

motivation to use extra computing power to have the maximum utilization of

the available bandwidth. On the contrary, it is quite reasonable to pro-

vide additional bandwidth if some other network cost (either hardware or

software) can be reduced by doing so. Inexpensive high bandwidth can allow

an inexpensive means of simplifying the control structure for communication

protocols, flow control, fault detection and recovery, etc..

Furthermore, broadcast communication (i.e. a communication mechanism

which allows a node to transmit a message to a set of or all network nodes

almost simultaneously) can be easily provided with LCNs. This might be

one of crucial requirements to efficiently achieve the advantages and also

to solve some inherent problems of distributed processings by implementing

fast query/reply message exchange communication mechanisms [CZAR 78, BANI

79, POUL 80]. Extra processing power obtainable through such simplified

control of message transmissions and high speed dynamic resource manage-

ment could also be utilized to provide users with transparent network ac-

cess capability [KIMB 78].
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1.2 FISHNET: A DISTRIBUTED LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK

1.2.1 Statement of Problems and Research Objectives

Some of the unsolved research problems in LCNs identified by [CLAR
78, WECK 79, STAC 80, THUR 80] are the following. Many of these problems

have also arisen in one form or another in the contexts of DDPSs in gen-
eral.

1. Wide degree of device incompatability: What components are
needed and what their types and characteristics should
be to solve this problem?

2. Device interconnection technique: The foremost concern is
how to organize and and configure the various components.

3. Routing strategy: Communication techniques such as "point-
to-point" and "broadcast" have been widely used, but
neither may be optimal for LCNS.

4. Communication media: Network architecture depends to a large
extent on required and achievable bandwidth. The type
of communication media is a factor here.

5. Protocols: The unique properties of LCNs (such as a higher
bandwidth, less transmission delay, greater reliablity,
optimized structure for a particular ap-lication, etc.)
require the design and implementation of LCN protocols
differ from those for geographically distributed RSNs.

6. Protocol software module residency: Up to which level of the
LCN protocols the network interface should be responsible
from the network performance point of view.

7. Network operational control issues: Issues related to the
network operations such as the network operating system,
network compiler, network job-control language, distri-
buted data base, task distribution/scheduling, etc..

8. Development and validation of analytic performance modeling:
In the various stages of LCN design and implementation
a performance model would be very valuable. Technique
must be found to use such performance data to fine-tune
the network.
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9. User-oriented issue: Cost and ease of use the network.

10. Inter-network interconnection technique: Whether one LCN can
be connected to another or to a global network and what
hardware/software components are needed?

This research addresses the first two issues with a communication

subnet architecture introduced in the next section. Considerations for

the next two issues are also given in the sense that either type of or

any combination of routing strategies and communication media can be

supported by the proposed subnet architecture. The following are the

specific design objectives associated with the proposed communication

subnet called FISHNET (Facilities Integrated in a Shared Habitat).

1. Via an intelligent network interface with buffer storage, the
device incompatibility problem will be solved. The network
interface will also be responsible for all the required subnet
activities. Hence, "off-the-shelf" type devices will be easily
interconnected to the network and "transparent" network access
will be possible not through the device itself, but through
the network interface.

2. The proposed communication subnet will be designed to have the
following unique features.

a. High Performance - To provide better performance in terms
of network throughput and response time than existing
LCNs by increasing the degree of transmission concur-
rency.

b. High Reliability - To provide fault-tolerant network oper-
ations through masking faulty nodes and faulty data
links.

c. High Modularity and Flexibility -To provide easy incre-
mental network growth and easy change of the nodal
interconnection scheme to meet specific application
requirements.

d. High Upgradability - To allow efficient and cost-effective
means to overcome the bottleneck of the communication
channel.

e. Distributed, Adaptive, and Learning Control - To resolve
the reliability problem associated with a single
centralized controller and to fine-tune the network
according to the particular situations.
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3. Both types of routing strategy (point-to-point and broadcast)
will be provided.

4. Both types of communication media (unidirectional and bidirec-
tional) or any combination of them will be supported.

Therefore, this research work can be broken into four parts which

meet the above design goals collectively: first, the design of a commu-

nication subnet, second, the design of message formats and protocols,

third, simulation to evaluate and verify the results of the above two

parts, and fourth, the design of network interface.
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1.2.2 Overview

The proposed system, FISHNET (Facilities Integrated in a Shared Habi-

tat), is a DDPS with the architecture belonging to LCNs. FISHNET is inten-

ded to provide efficient, inexpensive, reliable, and flexible service to a

localized community of users in an environment of constantly changing de-

mands and requirements. Such a computing group was selected for this stu-

dy, since as Davis [DAVI 75] and others [WEIT 80, LIEB 78, TANE 811 have

recognized, DDPSs formed from a collection of small-scale autonomous mini

or microcomputers are typical of many situations found today in industries,

the commercial world, and universities.

Therefore, most computing users assumed here would have their own inde-

pendent computing devices such as minicomputers, microcomputers, intelli-

gent terminals, peripheral devices, data base or file systems, storage de-

vices, etc., which are supervised by their own operating systems. Further-

more, these operating systems and computing devices are not necessarily

compatable to each other. They may be completely different in terms of

word length, processing speed, data structure, arithmetic mode, or even

electrical characteristics.

However, because of limited capabilities of their computing devices,

they would find it absolutely necessary or, at least, advantageous to share

the resources of other computer systems. Sharing of distributed resources

would be done in such a manner that no user need be aware of the physical

location of the resources he wants to use and even the way of using them

except several high-level operational commands (i.e. "transparent" network

access). Hence, for certain classes of users, the proposed network would

look ones indicated in Fig. 1.1.

It is also envisioned that, via gateways or bridges, FISHNET can be

connected to other LCNs which may have different architectures, and also

to a large host system which would again be connected to long-haul RSNs.

Figure 1.2 shows the FISHNET configuration at this stage.
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The communication subnetwork architecture of FISHNET will now be in-

troduced. This model is intended to be capable of utilizing the salient
features of many existing, proposed, and conceptual characteristics of LCN

systems (see Chap. 3). Thus, FISHNET is believed well suited for small to

moderate sized, shared resource/distributed processing systems within a

single building or complex of buildings. The proposed network model shown

in Fig. 1.3 has the following properties:

1. Each computer resources called a COD (Computer Or Devices) is in-

terfaced to the communication subnet with an intelligent network

interface called a FIN (Formatting Interface Network). Momory

banks and display terminals might be connected to a single FIN

in a suitably clustered form if necessary. The FIN is responsi-

ble for all activities associated with control of network commu-

nication, data formatting, error protection, fault detection,

network reconfiguration, etc.. By this model it is intended that

there is a "virtual" super host machine which is available to the

computing resources of each node of the system via its FIN. All

logical function capabilities required to achieve this transpa-
rancy concept for a COD are encapsulated into a set of software

modules called the distributed network operating system residing

in its FIN. These software network entities control the network

to perform the necessary virtualization.

2. For generality each FIN is interfaced to two types of communica-

tion media.

a. N unidirectional fiber optic cables or bidirectional coaxial

cables which are FIN-to-FIN communication channels (i.e data

links). A specific data message path at any given time bet-

ween any communicating pair can be established dynamically

from the collection of these separate channels called data

bus segments by using a circuit switching technique. It is

assumed that there is not necessarily a regular or symmetric

pattern to the FIN-to-FIN channels. Thus, important cases

such as the elimination or addition of FIN-to-FIN links can

be considered.

b. A single bus which links all FINs in the network. All net-

work FINs are passively coupled to this bus called the con-

trol bus. There can be only one bus "talker" at any given

time. Any FIN can be a bus talker and all other FINs have

the option of listening to the control bus conversation.
This will be referred to as a "broadcast" mode of communica-

tion.
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3. The control function of the network is considered to be fully
distributed. Network authority (characterized by the ability
to perform certain restricted control actions such as initia-
ting FIN-to-FIN communication) migrates among the network FINs
according to a specific rule. Each FIN has equal ability and
chance to claim the role of the network controller. There is

no permanent hierachical or centralized control concept from a
physical or logical point of view.

4. Each FIN has a limited amount of information concerning the
status of the network. In the general case this will be highly
localized information such as the FIN interconnection pattern to
its immediate neighbors and the status (busy, free, etc.) of bus
segments connected to itself. The full information concerning
the status of all FINs and bus segments in the network is not
required.

5. Each FIN has the ability to acquire and update tables of infor-
mation concerning the network. This information may come from
"eavesdropping" on the control bus or by evaluating the success
or failure of activities initiated by the FIN when in the role
of network controller. It is this capability that may allow a
FIN to become functional after a "cold start" or in the event
that network failures change the functional capability of the
network.
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1.3 ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION

The first chapter of this dissertation has served as an introduction

to FISHNET. First, it dealt with the background of FISHNET viewed as a

DDPS in the form of LCNs. Next, the FISHNET architecture was briefly

introduced along with its objectives and significant features. An out-

line of the remaining chapters of this dissertation follows the concep-

tual description of FISHNET.

A survey of the LCN literature will be the topic of Chapter 2.

The literature survey will especially emphasize the following LCN design

issues:

1. Transmission Media

2. Topology

3. Switching and Control Mechanism

4. Communication Protocols

5. Network Operating System

6. Network Interface

Several typical LCN systems will be introduced in Chapter 3 as exam-
ples with various interesting characteristics. Discussions for these sys-

tems will emphasize how the design issues are incorporated into an integra-
ted system.

With Chapter 4, the details of the FISHNET architecture will be dis-
cussed mostly in terms of a logical view point. The dual bus structure,
subnetwork control mechanism, and three routing techniques will be major
topics of discussion in this chapter. Most of the claims and objectives
specified in Section 1.2.1 will be justified through the chapter 4 dis-
cussion.

Chapter 5 will be dedicated to the design of FISHNET. First, the
communication protocols with seven layers will be introduced and two levels
of them (i.e. data link level and network level) will be developed. The

distributed control mechanism conceptually described in Chapter 4 will be
treated again in this chapter with emphasis on formalization of its various
components and integrating them into the network level protocol. All of
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All of the functions described in this chapter will be integrated into

network interfaces which are the next design topic.

Verification through simulation will be the topic of Chapter 6.

The properties and performance of the routing mechanisms of the FISHNET,

DLCN, Jafari's New Loop will be compared through GPSS modeling and com-

puter simulation. The general and specific characteristics of each model

will also be discussed along with any simplifying assumptions made for

convenience. From the analysis of the simulation results, several prac-

tical suggestions will be given for further improvement of the FISHNET

performance.

The final chapter of this study (Chapter 7) will begin with a sum-

mary of the significant features of FISHNET and contribution of this

dissertation research. The unsolved problems which remain will be iden-

tified and suggestions will also be made for future research directions.

Finally, the conclusions which can be drawn from this work and their im-

plications will be presented.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELATED ACTIVITIES

In this chapter activities related to LCNs will be discussed with

emphasis on their communication subnetwork architectures. LCN subnetworks

are difficult to categorize. Because of their evolution, it is difficult

to distinguish their architecture from current architectural concepts of

MCSs and geographically distributed RSNs. Differences of those DDPS

architectural concepts may be an issue of degree rather than of kind

[THUR 80].

Because of such characterirstics of LCNs, there could be several

ways to describe their architectures. Thurber [THUR 791 suggested a LCN

system taxonomy based on two attributes listed below and described LCNs

in terms of such taxonomy.

1. Architectural Types

a. Packet Switch
b. Circuit Switch
c. Bus Structure
d. I/O Channels

2. Evolutional Properties

a. New System/Subsystem Concept
b. Existing System Improvement

The way of describing adapted in this study will be based on the

following hardware and software components rather than on a certain tax-
onomy. It is worthwhile to note that these components constitute commu-
nication subnetwork entities common, in general, to such categories of
DDPSs as LCNs, MCSs, and long-haul RSNs. In this section each of these
components will be discussed in the order listed below.

1. Transmission Media
2. Topology
3. Switching and Control mechanism
4. Communication Protocols
5. Network Operating System
6. Network interface
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2.1 TRANSMISSION MEDIA

High-performance, reliable, and cost-effective implementation of

LCNs requires a careful consideration of the transmission media. In

Practice, a significant portion of LCN characteristics are determined by

the properties of the transmission media as well as the node interconnec-

tion pattern [CZAR 78, SZVR 78). This can be understood by observing that

the bandwidth and the bit error rate of the transmission media has a direct

impact upon the design of network interface hardware and software modules.

Moreover, the geographic limitations of LCNs are governed by the capabil-

ities of inexpensive, high speed digital communication technologies.

Bit-serial transmission over either coaxial cable or twisted pair

has been the major link technique in MCSs and LCNs. The goal of simpli-

city and high bandwidth of LCNs has led to the use of coaxial cable

through "base-band" signaling (i.e. those that transmit the basic signals

with no frequency transation carried out) as the means of encoding data.

Coaxial cable also can cover relatively long distances because of its uni-

form impedance characteristics. On the other hand, twisted pair offers

advantages over coaxial cable because it is easier to install or splice

new nodes between two existing nodes. However, bandwidth and distance

characteristics which can be supported by twisted pair are much less than

those provided by coaxial cable.

One promising candidate for a LCN data transmission medium is CATV

(Cable Television) technology [MEIS 77]. Coaxial cable and its associated

components such as amplifier, taps, splitters, etc., have been developed

by the CATV industry for the past 20 years and offer high reliability for

low cost. The maximum bandwidth available through coaxial cable is about

300 Mbps. This is sufficient for most local data communication require-

ments.

Fiber optics is another promising candidate mainly due to its many

performance advantages and capability supporting longer transmission dis-

tance at low cost. However, due to its coupling loss, the linear bus to-

pology (with a moderate number of nodes) seems to be difficult to obtain.
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Some of the performance advantages provided by fiber optic technology

include [TING 78]:

1. Freedom from electromagnetic interference

2. Electric isolation from high voltage and sparks

3. High potential bandwidth

4. Low loss and low cross talk

5. Small size and light weight

6. Long distance covering capability

7. High security

Local packet radio networks with wireless transmission media are

being experimented with in a few selected research locations [SHOC 79].

However, to date, there has been no offering of a LCN configured with

this technology. To utilize this technology, the cost of the interface

unit and variability of the bit error rates due to spectrum interference

should be resolved [CORD 801
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2.2 TOPOLOGY

Network topology is the pattern of interconnection used among the

various nodes of the network. There are several interconnection techno-

logies developed for MCSs and RSNs, but directly applicable to LCNs.

Each topology has certain attributes that affect its suitability for a

particular application. These attributes are related to cost, reliability,

responsiveness, speed, throughput, flexibility, modularity, reconfigura-

bility, local complexity, physical dispersibility, network control stra-

tegy, switching, etc., each of which could be a suitable performance cri-

terion for LCNs [WEIT 801. Among various topologies the following five

have been widely used for MCSs and LCNs [ANDE 75, CLAR 78, LIEB 781.

1. Unconstrained Topology

2. Star Topology

3. Tree Topology

4. Loop Topology

5. (linear) Bus Topology

The most general topology is an unconstrained graph structure with

nodes connected together in an arbitary pattern (Fig. 2.1.a). Its advan-

tage is that the arrangement of the communication links can be based on

the network traffic. However, this generality introduces the unavoidable

cost of making a routing decision at each node a message traverses (e.g.

packet-switched networks).

The star network, illustrated in Fig. 2.1.b, consists of a central

switching resource to which a number of nodes are connected, each by a

functionally single, bidirectional path. Messages are exchanged among

network nodes using the central switching resource as an intermediary.

Therefore, this topology eliminates the need for each network node to

make routing decisions. This leads to a particularly simple structure

for each of the other network nodes. However, the operation of the net-

work strongly depends on the correct operation of the central node, which

performs all of the routing functions, and must have capacity sufficient

to cope with all simultaneous conversation.
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The tree network depicted in Fig. 2.1.c is an extension of the star.

The network is hierachical with each node subservient to nodes at the

next highest level. Nodes at the same level cannot communicate directly

with each other. This topology is an obvious choice if the normal pat-

tern of communication in the network conforms to its physical topology.

The loop network pictured in Fig. 2.1.d consists of a number of

individual nodes, each of which is connected to two neighboring nodes.

The traffic in a loop could, in principle, flow both directions. In prac-

tice, the complexity of bidirectional traffic has constrained most loop

systems to only unidirectional traffic. Messages circulate around the

loop from source nodes to destination nodes with intermediate nodes act-

ing as relay, buffer, or store and forward units. This topology may

allow one or more messages to circulate simultaneously, and messages are

of either fixed or variable length. Advantages of this system concept are

high node-modularity and simplicity. However, the effects of either a node

or link failure may be severe.

The linear or global bus system shown in Fig. 2.1.e consists of a

number of nodes passively coupled by a common, global bus. Access to the

global bus shared among the network nodes is controlled by some allocation

scheme which might be centralized or distributed. Messages are sent direct-

ly, one at a time, from the source node to one or more destination nodes.

High node-modularity and simplicity are advantages of this system. The

failure effect of one or more nodes is also good as long as the failure

has no permanent effect on the bus. However, the failure effect of the

bus and the path-modularity are poor.
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Fig. 2.1.a Unconstrained
Topology

Fig. 2.1.b Star Topology

Fig. 2.1.c Tree Topology

Fig. 2.1.e Linear Bus Topology
Fig. 2.1.d Loop Topology
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2.3 SWITCHING AND CONTROL MECHANISM

Both switching techniques and control mechanisms for LCNs may be

separate topics of discussion, since each of them identifies a unique

entity of the communication subnet. However, in practice, thay are

closely related to each other and a specific switching technique selected

has a strong impact upon the choice and implementation of a specific con-

trol mechanism at various control levels. Hence, this section will com-

bine and discuss these topics together.

2.3.1 Switching Technique

Multiuser networks necessarily involve switching, whether it is

separated from or included in data message transmission. Most common

switching techniques for DDPSs, but directly applicable to LCNs, are of

two types: circuit switching and message/packet switching.

A circuit is a two way path for carrying information and it has no

storage associated with it. Transmitting a message between a pair of com-

municating nodes requires a call to be established. Establishing a call

through a circuit-switched network requires a path to be found along which

there are available circuits that can be connected, end to end, to make

the required path. Hence, in circuit switching, a set of circuit compo-

nents are assigned exclusively to a communicating pair for the time needed

to complete a message transmission.

A simple circuit switching node may be modeled as a set of N input

ports and N output ports, between which is interposed a set of circuits

with variable routes. The connection topology may be changed by a rerou-

ting procedure. This allows more complex model concepts such as concent-

ration (i.e. more input ports than output ports), connection (i.e. equal

numbers of input and output ports), and expansion (i.e. more output ports

than input ports) [THUR 79c] (see Fig. 2.2). Various aspects of circuit

switching techniques are well discussed in [THUR 78, IEEE 77, IEEE 79].
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In message switching, a block of data called a message (addressed
from one user to another) finds its way through network resources that

are not assigned exclusively for this message. Hence, unlike the circuit

switching, there is no need to set up a physical path before transmitting

a message. However, this advantage is not obtained free. This switching

method requires each switching node along the way to the destination to

buffer and store a message coming through one of its input lines, and

forward this message to one of its outgoing line. Queueing time plays

a central role in the design of message switching network. A network

using this switching technique is called a store-and-forward network.

The switch node is commonly a mini- or microcomputer with buffering capa-

bility.

With message switching, there is no limit on message size, which

means that switching nodes must have enough storage capability to buffer

long messages. It also implies that one user can monopolize transmission

lines for long period of time. Packet switching is an attempt to resolve

these problems while maintaining the advantage of message switching. In

this technique, each message is divided into a number of fixed-sized

blocks called packets. These packets are transmitted one by one from

the source node through the same or different outgoing lines. Each switch

node treats these packets independently and does the same store-and-forward

activity similar to message switching. Hence, each switching node may

buffer packets in its main memory (instead of secondary storage required

for message switching) due to tight upper limit on block size. This lim-

ited block size also prevents users from monopolizing transmission lines.
However, this technique allows another problem which can never happen in

the previous two switching techniques. Packets from one message may arrive

at the destination in random order. This requires packet switching networks

to have relatively complex flow control for properly reordering ramdomly

arrived packets. Various aspects of message and packet switching techniques
can be found in [KIMB 75, ROBE 78, CERF 78].

Circuit switching and packet switching differ in many respects.

The key difference is that circuit switching statically reserves the

required bandwidth in advance, whereas packet switching acquires
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and releases it as it is needed (better channel utilization). However,

because no circuits are dedicated, a sudden surge of input traffic in

packet switching may overwhelm a switching node, exceeding its storage

capacity and causing it to lose packets. Because of the store-and-forward

concept, a network with packet switching may also more straightforwardly

implement speed and code conversion. In circuit switching, a lost packet

or message is not possible; code and speed conversion may be costly to

obtain.

Concentration
I > 0

Connection -_
I = 0

Fig. 2.2 Three Types of Circuit Switching ( I = input,

0 = output)
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2.3.2 Control Mechanism

When a network resource is shared by multiple nodes, there must be
some method whereby a particular unit requests and obtains control of this
resource. The major problem in this case is handling conflicting requests
for a network resource so that only one unit obtains it at a given time.

The different control schemes can be roughly classified as being

centralized or decentralized. If the hardware/software module used for

controlling access to shared network resources is largely concentrated in

one location within a network node, it is referred to as centralized con-

trol. If the control logic (both logical and physical) is largely distri-

buted throughout different nodes (logically or physically) connected to

these resources, it is called decentralized or distributed control. it

will be shown in Section 2.4 that the control function of a network can be

partitioned into several different levels. Each of these levels may have

different control schemes. Hence, control functions of a network should

be viewed in terms of their degree of distribution (or centralization)

and their ways of managing resources in each logical network level.

In general, a centralized control algorithm is relatively easy to

construct and maintain and can be made to have almost deterministic per-

formance characteristics. All network states required to control a net-

work can be governed and traced by a single control module. On the other

hand, it is vulnerable to failure due to its single location of control

execution. Additionally, if the centralized algorithm requires input data

from the nodes in the network and must return responses, the location of
the algorithm relative to the topology and communication capabilities may

put an undue burden on the network (i.e. bottleneck) [WECK 79].

In a decentralized control structure, the distributed components

of the decentralized algorithm communicate with each other in a non-instan-

taneous manner in terms of nature (content of information exchanged), order

(relative arrival of information), and speed (amount of information ex-

changed during a certain amount of time). Each part of a distributed
algorithm must operate without total instantaneous knowledge of the

state of all the other parts. Hence, the design of such algorithms can

be much more complex than that of centralized ones.
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However, such control algorithms can be highly robust and more immune to

failure than centralized ones because of their distributed nature. An-

other very attractive motivation for decentralized control algorithms is

that, in very large systems, efficient processing of tasks in terms of

speed and throughput may not always result from complete prescription by

centralized algorithms [WECK 791. This may happen if local events with a

high performance implication may not be completely predictable and it is

too costly in time and in bandwidth to submit these local events to a single

centralized decision maker [DAVI 79, WEIT 801. Hence, decentralized control

approaches often seem to be more attractive than centralized ones even

though the choice of algorithm largely' depends on the application require-

ments of the network and economics of using one scheme over another.

The link level control technique (the arbitration of shared commu-

nication channels) largely depends on the specific combination of trans-

mission media, node interconnection pattern, and switching techniques

applied. Some of these techniques include:

1. Control Token [LOOM 73]: The control information (i.e. permis-
sion to use the resource), which may be a special bit pattern,
is transmitted over the regular data channel and circulated
around the network nodes. It can support at most one bus
talker with variable length messages at any given time.

2. Fixed Message Slots [PIER 72]: The message slot generator with
with "store-and-forward" capability generates a series of
full or empty message slots (i.e. time slots with predefined

duration) which circulate around the network. Any node, on

noticing an empty slot passing by, may mark the slots as full

and place a message in it. It can support more than one bus

talker with fixed length messages at any given time.

3. Register Insertion [HAFN 74]: All network interfaces with the
register insertion technique are equipped with shift regis-

ter storage. The collection of all these shift registers
forms a shift register train. Each node can load its mes-

sage into such a shift register train if it finds enough

room for this message. Hence, this technique can support

more than one bus talker with variable length messages at

any given time.
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4. Polling [THUR 72]: Logically, there is a controller which
polls each node. Based on information learned during the
poll, it assigns a node to be the talker. The controller
can, in practice, be implemented in many different ways
It could be a group of bus request and grant lines or a
centralized controller with separate polling line. un-
like conventional bus arbitration techniques such as the
daisy chain or fixed time slots, this technique can
support variable polling priority. Only one bus talker
with variable length messages can be supported at any
given time by this technique.

5. Contention [ABRA 72]: In a contention network, any node
wishing to transmit a message simply does so. Since,

there is no control or priority, nothing prevents two
or more than two nodes from attempting to transmit simul-
taneously (i.e. bus collision). The contention control
technique depends on the ability of a node to detect a
collision, at which point it waits a random amount of time,
and then retransmits its message. This technique can sup-
port at most one bus talker with variable length messages
at any given time.

In addition to these bus arbitration techniques, [THUR 72, LUCZ 78,

DOLL 72] survey others such as the daisy chain, the fixed time slots, mul-

tiplexing techniques (synchronous or asynchronous). Control techniques

such as contention, control token, fixed time slots, fixed message slots,

and register insertion are inherent distributed techniques. Control tech-

niques such as daisy chain and polling may be implemented in either distri-

buted or centralized ways. Control token, fixed message slots, and regis-

ter insertion have been typical control techniques for loop networks.

Daisy chain, fixed time slots, polling, and contention have been used for

global bus networks. However, Clark et al. [CLAR 781 feel that any of the

three network topologies (the star, the ring, and the global bus) can be

used in combination with any of three control strategies (ring control,

contention control, and centralized control).

The network level control (see Sec. 5.1) deals with activities for

efficient message routing through the communication subnet. In a centra-

lized scheme, a centralized routing controller traces the entire network

and determines the optimum routing paths. In a distributed approach, each

node must determine its best routing paths with its limited local informa-

tion and perhaps through negotiating with other nodes. Specific techniques
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largely depend on the application requirements and the actual combination

of network entities such as topology and switching techniques. Various

routing techniques and their properties are well surveyed in [DAVI 79,

TANE 81].

Control techniques for levels above the network level are closely

related to interprocess communication techniques and system resource mana-

gement. Hence, these topics will not be considered here. A brief discus-

sion of these will be given in Section 5.1.
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2.4 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

At all levels of a computer network, from the communication subnet

to computers and terminals that connect to it, a large variety of geographi-

cally distributed pieces of hardware/software are confronted. These homoge-

neous or inhomogeneous devices are designed to cooperate in the execution of

tasks for the network user. The events which occur in this complex environ-

ment during cooperative task execution are unpredictable in terms of their

nature, their sequence, and their timing. Two very important points flow

from the above discussion [TAKE 81].

First, a number of interface procedures must be defined (both in

the communication subnet and devices around it) to ensure the reliable execu-

tion of user tasks. These procedures entail the exchange of information

between geographically distributed devices, and are implemented through soft-

ware processes. Two processes which are, in general, physically separated

cooperate to implement the interface procedure (i.e. "bilateral" communica-

tion processes).

Second, a device connected to a network must have some intelligence

to operate essential interface procedures between the communication subnet

and itself. Unintelligent devices must be connected to the network through

intelligent ones.

These two interface processes must use the exchange of messages to

coordinate their actions for user tasks and achieve synchronization. This

message exchange must follow carefully designed procedures called protocols.

Therefore, a protocol can be defined as the set of message formats and ex-

change rules that the communicating processes use for control and synchroni-

zation of their functions. If the communication is viewed as a formal lan-

guage, then its protocols can be viewed as a formal grammar for that lan-

guage. The main characteristic of good protocols is the ability to work

properly where the timing and sequence of events can be unknown and where

transmission errors are expected.

Protocols are implemented via processes and the operation of a

protocol (i.e. protocol function) is accomplished by the exchange of messages
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between processes. The format and meaning of these messages form the logi-

cal definition of the protocol. Rules of procedure determine the actions

of the bilateral processes cooperating in the protocol. The set of these

rules constitutes the procedural definition of the protocol. The logical

definition constitutes the syntax, while the procedural definition forms

the semantics of the protocol [DAVI 791. Hence, a formal definition of a

protocol can be given as the logical and procedural specification of the

communication mechanism between processes [DAVI 791.

A protocol defined in terms of its syntax and semantics has to be

implemented between two processes communicating via the message exchange.

An implementation describing the actions of each process can be described

in terms of process states and events (i.e. the arrival of a message at a

process) which cause transitions between those states. The description of

protocol implementation using state diagrams becomes prohibitive in the case

of complicated protocols with a very large number of states. An alternative

method for protocol description is the use of a high level language. This

is less prone to errors than the state diagram method. It also has the

advantages of describing the protocol functions in the medium in which they

are to be implemented thus avoiding discrepancies between description and

implementation [DAVI 791.

Some of the functions required by tasks in a computer network are

common to all tasks. The most important of these is the transporting of

data messages between processes without error [MCQU 78] . Such a reliable

data transport is also accomplished by an ordered sequence of distinct steps

which are again common to all types of data transports. Therefore, it is

desirable to have these common functions handled by separate software

modules (i.e. protocol layers). Hence, application processes residing

above the transport service layer (and performing user tasks and also sys-

tem processes supporting the execution of application processes) can achieve

their goals by consecutively utilizing these common utility modules.

The most fundamental principles of network protocol design are

layers and their interfaces. Layering is a structuring technique which

permits the network to be viewed as logically composed of a succession of

layers, each wrapping the lower layers and isolating them from the higher
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layers. Hence, the layering notion refers to the principle of separating

protocol functions into different protocol layers. Some of these functions

are side-by-side and independent of each other. Some of these are in sup-

port of others.

The main reason for the layering concept is to have "transparency"

and/or "independence" such that each layer can view the lower layers as a

single entity without any assumption about their internal structure. Lay-

ering, to be effective, must employ well-defined and stable interfaces be-

tween protocol layers. This allows the implementation of a given layer to

change without necessarily affecting the interface. This also gives network

and protocol implementers the opportunity to optimize services through evo-

lutionary change without affecting compatability with higher levels of pro-

tocols [MCQU 78].

From the layering concept, each individual computer system or

device itself can be viewed as being logically composed of subsystems,

each corresponding to the interaction of the system with a layer. In other

words, a layer is viewed as being logically composed of all subsystems of

the same rank of all interconnected systems. Each subsystem is, in turn,

viewed as being made of several entities, each of which belongs to one sys-

tem [ZIMM 80]. Entities in the same layer are termed "peer" entities.

There are several commonly used criteria for the decomposition of

communication functions into hierachically layered protocols. The Interna-

tional Standard Organization (ISO) recognized thirteen principles for defi-

ning the specific set of layers [ZIMM 80]. The following list includes four

of these which have been used widely.

1. Layered on the basis of physical and/or logical boundaries
within a system.

2. Layered on the basis of function commonality.

3. Layered on the basis of available services and interfaces.

4. Layered where addressing is changed or information is multi-
plexed into a communication mechanism.
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One possible layering resulting from the above criteria is shown

in Fig. 2.3. This is the Open System Interconnection model proposed by

the International Standard Organization [ZIMM 80]. Aomong these seven

layers, the lower three layers (i.e. physical layer, data link layer, and

network layer) will be briefly described below, since these three layers

represent the operation of the communication subnet. Protocol layer above

the network layer are closely related to the network operating system (as

well as the application of the system), and can be built upon any subnet

abstracted by the lower three layers.

The physical level concerns the fundamental means for utilizing a

physical communication medium to transmit signals. The most obvious is the

mechanical and electrical or optical specification for communicating across

an electrical or optical cable. The IEEE Series RS-422 and RS-423, and CCITT

Recommendation X.21 are interface and protocol standards operating at this

level.

Given a Level 1 capability, Level 2 builds on it by adding the ca-

pability to reliably exchange a logical sequence of messages across the phy-

sical medium. This level includes the ability to address different logical

connections on the same physical link, to detect and respond to transmis-

sion errors, and to distinguish various information fields in the message

frame. Level 2 has recently been dominated by the bit-oriented synchro-

nous serial data link control procedures. Some of these are ISO's HDLC,

ANSI's ADCCP, IBM's SDLC. These data link protocols are well discussed

and compared in [WEIT 80].

Given a Level 2 capability, Level 3 adds the means to transmit

messages from one host environment to another across a networking confi-

guration. Therefore, sometimes this is called the communication subnet

layer which controls the operation of the subnet. Among other things,

it determines the chief characteristics of the network interface/host

interface, and how messages are routed within the subnet. A major design

issue here is the division of labor between the network interfaces and

the hosts [TANE 811. Most of the functions performed by this layer are

determined by the subnet architecture in terms of network topology,

switching method, routing control strategy, etc..
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For long-haul networks, conventional low level protocols were

designed to provide functions efficiently for the virtual circuit concept*.

The designers of long-haul networks are often forced by economic or legal

reasons to use the public telephone network, regardless of its technical

suitability. Furthermore, the major use of these networks supported by

the virtual circuit communication mechanism has been for long-term, human

initiated interactions with computers for mainly resource sharing rather

than for distributed processing or distributed data base systems.

For LCNs, however, the situation is quite different. Due to the

special characteristics of LCNs such as simplicity, low cost, high speed,

low transmission delay, flexibility, wide range of potential application

area including traditional resource sharing and distributed or parallel

processing, the protocol design strategies for long-haul networks cannot be

directly applicable for LCNs. For example, the idea of sending a call set

up packet just to avoid putting full source and destination addresses in

each data packets needs rethinking. In fact, many local networks include

not only the machine address, but also the process address in both source

and destination address fields of all packets or messages. Therefore,

there should be special considerations in the design of LCN protocols to

reflect such special capabilities of LCNs.

Most of all, the following three aspects have a very strong impact

upon the design of the lowest three protocol levels. First, the high per-

formance achievable through hardware technology enables the simplification

of protocols. Inexpensive high bandwidth allows appropriate overhead bits

to be sent with each message to have simple protocols. The low transmission

delay inherent in LCNs as well as their high data rates can eliminate the

need for complex buffer management, flow control, such as packet synchroni-

zation, network congestion control mechanisms, etc..

* The virtual circuit is a facility in a packet-switched commu-
nication network in which packets passing between a pair of terminals are
kept in sequence. Since this is a property of a circuit, the two terminals
are said to be connected by a virtual circuit established by a virtual call.
A physical circuit path can be multiplexed by several virtual circuit paths.
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It is important to note that in a long-haul computer network the

major complexity of the protocol design stems from strategies that attempt

to make as much of the costly network bandwidth as possible available for

transport of high-level data. In contrast, the costs of an LCN are mostly

concentrated in the host interfaces, the hosts themselves, and their soft-

ware.

Second, low level protocols must be designed to take advantages of

and preserve the special capabilities of LCNs, so that these capabilities

can be utilized, in turn, by higher level protocols. Examples of these

special capabilities are:

1. The message exchange communication mechanism such as simple
query and reply for efficient dynamic load sharing or process
synchronization without long table manipulation.

2. The broadcast communication mechanism which supports the above
message exchange mechanism.

Third, it would be desirable to connect an LCN system to other LCNs

which may have different structures, and also to high performance long-haul

networks. It is worth noting that a collection of subnetworks (i.e. the

subnetworking concept) enables a variety of technologies and data rates to

be utilized in a single LCN, each to its best advantage [PIER 72, CLAR 78].

Subnetworking also provides an orderly means of handling growth in traffic.

As traffic on an LCN grows with time, it may be desirable to split the net-

work into two or more interconnected subnetworks [PIER 72]. Hence, it may

be necessary to give special considerations in the design stage of protocols.
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2.5 NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM

A network operating system (NOS) is, in general, a collection of

software (and hardware) and associated protocols, distributed throughout

network nodes, that allows a set of autonomous computers in a network to

be used together in a convenient and cost-effective manner [FORS 781.

Thus, a NOS allows users and their application programs at every node to

exploit the resources distributed among network hosts in much the same way

(logically) that a single host operating system provides its users with

controlled access to shared local resources. In other words, it is a medi-

ating agent to reduce or eliminate much of the need for users to learn the

command languages or data structures of the hosts being accessed and of the

communication subnetwork [KIMB 79]. It is important to recognize that via

communication protocols the device and host incompatability of network nodes

can be resolved. However, the network users must still learn details--of

operating system utilities of remote hosts if there is no network operating

system support. Therefore, having true "transparent" networking requires

both the communication protocols and the network operating system support.

A NOS consists of two major components [POUL 80]; 1) The set of

software processes or modules which carry out various management and control

tasks, and 2) the high-level protocols which govern communication and inter-

action between those NOS modules. The functions which high-level protocols

govern can also be partitioned into two layers in a broad sense [FLET 801

such as: 1) the service layer which performs higher-level services (e.g.

editors, data base managers, file servers, etc.), and basic services (e.g.

files, directories, terminals, naming scheme, resource allocation, task

scheduling, etc.), and 2) the service support layer (e.g. interprocess com-

munication, data transfer, data formatting, protection and authentication,

communication resource management, etc.). The basic task which must be

performed by a NOS with the above structure is to define a virtual, inte-

grated computing environment for easy understanding and manipulation of the

system. In order to perform such a basic task, a NOS has the following

objectives and requirements [KIMB 76, FLET 801:
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1. The structure of resources and the manner of accessing them
should be uniform throughout the network (uniform user view-
point of resources).

2. New resources should be constructed out of existing ones
without introducing new privileged programming. New func-
tions of the NOS should be appended to the existing ones
piecemeal rather than full-blown (modular expansibility).

3. A collection of computers must work cooperatively to support
efficient network-based computing (efficient resource allo-
cation and management).

4. To achieve the above goals, host-network interaction and the
communication subnetwork must be efficiently and reliably con-
trolled (reliable network access).

In general, there are two types of NOSs depending on the relation

between local (host) operating system (LOS): heterogeneity vs. homogeneity,

and the degree of encapsulation of LOSs (i.e. the degree of coupling with

the LOS). One type of NOS is for a network which consists of heterogeneous

hosts each of which may have its own, independent operating system with

varying degree of complexity. In this case, the main role of a NOS is to

efficiently resolve difficulties stemming from this heterogeneity during

resource sharing. This includes communication of user processes in differ-

ent nodes, data migration, remote job execution, remote procedure calls, etc..

The NOS must have unified control over such activities. The degree of NOS

coupling with LOSs is low and each LOS is not included in the NOS function

category. Each LOS has total control of its system resources through effec-

tive encapsulation of them and the NOS only mediates LOS-LOS interaction.

Another type of NOS is for a network which consists of homogeneous

hosts with the same properties in terms of data or file structure, control

language, LOS structure, etc.. This type of NOS has high degree of coupling

with LOSs and may have direct and uniform control over resources. Because

of its homogeneous characteristics, this type of NOS may be more easily

developed than the other. Figure 2.4 depicts the conceptual relationship

of LOS and NOS for these two types.

In terms of NOS implementation mode, there are again two major

alternatives: implementation within the host and implementation via augmen-

tation of the host with a separate computer interposed between the host and
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the communication subnetwork (i.e. network interface or front end processor).

However, the dramatic decline in hardware costs coupled with the increasing

expense of sophisticated system software development naturally emphasizes

the augmentation approach [KIMB 79]. Another motivation of the augmentation

approach is that it may permit centralized design, implementation, and sup-

port of the NOS. Thus, only the host interface need be separately tailored.

However, depending on the degree of NOS supporting responsibility imposed

on the network interface, there may be many different implementation ap-

proaches. Each may have a varying degree of performance [STAC 801.

Due to geographic characteristics, means of processor coupling, and

major application areas, the design approaches of operating system for long-

haul RSNs, LCNs or MCSs, and MPSs should be distinguished. For long-haul

RSNs, the major portions of NOS functions are concerned with activities for

resolving problems which stem from the wide degree of host incompatability.

The high speed, broadcast communication mechanism is difficult or costly to

have in long-haul RSNs. Therefore, in most cases, distributed resource

management techniques are static rather than dynamic. On the other hand,

processors of MPSs share single or multiple memories which provides rela-

tively easy means to get and maintain global, dynamic states of resources.

In case of LCNs, as mentioned previously, protocols can be simpler

than those for long-haul networks, bandwidth is inexpensive, and a broadcast

communication mechanism is easy to obtain. Furthermore, host computers of

LCNs run job tasks sequentially in general (i.e. no multiprogramming con-

cept in most cases). Hence, the situation is quite different from that of

long-haul resource sharing networks, even though there might be a similar

degree of host incompatability. Moreover, unlike most MPSs, there is no

shared memory. Therefore, solutions of operating system problems for MPSs

such as synchronization means for interprocess communication, centralized

control of resource sharing, access protection via central capability or

directive, etc., also cannot be directly applicable for LCNs.

There have been intensive research activities related to network

operating systems [REDE 80, DENN 78, WITT 80, SNYD 81, BOEB 78, WARD 80,

POUL 80,FLET 80, KIMB 76, KIMB 78, WECK 73, SYNC 80, WULF 74, SWAN 77, etc.].

However, it is apparent that many issues of NOS design still remain open-

ended questions.
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2.6 NETWORK INTERFACE

A network interface is an integrated package of software, firm-

ware, and hardware modules, which plays a central role in the network acti-

vities. Only through intelligent operations of network interfaces can the

diversity of interconnection requirements for LCNs be resolved and trans-

parent network access efficiently achieved.

A network interface may consist of three logical groups of devices:

1) host interface function group, 2) subnetwork interface function group,

and 3) overall network interface control group. The structure and complexity

of network interfaces are strongly dictated by specific subnetwork structure,

host interface structure, and specific applications of the network.

The host interface function group fits into the I/O structure of

the hosts and controls the exchange of data between the host and the network

interface (i.e. the subnetwork interface function group). Most of the group

activities can be resolved by DMA (Direct Memory Access) techniques except

control information exchange between the host and the overall network inter-

face control group.

The subnetwork interface function group performs activities for

physical link protocols, data link protocols, and transport protocols. In

other words, this group must perform, at least, the following basic tasks:

1. Signal Conditioning
2. Address Recognition
3. Message Transmission Control
4. Message Reception Control
5. Transmission Error Control
6. Message Routing Control

The overall network interface control group performs supervisory

functions for activities of both the host interface function group and the

subnetwork interface function group. In addition to overall control func-

tions for the network interface, this group may perform high-level protocol

activities related to the NOS. This includes:

1. Information Formatting
2. Flow Control
3. Network Error Control
4. Protocol Conversion
5. Interprocess Communication Control
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The recent advances in LSI and VLSI technology have had a strong

impact upon the network interface architecture and its functional limits

in interfacing devices to the network [RATT 81, THUR 77]. Some of the net-

work interface activities requiring simple but timely control, such as

data link protocol control, DMA control, etc., can be cost-effectively

off-loaded to separate LSI devices. In a decade VLSI technology is also

envisioned to integrate all major portions of network interface components

into single chip [RATT 81, MEAD 801.

Moreover, as mentioned in Section 2.5, the current trend of NOS

implementation emphasizes the augmentation approach. This trend may be

especially true and desirable in the LCN area, since (unlike long-haul

RSNs) a large portion of the network. interface intelligence can be utilized

for NOS activities because of the relatively simple flow and routing mecha-

nisms LCNs can offer.
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CHAPTER 3. EXISTING LCN SYSTEMS

In chapter 2, seven design issues of LCNs (transmission media, topo-

logy, switching technique, control mechanism, communication protocols,

network operating system, and network interface) were discussed. Depend-

ing on the actual combination of various techniques and design approaches

for these LCN components, there might be numerous LCN systems with unique

properties and characteristics. Freeman and Thurber identified 59 LCNs

[FREE 80].

With the background of Chapter 2,several typical LCN systems will

now be discussed. Their characteristics in terms of control mechanism,

switching strategy, concurrent transmission capability, reliability, and

upgradability will be compared. Based on the published results of simu-

lation, performance of those systems will also be compared and analyzed.

As will be described in the following sections, the loop topology and the

linear bus topology seem to be the most promising network interconnection

patterns. Therefore, among many forms of LCNs, attention will be confined

to systems with these two topologies. Worth noting is that FISHNET was

intended to be capable of utilizing the salient features of many existing,

proposed, and conceptual characteristics of LCN systems. Hence, based on

the discussion of this chapter, several desirable capabilities of LCN sys-

tems, most of which have not yet been integrated into a single LCN system,

will be identified.

In comparing the performance of LCNs, the following terms will be

used. These terms will also be utilized in Chapter 6 for the performance

evaluation of FISHNET.

1. Queueing Time: Time elapsed between when a local message
(generated in the attached component) is ready for trans-
mission until the first character is placed onto a path.

2. Transmission Time: Time elapsed between initial placement of
the first character of a message on a path at the source
until final removal of the last character from a path at
the destination.
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3. Acknowledgement Time: Time elapsed between generation of an
ACK message at the destination until the last character of
this ACK message is removed from the loop at the source
(DLCN only). Time elapsed from when the last character
of a message is transmitted by the source until the last
character of an ACK message generated by the destination
is received by the source (FISHNET only) or by the central
controller (Jafari's New Loop only).

4. Total Message Transmission Time: (Queueing Time) + (Trans-
mission Time).

5. Total Message Transmission/ACK Time: (Total Message Trans-
mission Time) + (Acknowledgement Time).

6. Control Bus Utilization Factor: Percent of time during which
the control bus is used for transmission of control commands
(and/or broadcasting data messages) (FISHNET and Jafari Loop
only).

7. Degree of Concurrency: Average number of concurrent data message
transmissions on the communication subnetwork (FISHNET and
Jafari Loop only).

8. Node Arrival Rate: The average number of requests for communi-
cation (i.e. data message arrivals from the attached compo-
nent) at each node in one time unit.

9. Network Arrival Rate: (Node Arrival Rate) * (Number of Nodes
in the Network).

10. Node (Network) Interarrival Time: The average number of time
units in the node (network) between two consecutive message
arrivals.

11. Time Unit: Transmission time for a single eight bit character
(no particular line bandwidth need be assumed).
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3.1 Loop Systems

Traditionally a loop network has been a dominant form of MCS or LCN

architecture (REAM 75, CLAR 78, ANDE 75]. A typical loop system instal-

lation is shown in Fig. 3.1. The main motivations for the loop are its

attractive characteristics such as:

1. The problem of message routing can be completely resolved,
since there is only one path for a message to follow in reaching
its destination. Therefore, a sender does not need to know the
location of its receiver.

2. Broadcast message transmission is easy to implement, as a message
can be copied by every node as it passes through and also can be

removed when it returns to its sender.

3. In general, each loop interface contains an active repeater (and
buffering storage). Therefore, the loop network can cover lar-
ge distances.

4. Data transmission on a loop network is usually digital and at an
extremely high rate (on the order of Mbps). The loop channel is

also dedicated to a loop network. Therefore, expensive modems
or complicated data conversions are not needed.

5. The place-modularity is good with respect to nodes, since the
functions required for the loop interface are simple and inex-
pensive to implement. Adding and/or deleting nodes is an easy
operation.

Numerous systems with loop topology have been proposed [FRAS 74,

THUR 79]. Among those loop systems, the following five systems:

Newhall loop, Pierce loop, DLCN, Jafari loop, and DDLCN, will be chosen

for discussion and comparison because of their unique loop transmission

mechanisms.

The first loop system to be considered is the Newhall loop [FARM 69,

FARB 73, LOOM 73] (See Fig. 3.2 ). The allocation of the loop is deter-

mined by the round-robin passing of the control token. Only the loop

interface currently in possession of the token is permitted to transmit

a message of arbitrary length onto the loop. When transmission is fini-

shed, the control token is passed to the next loop interface. The weak-

ness of this loop transmission mechanism is poor transmission efficiency.
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An interface ready to transmit a message must always wait for the con-

trol token to be passed to it, even though the portion of the loop it

needs is free (i.e. unused by the current transmitter).

Pierce proposed a different type of loop network [PIER 72a, PIER

72b, FRAS 74] (see Fig. 3.3). The Pierce loop improves the major weak-

ness of the Newhall loop by using a fixed message slot control mechanism.

Every message slot has one bit indicator which indicates if the follow-

ing message slot is empty or filled. If a loop interface has a message

to send, this interface must divide this message into fixed-size packets

and then wait for an empty slot to pass by. When it finds an empty slot,

it fills it with a packet by changing the front indicator properly and

transmitting a fixed-size packet. The above procedure continues until it

finishes transmission of all packets for that message. with this mecha-

nism, more than one transmitter can transmit its packets simultaneously

with the help of the "A Box". The operations performed by the "A Box"

(i.e. a centralized supervisor) are summarized below.

1. Logical termination of the loop.

2. Generation of empty (or filled) message slots one at a time.

3. Buffering of an incoming packet until the end of the current
message slot (when it detects an incoming packet with the header
indicating a filled message slot) and then retransmitting the
buffered packet into the next message slot with the filled
message slot header. This compensates for the fact that propa-
gation delay around the loop is not normally an integral number
of slot times.

4. Deletion of damaged packets (i.e. looping packets).

However, dividing a message into fixed-size packets, reassembling

packets into a message, waiting for empty slots, and the existence of

the "A Box" are disadvantages of the Pierce loop.

The Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN) [REAM 76, REAM 77, LIUJ

77] solves the inherent problems of the Newhall loop and the Pierce loop

while combining some of the best features of both loops (see Fig. 3.4).

It utilizes a special loop control strategy called the shift register

insertion technique. This might be considered a distributed version of
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the "A Box" concept of the Pierce loop. Each loop interface of DLCN per-

forms a role very similar to the "A Box" with respect to the "store-and-
forward" concept of incoming messages. DLCN uses a special loop interface

containing a variable length shift register which provides delay buffering

for incoming messages during the transmission of locally generated messages.

Because of its buffering property, DLCN allows multiple, simultaneous

transmissions of variable length messages. Shift registers at each loop

interface, which form a shift register train, also allow DLCN to have an

automatic traffic regulation capability. Although this mechanism allows

rapid insertion of messages onto the loop, queueing delays for the messages

are incurred as they attempt to traverse other nodes where they must wait

for other locally generated traffic. After several messages have been in-

serted onto the loop, they are available in a LIFO (Last In First Out)

order, the most recently inserted messages preceding the messages inserted

earlier.

All of the above loop systems have some inherent weaknesses. These

include reliability problems due to use of a single, unidirectional commu-

nication channel, security problems due to the loop control mechanisms,

and reliability of the loop interface (which is a active device). it

is also difficult to improve the system performance, since the bandwidth

of the single loop is always a potential bottleneck as communication

rates increase and it is costly and complicated to have more than one

loop channel.

Jafari's New Loop [JAFA 77, JAFA 79, JAFA 80] was motivated by the

above observations (see Fig. 3.5). Specifically he addressed the follow-

ing improvements:

1. Technique for bidirectional data transfer.

2. Technique which will allow a node to fail without causing
overall failure of the network.

Jafari accomplished these objectives by utilizing a dual-bus struc-

ture: a linear control bus and a data bus composed of multiple, bidirec-

tional bus segments. A centralized loop controller is used to establish

specific paths from a set of bus segments through a circuit switching

technique. All control activities such as those for message path set up
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requests, path set up procedures, handshaking of acknowledgement, etc.,

are carried out through the control bus between loop interfaces (i.e.

slave nodes) and the loop controller (i.e. master node). Jafari has

claimed superior performance mainly due to unique features of his system

concept such as:

1. Concurrent and bidirectional transfer of data messages of
variable length without "store-and-forward".

2. The ability to improve performance by adding additional

data bus segments.

3. The use of a centralized controller to compute scheduling and
routing algorithm. (However, the use of a central controller
may be a major disadvantage of his system concept.)

Lately the designers of DLCN have attempted to resolve DLCN problems by

introducing one more loop channel to the DLCN system (Fig. 3.6). This

double loop system, called the Distributed Double Loop Computer Network

(DDLCN) [WOLF 78, TSAY 79, WOLF 79, PARD 79], now has bidirectional data

transmission capability and fail-soft capability with respect to link

faults. To support these capabilities, each loop interface has two sets

of transceivers and shift register buffers, and is connected to double

loops through tri-state logic. The loop interface of DDLCN has more

than twice the complexity of DLCN.

Up to this point, five different loop transmission mechanisms have

been introduced with emphasis on their logical development. Advantages

and weaknesses of those systems were also discussed mainly based on con-

current transmission capability and reliability. Simulated performance

of these five loop systems will now be used to show how these advantages

and weaknesses affect system performance. The following discussion is

based on the published results. New simulation results obtained during

this research are given in Chapter 6.

The general characteristics of all five systems seem to be similar.

Therefore, the same basic assumptions were made for all the published simu-

lation models. The primary quantities of interest in those simulation

studies were the distributions of total message transmission/ACK time. The

following list includes basic assumptions made by the loop designers.
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1. Each network consists of exactly six nodes.

2. All message sources at each node are assumed to be identical
and independent. Message arrival times are generated according
to a poisson distribution.

3. All messages have randomly addressed destination nodes. There-
fore, the message traffic is entirely symmetric and uniform.

4. Message lengths are exponentially distributed with a mean of
50 characters (each character has 8 bits).

5. Nine additional characters of overhead for header and trailer
information are added to each message frame.

6. Propagation delay on the communication channel is ignored.

7. Each loop interface (except in the Jafari loop) contributes
2 time units of delay: 1 unit in the receiver for address checking
and 1 unit in the transmitter.

For the Newhall loop, all messages in the queue of the selected

node (i.e. node holding the control token) were transmitted onto the loop

before passing the token to the next node. For the Pierce loop simulation

model, the optimal packet size can be calculated by minimizing the product

of mean nember of packets per message and packet size (REAM 76]. The op-

timal packet size claculated to minimize total transmission time was 36

characters. To help produce more realistic results from the simulation,

a "warm-up" period was run for each case. This warm period consisted of

running the simulation model from an initial state until 100 messages had

been generated and processed. The simulation was then run until 1,000

additional messages were generated and processed.

According to the simulation study done by Reames [REAM 76] on three

loop systems (DLCN, Pierce loop, and Newhall loop), DLCN exhibits better

performance in terms of network throughput and response time than either

the Pierce loop or the Newhall loop (see Fig. 3.7). As noticed previously,

DLCN does not have to divide a message as in the Pierce loop. DLCN also

does not have to wait for a control token to arrive. Furthermore, the 512

byte shift register of each loop interface of the DLCN also performs a

certain level of traffic regulation. Overall the communication line uti-

lization of the DLCN is higher than those of the others.

At low levels of network traffic, the performance of the Newhall

loop closely approaches that of DLCN. As the traffic level increases,

however, the performance of the Newhall loop soon falls far behind. At
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low traffic rates, both systems are logically equivalent from the commu-

nication Pubnetwork point of view. At high traffic rates, average loop

utilization of the Newhall loop will always be about 50 % (since on the

average, messages utilize only half of the loop), but that of DLCN

can go beyond 50 %.

At low levels of message traffic, performance of the Pierce loop

is poorer than that of either DLCN or the Newhall loop. The reason for

this is that a message always has to wait an average of half the packet

interval for the start of a packet (plus one or more packet intervals if

that one is not empty). It must then be transmitted onto the loop in one or

more different packets. At higher traffic levels, however, the perform-

ance of the Pierce loop is better than that of the Newhall loop, since

the Pierce loop transmission mechanism allows more than one message trans-

mission at the same time.

Jafari also simulated his "New Experimental Loop" and compared the

results with others (DLCN, Pierce loop, and Newhall loop) [JAFA 77]. He

claimed, based on his simulation results, superior performance of the Jafa-

ri loop based on comparing either the means or the standard deviations of

total message transmission/ACK time (see Fig. 3.8). Jafari also claimed

that the Jafari loop has the capability of further traffic improvement.

At a high level of system load the loop utilization of DLCN and the Pierce

loop approaches 90 % which practically limits any more improvement of the

system's throughput. The Jafari loop approaches 44 % line utilization.

Overall high performance of his system comes from the capability of bidi-

rectional data transfer and the centralized routing and scheduling calcu-

lation.

It is interesting to compare the DLCN performance with that of DDL-

CN. As stated previously, DDLCN has two loops with opposite data flow di-

rection. In order to handle the DLCN loop transmission mechanism through

double loops with opposite direction, the loop interface of DDLCN has more

than twice the complexity of DLCN. However, under the same simulation con-

dition, DDLCN has significantly improved the total message transmission

time over the DLCN case (see Fig. 3.9). This improvement is mainly due to

the fact that DDLCN can transmit messages in either direction as opposed,

to the DLCN case of only one direction. Because of such double loops,

DDLCN has "fail-soft" properties (WOLF 78, WOLF 79].
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Fig. 3.3 Pierce Loop

Fig. 3.2 Newhall Loop
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Fig. .4 DLCN

Fig. 3.5 bbLCN

Fig. 3.5 Jafrri too
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3.2 LINEAR BUS SYSTEM

In addition to the loop system, the linear bus system also has been

a popular interconnection scheme for MCSs or LCNs because of the following

characteristics [ANDE 751:

1. As in loop systems, the problem of message routing can be
easily solved. There is only one path for a message to
follow in reaching its destination.

2. The global bus is an inherent, high speed broadcast media.

3. It is relatively easy to add or remove nodes from the system.

4. Unlike the loop system, the effect of a node failure can be
masked so that it is not a crucial problem.

5. The communication subnet architecture is simple to understand
and to analyze.

Much of the current interest in linear bus systems has occurred in

the aerospace environment and the industrial environment. Both se-

rial and parallel paths are being used [ANDE 75, JENS 751. Among numerous

forms of linear bus systems [THUR 791, ETHERNET and HXDP will be chosen

for discussion. These two systems utilize unique control mechanisms to

allocate the shared global bus.

ETHERNET [METC 76] evolved from the ALOHA radio multiplexing star

network of the University of Hawaii. It uses a coaxial cable (up to one

kilometer without a repeater facility) as a global, 3 Mbps bit-serial shar-

ed channel. Nodes are attached onto the cable with specially designed cou-

pling devices (see Fig. 3.7). The shared linear bus is allocated to the

nodes through a statistical method called contention control [CLAR 78, AG-

RA]. A node may insert its information packet onto the bus through an inter-

face device when it has detected that no other node is using the bus. Pos-

sible colisions are handled through the use of statistical arbitration based

on observed collision rates and data transmission rates of each node. In

topology, ETHERNET is an unrooted tree in the sense that it can be extended

from any of its points in any direction. There exists only one path bet-

ween any pair of source and destination. Its strength and reliability stems

from its straightforward and simple architecture and also simple communica-

tion path control mechanism.
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The Honeywell Experimental Distributed Processor (HXDP) [JENS 78]

comprises up to 64 processing elements which are interconnected by a bit-

serial global bus with a 1 kilometer upper limit on physical dispersal.

Nodes are connected to this bus through a device called the bus interface

unit (BIU) (see Fig. 3.11). HXDP adopts a unique global bus allocation

scheme called Vector-Driven Proportional Access (VDPA). For the VDPA me-

chanism, each BIU includes a binary-valued circular vector of any length

up to 256 bits and an index into the vector. The pattern of "l's" in the

vector is set at system reconfiguration time according to the anticipated

needs. There is a unique signal to increment all vector indexes simulta-

neously. At any given time only one BIU will have a "1" in the indexed

position of its vector, which signifies its turn to transmit its data mes-

sage on the global bus. HXDP accomplishes total system-wide executive

control in the absence of any centralized procedure, data or hardware

[BOEB 78 a-b]. All BIU's listen to every message in order to implement this

decentralized executive control as well as the VDPA mechanism and network

fault detection.

In addition to above two linear bus systems, FIBERNET [RAWC 78] is

also worthy of consideration, since it utilizes fiber optic bus technology

and has dual properties with respect to its topology. From the standpoint

of communication protocols, it has linear bus topology. However, its phy-

sical interconnection pattern is a "star" with a passive central switch.

In order to connect multiple nodes using fiber optic communication techno-

logy in a cost-effective and reliable manner, FIBERNET utilizes a nineteen-

port passive optical coupling device (Fig. 3.12). Problems of the FIBERNET

concept include high losses in the optical coupling devices which limit

the number of nodes this network can support. An expensive, high-power

optic transmitter is required. The star topology also requires longe

cable length.

It would be interesting to compare performances of the two

types of bus arbitration techniques adapted by ETHERNET (statical arbitra-

tion ) and HXDP ( deterministic arbitration). Both types of shared bus

access control treat the problem of sharing a single communication chan-

nel in an efficient, reliable, and fair manner to transmit variable length
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messages. (In this sense, including the Newhall loop transmission mecha-

nism into such comparison might be worthwhile.) Unfortunately, however,

literature containing performance evaluations of these three bus (or loop)

control mechanisms with conditions comparable with each other has not been

found. The performance of ETHERNET can be found in [SHOC 80).
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3.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The eight LCN systems described in Section 3.1 and 3.2 can be dis-

tinguished by their unique features such as:

1. Supervision
a. Centralized

Distributed
2. Message Length

Fixed
b. Variable

3. Simultaneous Transmissions
a. One

Many
4. Topology

a. Loop
Star

c. Bus
5. Switching

a. Circuit
Message

6. Transmission Control
a. Token Passing
b. Fixed Message Slot
c. Shift Register Insertion
d. Contention
e. Variable Time Slot

7. Message Routing
Direct

b. Indirect

These features for the eight systems are summarized in Table 3.1.

From the study of chapter 2 and 3, several desirable capabilities

for a general purpose shared-resource/distributed processing LCN system

can be identified.

1. An efficient technique to support a broadcast communication
mechanism should be included. This is needed for an efficient
distributed network operating system.

2. A flexible and modular way to construct the system from exist-
ing components is needed. The components may include conven-
tional systems with their own operating systems and also vari-
ous peripherals. These components may also have very different
capabilities and their data formats may be incompatible. They
may be connected in an unstructured mesh pattern.

b.

a.

b.

b.

b.

a.
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3. A flexible control structure is needed to handle multiple,
redundant communication channels. The system should have
"fail-soft" characteristics and also have automatic system
reconfiguration capability.

4. Hierachically layered communication protocols which can support
the transparent network access and the modular, flexible system
development are needed.

5. A distributed control mechanism is needed to resolve the reli-
ability problem associated with a single centralized controller.

6. The capability to connect with another LCN system (which may
have dissimilar structure in terms of topology, control mecha-
nism, protocols, switching technology, etc.) through a gateway
should exist.

7. Efficient and cost-effective ways to overcome the bottleneck
of the communication channel should exist. (Worth noting
is that the communication link in LCNs is, in general, an
inherent bottleneck, since typical bandwidths of conventional
communication links are much lower (a factor of 10 to 100)
than the memory bandwidths.)
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CHAPTER 4. FISHNET ARCHITECTURE

As was discussed in Chapter 2, any communication subnet architecture

can be discussed, in general, in terms of the following five logical and

physical entities:

1. Transmission Medium and its Interconnection Pattern

2. Switching Technique and Transmission Control mechanism

3. Network Interface

4. Communication Protocols

5. Network Operating System

The first three components constitute the fundamental framework of

a communication subnet and its communication mechanism. The remaining two

components are mostly related to operational aspects of a computer network

such as efficiency, ease of use, integrity, etc., and can be built upon any

communication subnet by integrating various combinations of techniques for

the first three components.

In the following two chapters the first four subnet entities for

FISHNET will be discussed. First of all the bus structure of FISHNET will

be addressed since it has somewhat unusual structure and has a significant

effect on the development of the rest of FISHNET. The transmission control

mechanisms and several routing techniques through this bus structure will

be the next topic. This topic will be treated conceptually rather than

rigorously in order to introduce new techniques more efficiently. In the

next chapter, this topic will be revisited for its formalization. Adaptive/

learning characteristics and overall system reliability of FISHNET will be

also addressed. Remaining components of the communication subnet entities

and a possible implementation approach will be covered in Chapter 5 with

emphasis given to the hierachically layered development of an LCN.

Before starting, several terms will be defined.

SUBNETWORK RESOURCE: Either of the following three hardware components;
data bus segment, data message transmitter, and data message receiver. Note
that the control bus and control message transceivers attached to the control
bus will not be considered as subnetwork resources for convenience of descrip-
tion.
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SUBNETWORK RESOURCE STATE: Each subnetwork resource must be in one
of the following five different states at any given time;

NONRESERVED FREE STATE: When a subnetwork resource is not
currently being used for a data message transmission
(FREE) nor being reserved for future activity (NON-
RESERVED), it is said to be in the nonreserved free
state (NFS).

RESERVED FREE STATE: When a subnetwork resource is currently
free, but being reserved for future activity (RESERVED),
it is said to be in the reserved free state (RFS).

NONRESERVED BUSY STATE: When a subnetwork resource is currently
being used for a data message transmission (BUSY), but not
being reserved for future activity, it is said to be in the
nonreserved busy state (NBS).

RESERVED BUSY STATE: When a subnetwork resource is currently
busy and reserved, it is said to be in the reserved busy
state (RBS).

FAULTY STATE: When a subnetwork resource is not currently in
"good" condition and can not be in any of the four opera-
tional states for the time being for any reason, it is
said to be in the faulty state (FTS).

NODE STATE: A node state specifies one of the possible combinations
of the states of all subnetwork resources a node has.

SUBNETWORK STATE: A subnetwork state implies one of the possible
combinations of the states of all nodes (i.e. one of the possible combi-
nations of the states of all subnet resources currently involved in the
network).

NETWORK INTERFACE: A network interface implies an intelligent inter-
facing package which connects local processing devices to the communication
subnetwork in a predefined manner. Note that, in this study, network inter-
face, subnetwork interface, node interface, and FIN (Formatting Interface
Network) will be used interchangeably.

NODE: An assembly of local processing devices (i.e. CODs; Computers
Or Devices) and a network interface (i.e. FIN) which is connected to the
communication subnetwork is called a node of the network. When a block of
data called a message is generated by a node, this node is called the source
node of this message. Each message transmitted on the communication subnet
must have one or more nodes to which it is destined. The node(s) for which
a message is destined is (are) called the destination node(s) of this mes-
sage. Occasionally the source node and the destination node are also called
the source FIN and the destination FIN respectively.
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COMMUNICATION PAIR: A pair of the source FIN or node and the desti-
nation FIN(s) or node(s) of a message is called the communicating pair of
this message.

(PHYSICAL) PATH: A set of bus segments which connects a given com-
municating pair is called the path of this node pair. The number of bus
segments involved in a path is referred to as the length of this path and
each bus segment of a path is called a path component. The ordered set of
path component names of a path is called the path description.

DATA MESSAGE: A block of data created by a host transmitted through
the communication subnet, and delivered to one or more nodes, is called a
data message. When a data message is in the communication subnet, it may
have several control messages inserted into proper places.

CONTROL MESSAGE: A small block of data (usually less than 6 bytes
long) attached to a data message by the source network interface for rea-
sons such as flow control, routing control, network control, transmission
control, etc., is called a control message. when there is no need to dis-
tinguish a control message from a data message, these two messages will be
treated as a single entity called the data message or message.

CONTROL COMMAND: A small block of data, usually 6 bytes long, which
is exchanged only through the control bus among network interfaces for sub-
network control is called the control command.
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4.1 SUBNETWORK INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURE

4.1.1 Bus Structure

Each node of FISHNET is connected to two independent buses, namely

the control bus and the data bus. Each bus performs logically different

sets of functions in transmitting data messages.

The data bus is a collection of unidirectional (i.e. simplex) or bi-

directional (i.e. half-duplex), bit-serial bus segments (see Fig. 1.3.a).

Each bus segment links a unique pair of nodes (called terminal nodes of

this bus segment). The structure of the linkage may be regular or irreg-

ular. Some nodes may originate more bus links than other nodes. Any input

bus segment can be dynamically linked to any output bus segment of the same

node by a circuit switching device in the network interface. For this,

each network interface has a map called the node connection matrix. As will

be described in Section 4.3.1.2, the node connection matrix of a network

interface contains static and dynamic information about data bus segments

connected to this network interface. Through manipulating this informa-

tion each network interface is capable of dynamically interconnecting

input and output bus segments in any pattern. Each message transmitted

through such a circuit switching device will not experience any delay,

since there is no buffering storage for message relaying or switching.

There may or may not be repeaters in the circuit. Therefore, at any given

time, there can be a variety of ways to interconnect a pair of nodes in

terms of differing path lengths and path components. The proposed bus con-

trol mechanism which will be described later will dynamically establish a

minimal length path connecting a given communicating pair from such a col-

lection of data bus links.

The control bus is a single, bidirectional (i.e. half-duplex), bit-

serial linear bus which is shared by all network interfaces (see Fig. 1.3.

a). Each network interface is connected to the control bus via a tri-state

bus transceiver. Most of the subnet control activities are handled by

exchanging proper sequences of control commands through the control bus.
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The control bus'is. primarily used to transmit in a broadcast mode

network control commands such as those for establishing data paths,

sending acknowledgements, network interface status polling, fault detec-

tion and location, system reconfiguration, etc.. The control bus under

certain conditions may also be used for "broadcast type" data or for

general data as a "last resort" when no data bus path is available.

Typically messages on the control bus will be fairly short (6 bytes in

most cases). However, data bus activity may involve transfers of large

blocks of data (perhaps up to the limit of message buffers). Since all

nodes may monitor the control bus, it is possible for them to determine

a great deal of information concerning the existence and status of message

links between nodes. It is not difficult to conceive of a situation in which

each node may "learn" the structure and the state of the data network by moni-

toring the success or failure of attempted node to node communications.
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4.1.2 Motivation of Dual Bus Structure

It might be worthwhile, at this point, to see why FISHNET has such

an unusual bus structure. The mesh or the unstructured topology of the

FISHNET data bus can offer practical advantages such as:

*
1. High Connectivity

2. Tailored Node Interconnectability.

3. Upgradability (via adding "high ways" among nodes
requiring frequent communication).

For long-haul networks, there have been intensive activities to

develop efficient and reliable routing techniques with the mesh topology

(motivated by the success of ARPANET approach). Using packet switching,

this topology is believed tobe the best interconnection pattern for the

long-haul environment. For local area networks, however, most activity

has been associated with star, ring, and shared linear bus topologies.

The main reason the mesh topology has not been intensively investigated

for local area networks stems from its lack of uniform structure. The

mesh topology may require complicated (thus inefficient and unreliable)

routing mechanisms.

With such an unstructured communication link structure, there have

been two different approaches to utilize these links for efficient com-

munication purposes in local computer networks. One approach is to apply

the store-and-forward type of packet switching technique similar to that

of ARPANET [WITT 79, WITT 80]. The other approach is to utilize a logical

crossbar switch distributed at each node to support multiple dynamic paths

via a circuit Switching technique [SWAR 79]. In this case, each node is

assumed to have both the "path matrix" (which identifies all the inter-

* "Connectivity" is a nonprobabilistic measure of network reliability.
There are two types of connectivity: the node connectivity and the link con-
nectivity. The node connectivity is defined as the smallest number of nodes
whose removal disconnects a pair of nodes (i.e. eliminates all paths between
at least two nodes. The link connectivity is the smallest number of links
whose removal disconnects a pair of nodes.
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connections between the nodes comprising the network) and the capability

to select a path for message transmission through manipulating the path

matrix. After a node has selected a path, it establishes the path by

acquiring one link (i.e. path component) at a time through cooperative

activities of all nodes connected to the selected path.

Each of these techniques has its own merits[WITT 79, SWAR 791.

However, problems due to the store-and-forward concept of the packet

switching technique (such as indirect message transmission, relatively

complex buffer memory management, slow interprocess communication, etc.)

and problems of the routing technique proposed in [SWAB 79] (such as slow

and complicated path establishment steps, complete knowledge for global

nodal interconnection pattern which must be provided to each node, etc.)

might not be desirable in some application areas.

Conceptually, both techniques have one characteristic in common:

data messages and control information for establishing data message paths

(either logically or physically) are passed through the same physical

channel. Worth noting is that much of the routing complexity of both

techniques arises from the above approach. If activities for establish-

ing and maintaining data message paths can be isolated from actual data

messages and handled separately, concurrently, and independently through

a different path and if such separation can provide simple and efficient

routing mechanisms, such an approach might have merit. The control bus

concept of FISHNET is an attempt to accomplish this. As will be evident

shortly, with the control bus FISHNET can support multiple, concurrent,

and direct data message paths through the circuit switching technique.

In addition to the above motivation for the separate control bus

concept, there are attractive properties the control bus can provide for

efficient network activities. These are:

With a separate broadcast channel, many types of routing tech-
niques with adaptive/learning capabilities can be investigated
regardless of the network's actual data path structure.

2. The control bus can be efficiently used for run-time performance
measurements of high level network control algorithms such as
interprocess communication mechanisms, deadlock detection and
prevention algorithms, distributed resource allocation algo-
rithms, dynamic load sharing algorithms, etc..
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3. With the control bus, it is relatively easy to implement a
synchronization technique for interprocess communications
[BANI 791. Note that efficiency of the synchronization
mechanism is crucial to develop an efficient distributed
network operating system.

4. By separating data messages into two groups: one for time-
critical data messages and the other for non-time-critical
data messages, and by transmitting time-critical messages
through the control bus, cost-effective implementation of
real-time distributed/parallel processing may be possible.

4.1.3 Control Bus Arbitration Mechanism

With the bus structure described in the previous section, the imme-
diate question would be "how can multiple message paths be dynamically
established and maintained with the given set of data bus segments in
terms of directionality and linkage (i.e. a'unique pair of terminal
nodes) ?". The only clue given in the previous section for answering
such a question was somehow by using the broadcast-type control bus.
The following sections will concentrate on this subject and discuss
several control and routing techniques. This section will only briefly
introduces how the control bus is shared by multiple, competing nodes to
accomplish their message routings.

Since the control bus is a linear bus shared by all nodes and since
the efficiency of the control bus utilization has great impact upon the
overall efficiency of the system, there should be an efficient, fast, and
reliable bus arbitration technique to share the control bus. Furthermore,

such technique should provide "safe", "fair", and "live" bus arbitration.
The technique adapted for FISHNET is one similar to the combination

of polling and linear bus token passing. A "logical" control token circu-
lates around the "logical loop" of the network primarily on a round-robin
basis. The control token, in this approach, merely implies the authority
to be an exclusive network supervisor for "a certain amount of time"
depending on the current network situation.

The polling technique adapted for FISHNET is based on the computation
of the difference between an address specified in the polling command and
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the address of each node receiving the polling command, and the use of

proper "time out" values corresponding to each address difference. When

a node (in most cases the current controller) issues a polling command

(with an address field which contains the adjacent node address in the

logical loop) in a broadcast mode, all remaining nodes that monitor this

command calculate the address difference according to the following rule.

MY ADDRESS
DIFFERENCE

fMY 1 [ADDRESS IN THE I
ADDRESS POLLING COMMAND

Where X = 0

X.#

rMY 1 ADDRESS IN THE 1
`ADDRESS POLLING COMMAND

X = 1 if MY ADDRESS IN THE
rADDRESS) <

(ADDRESS
COMMANDJ

# = Number of Network Nodes

The address difference of each node gives this node a weighting

constant applicable for a predefined fixed time unit. This weighted time

unit provides each node with a suitable time out value which this node

must wait before it can respond to a given polling command (unless a node

with a small time out value already responded to this polling command).

Each node in the network has a unique address. Therefore, the time out

value weighted by the address difference a node has gives this node

a unique priority starting with "consonant sound". High priority implies

a small time out value and low priority corresponds to a large time out

value. Since the token contains the address of the node adjacent to the

controller (i.e. the sender node of the polling command), the controller

will always have the lowest priority. Only one node can respond to the

given polling command and if a node with higher priority already responds

to the given polling command, all other nodes must wait for the next

polling command.

The polling command issued to pass the token will be referred to as

the control polling command and the network activity for the token passing

will be called the control polling activity. A node currently holding

the token (i.e the current network controller) initiates the control polling

activity after it finishes its message routing activity (see Fig. 4.1).

if
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The current controller has all rights and responsibilities to initi-

ate or terminate its message transmissions, issue necessary control com-

mands for high-level network activities, collect necessary information

from other nodes, and perhaps make decisions regarding the next available

network controller. All other nodes follow the directions given by the

current controller implicitly or explicitly. Therefore, at any given time,

a node may be characterized as a controller or noncontroller.

Hence, any node with data messages to transmit must wait until it

has a chance to have the token. When a node has the token, it has to

hold the token while it supervises (from its own point of view regarding

the network situation) routing activities distributed among all network

nodes. The specific activities for such purposes done by the current

controller and nodes in the noncontroller group will be the topic of

Section 4.3.
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4.2 SUBNETWORK CONTROL STRUCTURE

As was pointed out in Section 2.3.2, the overall control function of
a network can be partitioned into several different levels and each level or
group of these levels may have different control schemes. Hence, control
functions of a network should be viewed in terms of their degree of dis-
tribution and their ways of sharing network resources in each logical net-
work control level.

The FISHNET control mechanism is distributed in the following sense
(three level distribution).

1. Each node of the network may have almost the same opportunity
to control or supervise required network activities from its
own point of view even though it does not have complete global
state information of the network.

2. Activities for interprocessor communication such as path set
up activities are carried out in a distributed manner coopera-
tively by all nodes with only their local information. The
current controller (in most cases the source node of a data
message whose path is going to be established) only has respon-
sibility to initiate and terminate such activities.

3. High-level network activities related to the distributed net-
work operating system such as interprocess communication, fault
detection/identification/recovery, system reconfiguration, etc.,
are distributed throughout the network nodes.

In the rest of this study the above claims will be justified one
by one. First, the overall structure of the subnetwork control will be
introduced. For the purpose of this study it is assumed, from now on,
that the term "subnetwork control" only implies the subnetwork activities
(performed by intelligent network interfaces) required to transmit data
messages in a timely and reliable manner from source nodes to appropriate

destination nodes.
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4.2.1 Partitions of Routing Activities

Logically, any communication between software entities residing in

different nodes through a computer network can be viewed as a series of

hierachical mapping activities. One general model for such mapping activ-

ities comprises of two-level such as "Name-to-Address" and "Address-to-

Route". The "name" of a process (or resource) indicates what we seek,

an "address" indicates where it is, and a "route" tells how to get there.

More specifically, a name is a (human readable) symbol identifying some

resource (or a set of resources). An address, however, is the data struc-

ture whose format can be recognized by all elements in the domain, and

which defines the fundamental addressable object. A route is the specific

information or action needed to forward a piece of information to its spe-

cific address [SHOC 78]. Therefore, the "Name-to-Address" mapping activ-

ities are a central part of protocols in levels above Level 3 and

"Address-to-Route" mapping activities are the major objectivies of the

lower level protocols (Levels 3, 2, and 1) (see Sec. 2.4).

For FISHNET, with the dual bus structure described in Section 4.1,

the address-to-route mapping activities can be partitioned into the follow-

ing five steps. Figure 4.2 shows the conceptual relationship among those

five steps and, from now on, whenever the notation "Routing Step X" (where

X = I.a, I.b, II, III, IV, and V) is referred to, it will imply those ac-

tivities corresponding to "X" defined below. In this section routing ac-

tivities merely imply activities to deliver data messages from source

nodes to their destination nodes. Therefore, all interprocessor commu-

nication activities needed for such purpose will be referred to as routing

activities.

STEP I : Routing path searching step which consists of the
following two substeps.

a. Decide whether a path for a given communicating

pair exists or not.

b. Obtain the routing path description.

STEP II: Routing path set up step.
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STEP III: Initiation step of a data message transmission.

STEP IV : Termination step of a data message transmission.

STEP V Information collection step (with respect to states
of necessary local network resources).

Depending on the way of implementing the above five routing steps,

there might be several different approaches for the FISHNET data message

routing. In Section 4.3, three routing techniques adapted for FISHNET

will be described.

Routing
Path
Search
(STEP I)

N

Routing
Path
Set Up
(STEP II)

Message
Transmission
Initiation

K- Routing
Status/
Information
Collection
(STEP V)*

(STEP III)

Message
Transmission
Termination
(STEP IV)

it

I

11

* Routing Step V is carried out
concurrently, in most cases, with
other four routing steps.

Fig. 4.2 Conceptual Relationship of Five Routing Steps
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4.2.2 Framework of Control Structure

As shown in-Fig. 4.3:, the control mechanism of the FISHNET message

transmission consists of four levels of hierachical function decomposition.

These levels are called, from the highest layer, mode, phase, sub hp ase,

and state respectively. Each of these levels represents a different level

of control function abstraction of the communication subnetwork with

respect to message routing (more specifically, the operational abstraction

of the control bus usage). Hence, a mode may consist of several different

phases. A phase may be decomposed into several subphases. A subphase may

span more than one state.

At any given time all the network nodes will be simultaneously in a

subphase of a phase of a mode. The current controller will initiate the

required subphase transition according to its own needs and all the other

noncontroller nodes will enter the specified subphase simultaneously.

This subphase transition may take place within the same phase or across

the phase boundary. When a subphase transition takes place across the

phase boundary, the corresponding phase transition will be carried out

by all nodes simultaneously, but independently and implicitly. Similarily,

when a phase transition induced implicitly by the given, explicit subphase

transition initiation is carried out across the mode boundary, the corre-

sponding mode transition will also take place implicitly, independently,

and simultaneously. As will be clear shortly, there is no explicit ini-

tiation of phase or mode transitions. They are implicitly carried out

by an explicit initiation of certain subphase transitions.

Since all nodes will be in the same subphase (, phase, and mode),

there will be no need to distinguish the subnetwork point of view from

the node point of view about these three abstraction levels. In other

words, for example, the two terms- the subnetwork phase and the node phase

are equivalent. Therefore they will be used interchangably.

However, the state concept has slightly different characteristics.

The subnetwork point of view about the state must be distinguished from

that of the node. As defined in the beginning of this chapter, the sub-

network state is determined by the unique combination of the node states

hp
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while the node state is determined by the unique combinations of the local

resource states a node has. Therefore, at any given time, all the network

nodes will be in the same subnet state, but they are not necessarily in the

same node state. Even though this state concept is the nucleus of the

FISHNET routing control abstraction, there will be no need to explicitly

initiate state transitions. As will be discussed later, state transitions

are all carried out implicitly in distributed ways through routing activ-

ities of a given subphase. The state concept is introduced only for clar-

ity of description. Since the state concept does not have global signi-

ficance in the FISHNET routing mechanism (because routing is distributed),

the subphase concept is the nucleus of the routing abstraction which has

global significance. This is why an explicit initiation is given for each

subphase transition.

This section will briefly sketch these four levels of the FISHNET

routing abstraction. In the following sections details of these levels

will be discussed.

The FISHNET control activities are partitioned into three groups:

Network Initialization Mode(NIM), Network Normal Mode (NNM), and Network

Reconfiguration Mode (NRM). Modes can be viewed in this study as means by

which different sets of system control rules can be invoked.

NETWORK INITIALIZATION MODE: In NIM, each node gains fundamental

knowledge required for it to take part in normal network activities in

NNM, such as the name-to-address-to-route mapping operations. Before

entering into NIM, each node is assumed to only have information regarding

its own functional capabilities. These functional capabilities are assumed

to be encoded by a networkwide convention. Therefore, each node must learn,

at least, the following things:

1. Its permanent physical address in the network.

2. Terminal node address of both input and output data bus
segments connected to itself.

3. Functional capability codes of all other nodes.

These basic learning activities take place via the control bus by
utilizing all data bus segments of the network (see Appendix A) and end
up with two fundamental maps: Node Connection Matrix (NCM) and Function
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Capability Map (FCM). The NCB is. a local map which consists of two parts:
Static Connection Matrix (SCM) and Dynamic Connection Matrix (DCM). The

SCM of a node has information about the terminal node addresses of data

bus segments this node has (i.e. directly connected to this node). The

contents of a SCM remain fixed until the network is reconfigured. The

DCM of a node indicates dynamic states of its bus segments. The contents

of a DCM are continuously updated in NNM as network normal activities go

on (see Sec. 4.3).

The FCM is a set of global and/or local maps which provide informa-

tion for a static or dynamic name-to-address mapping performed in NNM.

This mapping operation is carried out by the levels above the network

level (see Sec. 2.4) of the communication protocols. There are numerous

ways to implement this mapping activity. However, details of this will

not be covered in this study.

NETWORK NORMAL MODE: With basic knowledge gained through the NIM

activities, all nodes enter NIM simultaneously when the transition is

initiated by the current controller (see Appendix A) and cooperatively

take part in the required network operations. These required operations

may be numerous and depend on the specific system applications (i.e.

higher level protocols). However, for the purpose of this study, it is

assumed that these operations only imply operations for efficient, timely,

and reliable message routing. Therefore, each message is assumed to have

its physical destination address(es). Section 4.3 will discuss details

of message routing activities outlined in the previous section which will

be referred to as the network normal mode operations.

Various control activities in the network normal mode can be divided

into three exclusive groups depending on the specific routing steps being

applied by the current network controller (see Sec. 4.3 for details of

partitions). These three routing activity groups are local activity

group, polling activity group, and routing activity group. If the network

or a node is controlled by the local (or polling or routing) activity

function rules at any given time, the network or this node is said to be

in the local (or polling or routing) phase of the network normal mode.

Hence, the term "phase" can be considered a means by which different sets

of routing step control rules can be invoked.
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As will be evident later, there might be more than one specific

mechanism to implement each routing step activity. Therefore, each rout-

ing activity phase can be further decomposed into several subphase groups

depending on the specific routing step mechanisms being applied by the

current network controller. For example, the polling phase activity can

be decomposed into the control polling subphase activity, the ACK polling

subphase activity, and the sensitization polling subphase activity (see

Sec. 4.3.1). The routing phase activity can also be decomposed properly

into several routing subphase activities. Hence, subphases can be inter-

preted as means by which different sets of routing phase control rules

are invoked for implementing each routing step activity.

Each subphase activity may accompany one or more consecutive network

state changes. As indicated previously, the subnetwork state is deter-

mined by the combination of all network resource states. A subphase

activity may be conducted by a set of nodes through a set of network

resources at one time, but by a different set of nodes through different

sets of network resources another time. Hence, the pattern of the network

state change may not always be identical, even though the same subphase

activity is attempted again.

Figure 4.4 shows an overall framework of the FISHNET control mecha-

nism, which represents an simplified interrelationship among three phases

in the network normal mode. Details of each phase activity and decompo-

sition of each phase activity into several subphase activity groups as

well as state levels will be described in the following sections. Global

decision rules to choose proper subphases and local decision variables

for necessary state transition will also be discussed.

NETWORK RECONFIGURATION MODE: The purpose of NRM is to test the

correctness of the structure and operational status of the network resources

and also to reconfigure the network if necessary. The FISHNET enters into

NRM from NNM through two different ways. Any node which detects "doubtful"

network activities from its own point of view such as endless retransmis-

sion requests, no acknowledgement within a reasonable time, unreasonably

long reserved path sensitization activity (see Sec. 4.3.1.3), etc., may

initiate the NRM activity by sending a proper control command when it
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becomes the current controller. This type of NRM entry will be referred

to as faulty entry.

Any current controller may increase the N-bit counter of the control

token (see Sec. 5.2 for the FISHNET token format) every time it becomes

a current controller. If the content of this counter becomes zero, this

controller may drive the network into NRM to very the correctness of the

network. This type of NRM entry will be referred to as periodic entry.

If system reconfiguration is required due to major network change,

NRM will be followed by NIM to allow each node to reestablish its funda-

mental knowledge represented by the node connection matrix and the func-

tion capability map. Otherwise the FISHNET control mode will be directed

to NNM directly from NRM [KWAG 81]. Figure 4.4 also indicates the con-

ceptual relationship among these three network control modes.
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4.3 ROUTING MECHANISM

In section 4.1.3, an outline was given of the FISHNET approach for
the following question "How can multiple message paths be dynamically

established and maintained with the given set of various data segments
(in terms of directionality and link freedom), but without global state
information ?". This section will discuss the details of the FISHNET
solution to the above question.

FISHNET will be equipped with three routing mechanisms which have

their own unique characteristics. These are Distributed Tree Search
Routing Algorithm (-DTSRA), Reservation Routing Algorithm (RSVRA), and

Broadcast Routing Algorithm (BRDRA).

DTSRA is the main routing technique of FISHNET and will always be
tried first if BRDRA is not absolutely necessary. DTSRA will automatically

attempt to search all currently available routing paths through the data
bus, but establish only a shortest length available path if there is any.

RSVRA is a complementary technique to DTSRA, since this technique
will be applied only if the required routing path can not be found through
DTSRA. RSVRA attempts to reserve a set of network resources if part or
all of these required resources are not currently available. In general,
RSVRA has poor performance compared to DTSRA (see Chap. 6) even though it

has several desirable and unique properties in practice (see sec. 4.3.1.3).
BRDRA attempts to transmit a message through the control bus under

certain conditions. If the source node has a message destined to more than
one node, it applies BRDRA. If a message has a fairly short length or
requires "express" delivery, this node can also apply BRDRA. If a source
node is blocked from a set of other node due to faulty network resources,
it can also try BRDRA.

When the network is involved in one of these three routing activities,
the network is said to be in the routing phase of the network normal mode.
Moreover, depending on the specific routing technique currently being
applied, the network is also said to be in the distributed tree search
routing subphase or the reservation routing subphase or the broadcast
routing subphase of the routing phase in the network normal mode.
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Figure 4.5 indicates the interrelationship among these three routing sub

phases.

This section will show how these three "address-to-route" mapping

activities are carried out in distributed manners with the subnet structure

discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Section 4.3.1.2 will discuss DTSRA and

their unique features. Section 4.3.1.3 will describe RSVRA and their

unique features as well as the relationship to DTSRA. Section 4.3.1.4

will introduce BRDRA and the conditions under which it can be applied.

However, before indroducing these three routing techniques, Section 4.3.1.1

will briefly introduce a centralized routing control mechanism. This is

done for introducing the motivations and conceptual developments of the

FISHNET routing techniques. Therefore, via this discussion, weaknesses

of this approach as well as required improvements will be identified.

During the discussion, emphasis will be given to conceptual development

of the FISHNET routing techniques rather than formalization of these tech-

niques. The more formal approach for such things and integration of them

into Level 3 (i.e. interprocessor or network) protocol will be given in

the next chapter.

It may be important to point out that each node has only one method

(i.e. ACK polling (see Sec. 4.3.1.2)) to accomplish Routing Step IV (as well

as Routing Step V) even though it has three alternative ways (i.e.: DTSRA,

RSVRA, and BRDRA) to perform Routing Steps I, II, and III. Section 4.3.2

will summarize how message transmissions are terminated and how each node

updates its knowledge with respect to its subnet resource states. The

details of these activities will also be discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Throughout the discussion of Section 4.3.1, each data bus segment

will be assumed to be unidirectional (i.e. simplex). It is done

to simplify the discussion. However, three routing techniques of FISHNET

can also be applied to the network with bidirectional (i.e. half-duplex)

bus segments, or any combination of these two types of bus segments.

Section 4.3.3 will discuss this property of FISHNET routing techniques.

Throughout the following sections, it is assumed that each node

(more specifically each network interface) is able to provide three con-

current Level 2 (i.e. data link) protocol control activities: one for
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the control bus, and two for the data bus. Note that the data bus inter-

face needs an independent data message transmitter and receiver pair.

Furthermore, the Level 3 protocol activity (i.e. message routing which

is the major topic of this chapter) takes place concurrently with these

three Level 2 protocol activities. Hence, this section will discuss

various routing steps and methods which constitute this Level 3 protocol

machine. This Level 3 protocol machine will utilize these three concurrent

Level 2 virtual protocol machines at his disposal. This abstraction is

depicted in Fig. 4.6. Worth noting is that the virtual Level 3 protocol

machine also has proper interface for the host-side protocol activities

which may be carried out concurrently via logically or physically separate

virtual protocol machines. A possible implementation approach for this

abstraction will be addressed in Chapter 5.

Virtual
Level 3
protocol
Machine

Virtual
Level 2
Protocol
Machine

Virtual
Level 2
Protocol
Machine

Virtual
Level 2
Protocol
Machine

Host Control Bus Data Bus Data Bus
(Receiver) (Transmitter)

Level 3/2
(Protocol I

Machine

Virtual

Fig. 4.6 A Network Interface as a Protocol Machine
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4.3.1 Routing Steps. 1, IT, and III Activities

4.3.1.1 Introduction

with the dual bus structure shown in Fig. 4.7, an immediate solution

of accomplishing all required routing steps may be obtained by utilizing a

centralized control concept. one of the network nodes (or a separate,

special controller) can be assigned as a permanent network controller.

This node must be able to keep track of all network resources in order to

maintain the network in operational conditions. The static and dynamic

information required for the controller to control message transmissions

of noncontroller nodes includes:

1. Network nodal interconnection pattern

2. Type of each data link

3. State of each data link

4. State of message transmitter and receiver pairs
of ncontroller nodes

5. Status of message buffers of noncontroller nodes

Furthermore, the controller node must be able to efficiently and

reliably arbitrate the control bus. This node must also be capable of

finding and establishing an minimum-distance path using above global status

information. If the controller node has such capabilities, it can control

the message transmissions of noncontroller nodes through a means simplified

in Fig. 4.8. Details of this control mechanism were discussed in [JAFA 77].

The following list includes several observations identified through a review

of this centralized control mechanism.

1. In order to solve the reliability problem of a single controller,
one or more nodes must have the same global information as the
controller node has. Furthermore, these "standby" controller
nodes must also keep track of the global network state as the
controller node does.

2. All network control information should be exchanged through and
manipulated by the controller node which has the whole respon-
sibility of the network control. Hence, the controller node may
become the most prominent bottleneck part of the network.
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3. Finding routing paths (and corresponding path descriptions) is
a complicated task and costly in terms of computing time if the
nodal interconnection is arbitrary in terms of linking pattern
and directionality. Hence, there is a limit in modularity,
flexibility, and upgradability of the network communication.

4. Each network interface seems to have almost the same capability
as the controller (even though it is not fully utilized).

5. As is shown below, every routing step is carried out in a
strictly sequential manner.

- \ I
MessagePath Path Message Termination

Establishing Set Up Transmission Transmission
Time

Time

Time Time Initiation
Time

In the following sections, three distributed routing techniques will

be introduced. As will be justified shortly, these techniques will have

the following general characteristics.

1. The role and functions of the centralized controller will be dis-
tributed almost equally to each network node with limited local
information.

2. The routing path finding/establishing method can support any
pattern of nodal interconnection using any type of link medium
(in terms of directionality). Hence, it should increase
modularity, flexibility, and upgradability of the network
significantly.

3. Each network interface will be designed in such a manner that
unused portion of its computational capability is utilized for
higher level protocol functions as well as resolving the host
incompatability problem. Performance impact of protocol soft-
ware residency can be investigated with such type of network
interface.

4. Unused portion of data links will be used to release the con-
straint of strictly sequential steps of message routing.

5. High speed, short length messages (with more than one destina-

tion node) will be sent in broadcast mode via the control bus.
(In practice, system modules for "network system management"
and "network service management" CKIMB 761 related to the network
operating system require high speed, short length message broad-
casting.)

Message
Transmission
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4.3.1.2 Distributed Tree Search Routing Algorithm (DTSRA)

This section will introduce the major routing technique of FISHNET
called the Distributed Tree Search Routing Algorithm (DTSRA). DTSRA will

find and establish the shortest length available path if their is at least
one available routing path at any given network state. Whole activities
for Routing Step I.a, I.b, IT, III, IV, and V will be carried out cooper-
atively by distributed means with limited local information by all nodes.

However, before attempting to introduce DTSRA, it is necessary to
make several assumptions. All these assumptions will be justified later
for their feasibility and practicality.

1. Each node is capable of keeping track of states of all bus
segments originating from (i.e. output bus segments) or termi-
nating at (i.e. input bus segments) this node. For such acti-

vity, each node has a map called the Node Connection Matrix
(NCM) which contains all necessary information. The data
structure of this map is defined below (Fig. 4.9).

Input Bus
Segments

Output Bus
Segments

N 11 1 ----- N'

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Row 5

Row 6

Terminal Node Address

Present State
Source Node Address Present Comm.

Dest. Node Address Pair
Source Node Address Reserved Comm.

Dest. Node Address Pair

Static NCM - Row 1

Dynamic NCM - Row 2, Row 3, Row 4, Row 5, and Row 6

Fig. 4.9 Node Connection Matrix Structure
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The node connection matrix is a two dimentional array which
consists of six rows and N+N' columns where N is the total
number of input bus segments and N' is the total number of
output bus segments. Columns of the node connection matrix
are partitioned into two groups: input bus segment column
group and output bus segment column group. Six rows of
this map are also partitioned into four groups: terminal
node address group (Row 1), bus segment state group (Row 2),
present communicating pair group (Row 3 and Row 4), and
reserved communicating pair group (Row 5 and Row 6).

Columns of-bus segment groups identify-local bus segment num-
bers. Each node may assign any unique number to any bus seg-
ment connected to this node as long as each bus segment has a
unique identification number. Hence both terminal nodes of a
bus segment may have different identification numbers which
identify the same bus segment.

Row 1 of each column identifies the terminal node address of
the bus segment specified by the column number. This is the
only static information the matrix has.

Row 2 indicates the present state of the bus segment specified
by the column number and contains proper identifiers defined
below.

A B C D STATE

0 0 0 0 0 (NFS) Nonreserved Free State (Dormant)
*

0 0 0 1 1 (NFS)* Nonreserved Free State (Sensitized)

0 0 1 0 2 (NBS) Nonreserved Busy State

0 1 0 0 4 (RFS) Reserved Free State (Dormant)

0 1 0 1 5 (RFS)* Reserved Free State (Sens.itized)

0 1 1 0 6 (RBS) Reserved Busy State

1 0 0 0 8 (FTS) Faulty State

* See next page for definition

Where A = 0 if a bus segment is not FAULTY.
A = 1 if a bus segment is FAULTY.
B = 0 if a bus segment is RESERVED.
B = 1 if a bus segment is NONRESERVED.

C = 0 if a bus segment is FREE.
C = 1 if a bus segment is BUSY.
D = 0 if a bus segment is not SENSITIZED.
D = 1 if a bus segment is SENSITIZED.
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Figure 4.10 shows the legal state transition diagram of each
bus segment. The node connection matrix updating steps and
methods accompanying each state transition will be discussed
later at proper places.

The communicating pair node address which currently occupies
the given bus segment is specified at row 3 (source) and row
4 (destination). Only when the present state of this bus
segment is either "2 (NBS)" or "6 (RBS)", will these two rows
have useful information. Otherwise, these rows must be "0".

The communicating pair node address which currently reserves
the given bus segment is specified at row 5 (source) and row
6 (destination). Only when the present state of this bus
segment is either "4 (RFS)" or "6 (RBS)", will these two rows
have useful information. Otherwise, these rows must be "0".

2. Each node is capable of detecting the flow of a special bit
pattern called the path sensitizing bit pattern which may be
coming through its input bus segments in the nonreserved
free state (in the distributed tree search routing subphase)
or in the reserved free state (in the reservation routing
subphase).

3. Each node is capable of relaying the path sensitizing bit
pattern comming through one of its input bus segment into the
(prespecified) reserved free output bus segment or all of
its nonreserved free output bus segments.

4. For the activities of the above two assumptions each node
takes a fixed amount of time delay before actual relay of
the path sensitizing bit pattern stream. This delay is the
same for all nodes.

5. The propagation delay via a data bus segment does not depend
on the physical length of this bus segment.

6. All data bus segments are unidirectional (i.e. simplex).
Note that this assumption will be removed later. In other
words any bidirectional transmission media will be included.

* When a node keeps transmitting (or relaying) a special bit pattern
(coming through one of its input bus segments) into a free output bus
segment and the terminal node of this output bus segment detects this
special bit pattern, this bus output bus segment as well as the termi-
nal node is said to be sensitized by this bit pattern flow. This
special bit pattern is also called the sensitizing bit pattern. If a
path connecting a given pair of nodes (i.e. source node and destination
node) consists of bus segments sensitized by the bit pattern, this path
is said to be sensitized (or a sensitized path) and the destination node
is also said to be sensitized (or the sensitized node). The sensitizing
bit pattern, in this case, is called the path sensitizing bit pattern.
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Fig. 4.10 Bus Segment State Transition Diagram

Figure 4.ll.a shows a network with 8 nodes connected in a regular

pattern with unidirectional links. (For convenience the control bus of

this network is not shown.) All these bus segments are assumed to be in

the nonreserved free state. Suppose node N1 continuously transmits the

path sensitizing bit pattern through its two nonreserved free output bus

segments. If all nodes are intelligent enough to perform activities for

assumptions 2, 3, and 4 and if each node relays the first-detected path

sensitizing bit pattern flow, then this special bit flow will eventually

arrive at each node in an ordered fashion. If the sensitizing bit pat-

tern flow is detected through two independent input bus segments simul-

taneously, either of these can be chosen for relaying candidate. Figure

4.ll.b indicates such relaying activities in the form of a path tree.

It is assumed that each node requires time "dT' to relay the pattern.

Note that this path tree is constructed in a distributed manner. Oper-

ations are performed cooperatively by each node with its limited infor-

mation (with respect to data bus segments connected to itself).

This example suggests a simple and distributed method to find a

path connecting any pair of nodes. Furthermore, the first-detected path

sensitizing bit flow implies the shortest length available path from the

node originating this bit flow. The FISHNET main routing technique, DTSRA,

is based on this simple idea.

However, for establishing a routing path with the FISHNET bus

structure, two things remain to be done. In a practical situation in

which each bus segment becomes busy or free or faulty dynamically, the
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Fig. 4.1l.a FISHNET with Eight Nodes
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t : 4dT

Fig. 4.il.b Propagation of the Path Sensitizing Bit
Pattern through the FISHNET Data Bus
Shown in Fig. 4.1i.a '* Nodes Detecting
Two PSBPS Simultaneously, ** Nodes Detec-
ting more than One PSBP at Different Times)
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source node of the path .sensitizing knit stream must now whether or not

(and when), the intended destination node detectes the path sensitizing bit

flow. Moreover, nonrequired bus segments hanging on the path tree must be

released. DTSRA described below will solve these problems efficiently and

reliably.

Message routing via DTSRA is accomplished by three distributed ac-

tivities: the "forward sensitizing" activity, the "backward pruning" ac-

tivity, and the "ACK polling" activity. The forward sensitizing activity

implies the Routing Step I activity of DTSRA. In other words, the activ-

ity carried out in a distributed manner by network nodes (starting from

a source node) to sensitize a path to the intended destination node,,is

called the forward sensitizing activity. Hence, it will take place via

all bus segments in the nonreserved free state, and corresponds to deciding

whether or not there is an available routing path for a given communicating

pair of nodes. The backward pruning activity implies a distributed activ-

ity (starting from the destination node of the path sensitized by the for-

ward sensitizing activity) to cut off unnecessary branches (i.e. bus seg-

ments) hanging on the (sensitized) path tree (formed by the forward sensi-

tizing activity). It is carried out via the control bus and corresponds

to obtaining the sensitized path description (Routing Step I.b) as well as

to the routing path set up steps (Routing Step II). As will be evident

shortly, the initiation of the backward pruning activity by the destination

node implicitly induces the source node to start ,its message transmission

via the sensitized path (i.e. Routing Step III). The ACK polling.-activity

implies a polling activity supervised by the current controller to allow

each destination node to send an acknowledgement to its source node (Routing

Step IV). These acknowledgements are sent through the control bus in the

broadcast mode. Hence each node monitors them and updates its knowledge

with respect to its subnet resources (Routing Step V).

Figures 4.12.a, 4.12.b, and 4.12.c show by means of flow charts

various rules of DTSRA (except the ACK polling part) which must be observed

by the source node,. the destination node, and the relaying node (i.e. net-

work nodes except the source/destination node pair). The ACK polling rules

will be discussed later.
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FORWARD SENSITIZING ACTIVITY: If the current controller has at

least one of its output bus segments in the nonreserved free state (i.e.

nonreserved free bus segments), it can initiate the forward sensitizing

activity by "flooding" an arbitrary path sensitizing bit pattern (PSBP)

through all of its nonreserved free output bus segments simultaneously.

At the same time, the current controller sends a control command to all

nodes (in the noncontroller node group) through the control bus to indi-

cate the initiation of the forward sensitizing activity as well as the

intended destination node address (i.e. communication pair node address).

At this moment, noncontroller nodes will be partitioned into two

groups: relaying nodes and the destination node. Relaying nodes also

check to see if they have any nonreserved free output bus segment and

any nonreserved free input bus segment. Node connection matrix of each

node gives enough information for this condition checking operation.

If they meet the condition, they are called relaying candidate nodes for

the current forward sensitizing activity. If they fail the condition

checking, they are called dormant nodes and will not be involved in the

current DTSRA activity.

When the current controller has initiated the path sensitizing

activity, it does the following:

1. Update its NCM according to the following rule.

For sensitized output bus segment columns,

Row2: NFS -> NFS*
Row3: 0 -p S
Row4: 0 -> D
(Hereafter "S" and "D" will stand for the source node
address and the destination node address respectively.)

2. Set up the proper time-out value and activate its local timer
in case of the situation where no routing path exists.

3. Monitor the control bus to detect the initiation of the back-
ward pruning activity by the destination node in case of the
situation where at least one routing path exists.

If any node in the candidate relaying node group detects a first-

arriving PSBP flow coming through one of its nonreserved free input bus

segments, it relays the PSBP flow via all of its nonreserved free output
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bus segments. Such "one-to-many" relaying can be easily implemented by

a circuit switching technique [THUR 781. This node also has to update

its NCM for the columns of sensitized input and output bus segments ac-

cording to the rule applied for the controller.

Each relaying node (i.e. node in the candidate relaying group which

has sensitized input and output bus segments) is assumed to spend the same

fixed amount of time for relaying overhead. This assumption is mendatory

to allow the forward sensitizing activity to find the shortest length

available path if there is one. Note that with the FISHNET data bus

structure, there might be more than one shortest length available path

to the intended destination (or to any relaying node from the source node).

If more than one first-arriving PSBP flow is detected at the same time via

different nonreserved free input bus segments, this implies that there

exists more than one shortest length paths at the current network situa-

tion. In this case this node can choose any one of these first-arriving

PSBP flows (i.e. sensitized input bus segments) for relaying.

Through these distributed activities by all nodes involved in the

forward sensitizing activity, only a shortest length available path can

be sensitized to the intended destination. When the destination node

detects the first-arriving PSBP flow and its data message receiver is in

the nonreserved free state, the forward sensitizing activity is said to

be finished successfully.

If the forward sensitizing activity dies out before reaching the

destination node (because there is no available path in the present net-

work situation), the current controller will not be able to detect the

initiation of the backward pruning activity by the destination node within

a certain amount of time. The proper amount of this "time-out" value will

depend on the expected path length of the longest path to the intended

destination node. This information can be easily learned during the ini-

tialization of the network (in the network initialization mode) and/or

via normal network operations in the network normal mode. When the con-

troller can not detect the initiation of the backward pruning activity

within this time-out which was set up at the beginning of the forward

sensitizing activity, the controller will send a special command in the

broadcast mode to terminate the current DTSRA activity. Upon receiving
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PSBP Path Sensitizing Bit Pattern
FSP Forward Sensitizing Part
BPP Backward Pruning Part
NCM Node Connection Matrix
SLAPM Shortest Length Available Path Map

(See Sec. 4.3.2.4)

Stop Transmitting
PSBP

Start Message
Transmission

Receive a Path
Relaying Cowman

Update N04

Update SLAPM
if necessary

Send a Control
Command for FSP
Initiation

Start Tran
POP

Set Up
Time Out

Adjust Time Out

PP Initii
Detected

Time Out Expir

Terminate FSP

Enter Next
Subohase

Fig. 4.12.a Distributed Tree Search Routing
Subohase Activity (Source Node)

start
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CONDITION I: Have at least
one nonreserved free input
bus segment as well as one
nonreserved free message
receiver.

Send Path Relaying
Command (BPP Init.

T Update NQM

Prepare to receivee sage

NOP

Receive a Control
Command for FSP
Initiation

Meet
CONDITION I

Check Input Bus
Segments

SBP Detect

BPP Terminate

Fig. 4.12.b Distributed Tree Search Routing
SubDhase Activity (Destination Node)

4.12.c

wait for Direction
from Controller
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CONDITION II: Have at least one nonreserved eet N
free input bus segment as well
as one nonreserved free output
bus segment.

PRC Path Relaying Command
Path Component Node
Pruned Node
Sensitized Node (but there is no
available path in the network)
Unsensitized Node (and there is no
available path in the neFRelay,k)
Unsensitized Node (but

an available path)
Unavailable Relaying Nod ate NCM

PSBP

Fig. 4.12.c Distributed Tree Search Routing
Subphase Activity (Relaying mode)

E

F
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this command, all nodes involved in the current forward sensitizing ac-

tivity must stop relaying of the PSBP flow and release all bus segments

involved. The NCM update rules in this case are the following.

For sensitized bus segment columns,

Row2: NFS* - p NFS
Row3: S -4 0
Row4: D >

After terminating the failed DTSRA activity, the controller may

attempt RSVRA or BRDRA or pass the token to the next available controller

(and try again next time) (see Sec. 4.4).

BACKWARD PRUNING ACTIVITY: The sensitized destination node with a
nonreserved free message receiver initiates the backward pruning activity
by sending a path component relaying command in the broadcast mode via the
control bus. Even though each path component relaying command is issued
in the broadcast mode, it has a address field which contains the terminal
node address of the input bus segment through which the sender node of
this command has detected the first-arriving PSBP flow. Hence, each path
component relaying command is implicitly destined to only a single node.
Furthermore, the first path component relaying command also implicitly
implies that the destination node has been sensitized (i.e. there exists
a routing path in the current network situation). Therefore, the current
controller as the source node of this path can initiate its message trans-
mission rather than keep transmitting the PSBP stream (as soon as this
node monitors the first path component relaying command). The current
controller, however, can not know which sensitized output bus segment will
become a real component of the sensitized path until one of the terminal
nodes of its sensitized output bus segments sends the last path component
relaying command addressed to this node. This forces the message trans-
mission to be flooded into all of the sensitized output bus segments of
the controller (unless the path consists of a single link).

The first path component relaying command also signifies the termi-
nation of the forward sensitizing activity. Hence, upon monitoring this
command, (relaying) candidate nodes are further divided into two groups:

0
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one with a sensitized input bus segment and the other without a sensitized

input bus segment. The former group is called the sensitized nodes and

the latter group is called the unsensitized nodes. The unsensitized nodes

will not receive the path component relaying command and, therefore, be-

come idle until the termination of the backward pruning activity.

As was pointed out previously, the path component relaying command

will specify the terminal node pair addresses of the bus segment via which

the receiver node end (i.e. the node sending the relaying command) has

detected the PSBP flow during the forward sensitizing activity. This

information is sufficient for the node receiving this command (i.e. the

sender node end of the bus segment identified by this relaying command)

to relay the "pruning" activity by sending another path component relaying

command back to the sender node end of the sensitized input bus segment

via which it has detected the PSBP flow in the forward sensitizing act-

ivity (see Fig. 4.9).

The terminal node which detected the path component relaying com-

mand looks at the input bus segment columns of its node connection matrix

to identify the input bus segment through which it detected the PSBP

flow. Note that only one input bus segment column of row 2 will have NFS*.

Row 1 of this input bus segment column will also contain the terminal node

address of this bus segment. Hence, this node can relay the path component

relaying command back to this terminal node (unless this is the controller

node). Furthermore, the path component relaying command received from the

previous relaying node implicitly gives the output bus segment identifi-

cation number through which the true message (instead of the PSBP flow) is

being transmitted (i.e. the real path component). Hence, it is easy to

identify the output bus segment which becomes a real path component for

the given communicating pair.

After relaying back the path component relaying command, the relay-

ing nodes as well as the destination node update their node connection ma-

trixes properly. The relaying nodes also change the switching mode from

"one-to-many" mode to "one-to-one" mode by connecting the selected input

bus segment to the chosen output bus segment. This switching mode change

must be carried out without any damage to the message transmission being
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passed through these bus segments and also without disturbing ongoing act-

ivities on other busy bus segments. The proper map updating rules for a

relaying node and the destination node are the following:

For the sensitized input and output bus segments which become the
path component during the backward pruning activity,

Row2: NFS* --- V NBS
Row3: Unchanged
Row4: Unchanged

For the sensitized output bus segments which turn out not to be
the path component during the backward pruning activity,

Row2: NFS* -* NFS
Row3: S 0

. Row4: D -- 0
These backward pruning activities take place backward from the

destination node via the control bus until the current controller as the

source node receives the last path relaying command. This last path

relaying command implies the termination of the backward pruning activity.

At this moment the sensitized relaying nodes are divided into two parts:

one part involved in the backward pruning activity (i.e. the unpruned

nodes) and the other part not involved in this activity (i.e. the pruned

nodes). This grouping can be done automatically, since nodes belonging

to the latter group have not received the path relaying command during

the backward pruning activity. (Note that each node is assumed to moni-

tor all control command exchanges. In other words, even though some con-

trol commands such as the path relaying command have a unique receiver

address, these commands are implicitly transmitted in the broadcast mode.

In this sense, the receiver address field of all control commands might

be treated as a part of the information field.) The relationship of the

consecutive partitions of network nodes carried out during the DTSRA act-

tivity is depicted in Fig. 4.13 along with network situations initiating

these partitions. It might also be useful to review Fig. 4.12 for under-

standing this conceptual relationship. Note that a sensitized path will

consist of links directly connecting the source node, the unpruned nodes,

and the destination node.
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At the Begin-
ning of DTSRA

After Identifying
Destination Node

Some Time Later

At the end of the Sensitized (unsensitized
Forward Sensitizing Nodes Nodes
Activity

At the end of the
Backward Pruning Nodes
Activity

Fig. 4.13 Dynamic Partitions of Network :nodes during the
Distributed Tree Search Routing Algorithm Attempt
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The pruned nodes should release all the sensitized out bus segments
it has by disconnecting them from the sensitized input bus segment. These

nodes must also update their node connection matrixes properly to reflect
the situation. The NCM updating rules are the following:

For the sensitized input and output bus segments,
Row2: NFS* -! NFS
Row3: S 0
Row4: D ->

It is interesting to relate the DTSRA activity to the following
visualization. Logically speaking, the forward sensitizing activity is
equivalent to establishing a path tree which may have a merging branch
(i.e. cycle) with the current controller as the root of this tree. The

construction of this path tree is initiated by the root and terminated
by the destination node. Each new branch construction is carried out by
the node which has a branch to a lower level node. The backward pruning

activity is equivalent to cutting off unnecessary branches (i.e. pruning).
This is initiated by the destination node and terminated by the current
controller node (i.e. root). Each branch destruction is also handled by
the node which constructed this branch

ACK POLLING ACTIVITY: When the current controller has finished
the DTSRA activity (except Routing Step IV which will be described in
the following), it immediately passes the token to the next available
controller node. Even though this node finds a routing path (Routing
Step I), establishes this path (Routing Step II), and initiates the
message transmission (actual message transmission will be carried out by

the output Level 2 protocol machine), three things remain to be done to

completely finish the message routing. First, the output Level 2 pro-

tocol machine must finish the message transmission. Second, the desti-

nation node must send an acknowledgement to the source node (Routing

Step IV). Third, the path component nodes (i.e. nodes whose input and
output bus segments have been allocated for a routing path) must be in-
formed whether these bus segments will no longer be required for this
path and can be allocated to another path (Routing Step V).

0
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FISHNET accomplishes these goals (i.e. Routing Steps IV and V) by

utilizing a polling technique (called the ACK polling). The ACK polling

is very similar to the control polling discussed in Section 4.1.3. Every

controller (i.e. every node that becomes the controller) is required to

supervise the ACK polling activity carried out before the routing phase

actity. The first thing the controller will do is to send the ACK polling

command via the control bus. Upon monitoring this command, every node

calculates its time-out value (i.e. the current priority it can respond

to the given polling command) based on the address difference (see Sec.

4.1.3). Any node can respond to the ACK polling command by sending the

ACK command if it meets the following conditions:

1. There has been no responce to the present ACK polling command
until the time-out value of this node expires.

2. There is a need to send an acknowledgement to the source node
for which it has served as the destination node.

After the controller initiates the ACK polling activity by sending the
ACK polling command, every ACK command implicitly works as a new ACK polling

command. Hence, once the ACK polling activity is initiated, the following
ACK command exchanges are carried out without waiting for additional, ex-
plicit ACK polling commands. This is done to reduce the overhead due to
sending the ACK polling command every time a node needs to issue the ACK com-
mand. when it is time for the controller to respond to the current polling
command, the controller sends the ACK command if it needs and then terminates

the current ACK polling subphase activity. Therefore, every node has only a
single chance to issue the ACK command during a ACK polling subphase.

The ACK command has the source/destination node address field

which will contain the communicating pair addresses. Its characteristics
associated with the Routing Step V activity is identical to the path com-
ponent relaying command. Upon monitoring (or receiving) the ACK command,

every node extracts the communicating pair addresses and searches its NCM

to see if its bus segments in the busy state has been allocated to this
communicating pair. The NCM searching method will be described in Section
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4.3.2. If the current ACK command is a positive acknowledgement and a

node finds that it has busy bus segment(s) assigned to the given communi-

cating pair, this node must update its NCM properly according to the

following rule:

For bus segment columns involved,

If R 2 i S#i 2 # #ow s n RB Row : RBS RFS
3 V 0Row : S ;

Row4: D 4 0

If Row 2 is in NBS, Row2: NBS --> NFS
Row3: S ----* 0
Row4: D -4 0

(# For details of RBS and RFS, see Section 4.3.1.3)

Figure 4.15 shows the ACK polling activity rules in the form of

flow charts. Figure 4.14 depicts the legal state transitions of bus seg-

ments during the three parts of the DTSRA activity.

A ACK Polling Activity
F Forward Sensitizing Activity
B Backward Pruning Activity

Fig. 4.14 Legal State Transitions of Bus Segments
During the DTSRA Activity
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UNIQUE FEATURES: Due to the distributed nature and the way of

finding and establishing a routing path, DTSRA has several unique fea-

tures. These are the following.

1. It allow a distributed routing control which always guarantees
to find and establish the shortest length available path with
minimal path set up overhead (Distributed Routing Control).

2. It can be adaptive to any undetected link fault or node fault
(High Reliability).

3. It allows the path set up activity to be concurrent with a
data message transmission through this path. In other words,

a data message transmission is "overlapped" with the path
set up process (i.e. backward pruning activity) for this
message (High Performance).

4. It easily supports a network with a large number of nodes
and/or bus segments which may be interconnected randomly
or irregularly (High Modularity and High Flexibility).

EXAMPLE I: This example will show details of the path tree construction
and pruning procedures. This example will also indicate how
each node involved in these procedures updates its node con-
nection matrix to reflect state change of its bus segments.

While each step of this example takes place, it is recommended
to consult with various rules specified in Fig. 4.12 by means
of flow charts.

Updated map entries of each step are indicated by circles
surrounding a letter. Hence, comparison of these circled
letters with corresponding entries in the previous step
should reveal the underlying principle of DTSRA.

In this example, node N is the current controller and wishes
to establish a routing path to node N6. it is assumed, for
convenience, that the DTSRA activity starts at t = T and the
relaying overhead of the PSBP flow is dT. It is also assumed
that, during the backward pruning activity, each step to
establish a path component takes DT.

Figure 4.16.a shows the network situation and NCMS at t = T.
Figure 4.16.b depicts the path tree and NCMs at t = T + dT. At
this moment, node N

2

detects PSBP and relays this into its
two free output bus segments destined to node N3 and node N4
respectively. Figure 4.16.c indicates the path tree and NCMs

at t = T + 2dT At this time, node N3 detects PSBP, but it
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ignores the whole DT$ A activity (since it does not have a
free output bus segment (i.e. dormant node)). However, node

N4 has two free output bus segments directed to node N5 and
node N66 respectively. Figure 4.16.d shows the path tree and

NCMs at t = T + 3dT. At this instance, node N detects PSBP
5

and relays this bit pattern into its free output bus segment
destined to node N6. Worth noting, at this point, is that,
even though node N5 has a free output bus segment connected
to node N1, it may not attempt to relay the PSBP flow into
this output bus segment (,since node N1 is currently the
source node and every node in the network knows this fact).

Node N also detects PSBP and prepare the backward pruning
activity (since it is the destination node).

Figure 5.16.e depicts tha path tree and NCMs at t = T' + DT,
where T' = T + 3dT. At this moment, node N6 starts the beak-
ward pruning activity by sending the path component relaying
command to node N44. Upon receiving this command, node N1
stops sending PSBP and starts its message transmission.
Figures 4.16.f and 4.16.g indicate the path establishing
activity by node N and N22 respectively. Figure 4.16.h shows

4the final path tree and NCMs at t = (or ) T' + 3DT. When

node N receives the path component relaying command destined
to this node, every node recognizes that this is the end of
the backward pruning activity. Therefore, the pruned nodes
(in this case node N5) can recogniza that tyhey will not be
involved as path components and release their sensitized bus
segments.

NOTATION: IDBS Input Data Bus Segment
ODBS Output Data Bus Segment
I. ith Input Data Bus Segment
01 ith Output Data Bus Segment
NfS Nonreserved Free State
NBS Nonreserved Busy State
FTS Faulty State
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4.3.1.3 Reservation Routing Algorithm (RSVRA)

If the network is only equipped with DTSRA for routing messages,

one might raise an immediate question: "How does the network controller

respond when he has control of the network but some of the network re-

sources (data bus segments or data receiver or computer peripherals, etc.)

are not currently available? Should he relinquish control, retain control

until busy resources become free, or use a 'reservation system'?"

There might be several answers to this question (see Sec. 4.4).
One reasonable solution is to allow each node, under certain conditions

(see Sec. 4.4), to reserve a minimal amount of network resources. This

solution, therefore, allows a network controller without currently avail-

able required network resources to give up network control but assures

that when the resources become free no other node will be able to gain

control of them.

During the backward pruning activity of DTSRA, each node as a net-
work controller is able to learn the shortest length available paths to

a node it wishes to communicate with. The knowledge concerning the

shortest length available paths may be updated as normal networking con-

tinues. This updated information may be stored in a "shortest length

available path map". This path map may have the data structure shown in

Fig. 4.17. The reservation technique which will be described in this

section is based on the information stored in the shortest length avail-

able path map.

The reservation routing technique (which will be referred to as
RSVAR) consists of the following four parts:

1. Path Reserving Part (Routing Steps I and II).
2. Reserved Path Sensitizing Part (Routing Step II).
3. Sensitized Destination Polling Part (Routing Steps II and III).
4. ACK Polling Part (Routing Step IV).

Figures 4.18.a, 4.18.b, and 4.18.c show various rules of RSVRA
(Parts 1 and 2) in flow charts for the source node, the destination node,
and the relaying node respectively. The sensitized destination polling
activity as well as the ACK polling activity will also be discussed later.
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it is "0", this implies that there is no more path
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The shortest length available path map may not contain all
(physically) shortest length available path descriptions.

Fig. 4.17 A Possible Data Structure for the Shortest Length

Available Path Map (Example for node Nl with the

given network)
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Fig. 4.18.a Reservation Routing Subahase Activity:
Path Reserving Part (Source Node)
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PATH RESERVING ACTIVITY: The current controller initiates the path

reserving activity by choosing a shortest length available path to the des-

tination from its path map and sending a reservation request command via

the control bus (which contains a proper path description of the chosen

path) to all nodes involved in this path. Any node involved in this path

may reject this reservation request if its requested resource, such as its

output bus segment or data message receiver, is already reserved. Note

that it is assumed that each network resource cannot be reserved by more

than one communicating pair at any given time.

If more than one node needs to reject this reservation request,

each may do by sending back a reservation reject command through the

control bus at its proper time determined by its implicit priority. Hence,

the reservation request command simultaneously works as an implicit polling

command called the reservation polling. However, if any node involved in

the current reservation request once sends the reservation reject command,

the remaining nodes which wish to reject the reservation request need not

do so. One reservation reject command is sufficient.

The destination node always has the lowest priority to respond to

the reservation request command. When there has been no reservation reject

command issued until the time out value of the destination node expires,

this implies that all requested data bus segments can be reserved (i.e.

either they are in the nonreserved free state or in the nonreserved busy

state). At this moment, if the data message receiver of the destination

node is reservable, the destination node sends back a reservation grant

command via the control bus. This implies the termination of the path

reserving activity. If the data message receiver is not reservable, the

destination node sends the reservation reject command.

When the path reserving activity is finished successfully, each node

involved in this activity updates its node connection matrix properly to

reflect the change of network resource state. The matrix updating would

be:

For input or output bus segment columns involved in the currently

reserved path:

If Row2 = NFS, Row2: NFS --> RFS
RowS : 0 --> S r
Row6: 0 -3 Dr
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If Row2 = NBS, Row2: NBS.-3 RBS
Row5: 0 -- S
Row6: 0 - Dr

(where Sr and Dr stand for the reserving source
node address and the reserved destination node
address respectively)

if the current controller as a reserving node has more than one

shortest length available path to the intended destination and its first

reserving activity has failed, it may try again with the next available

path information. This consecutive reserving activity can be granted only

when the previous reserving activity in the same routing phase (and also

in the same reservation routing subphase) has failed due to unreservable

data bus segments (not due to unreservable data message receiver). Once

the path reserving activity is finished successfully, the current controller

must pass the token immediately by initiating the control polling activity.

If the path reserving activity is finished unsuccessfully, the controller

may drive the network into the ACK polling subphase to update the subnet

state or pass the token (see Sec. 4.4).

RESERVED PATH SENSITIZATION ACTIVITY: The reserved path sensitizing

activity is initiated by the node which has a reserved path by transmitting

a reserved path sensitizing bit pattern (RPSBP). This can happen only after

its own reserved bus segment becomes reserved free. The RPSBP sender node

must keep transmitting RPSBP until its reserved path is completely sensitized

or it decides to terminate the activity when it becomes the controller again.

When a realying node involved in a given reserved path sensitizing

activity detects the RPSBP flow coming through its reserved free input bus

segment (for this reserved path), it must relay this RPSBP flow into its

corresponding reserved output bus segment when this bus segment becomes

reserved free. Note that the node connection matrix of each node has enough

information for the relaying activity. The relaying activity of the RPSBP

stream takes place only after the completion of the ACK polling subphase

activity (when the state of reserved resources changes from the reserved
busy state to the reserved free state because of the ACK polling activity

(i.e. Routing Steps IV and V)). The reserved path sensitizing activity takes

place concurrently with further control bus activities as well as data bus
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activities even though the source node with a reserved path. is no longer

the current network controller. A node with sensitized reserved free bus

segments updates their state from RFS to RFS*. Note that the reserved

communicating pair addresses were already stored in the NCM (Row 5 and

ow 6).
SENSITIZED DESTINATION POLLING ACTIVITY: When the reserved desti-

nation node detects the RPSBP stream from its reserved free input bus seg-

ment and the state of its message receiver becomes reserved free, it must

inform the source node to stop transmitting RPSBP and initiate its reserved

message transmission. At any given time, however, there may be more than

one sensitized destination node. Hence, there should be a controlled way

to allow them to do so. For this, every new controller will drive the net-

work into a polling subphase called the sensitization polling subphase.

The polling technique applied for this polling is exactly same to that of

the ACK polling. The only difference is the information the responce

command to the given polling command has. In the ACK polling case, the

information in the address field indicates the (terminated) communicating

pair. In the sensitization polling case, the information in the address

field indicates the reserved communicating pair.

When the reserved path sensitizing activity terminates (i.e. the sen-

sitized destination node reports the above information to the source node

in the broadcast mode), all nodes involved in this reserved path again up-

date their NCMs properly to reflect the change of their network resource

state. The source node of this sensitized path stops transmitting RPSBP

and immediately initiates its message transmission (Routing Step IV) (see

Example II). The required matrix updating would be:

For input and output bus segment columns involved in the

currently sensitized path:

Row2 : RFS -! NBS
Row3: 0 --A S (i.e. Sr)
Row4: 0 -* D (i.e. Dr)
Row5: Sr 0
Row6: Dr - 0
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ACK POLLING ACTIVITY: RSVRA differs-from DTSRA in the way of find-

ing and establishing a routing path (..e. Routing Steps I and II). Hence,

once a message transmission is initiated, there is no difference between

RSVRA and DTSRA in accomplishing the remaining routing activities. The

termination of every message transmission will be carried out in the same

subphase (i.e. ACK polling subphase) no matter how the previous routing

steps are performed. Details of the ACK polling activity were discussed in

the previous section. Figure 4.20 depicts the legal state transitions

during the RSVRA activity.

A ACK Polling Activity
R Path Reserving Activity
S Reserved Path Sensitizing Activity
P Sensitized Destination Polling Activity

Fig. 4.20 Legal State Transitions of Bus Segments
During the RSVRA Activity

UNIQUE FEATURES: Through the mechanism described in this section,

all required steps for a message routing are accomplished efficiently. The

significant features of the reservation routing technique are listed below.

1. The path reserving activity takes place during the time period
in which the current controller without RSVRA might be blindly
waiting until a path becomes available.

2. The reserved path sensitizing activity takes place through a
minimal set of data bus segments (i.e. an shortest length
available path) as determined by previous routing experience.

A
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3. The reserved path sensitizing activity takes place concurrently
with other message transmission and with the path sensitizing
activity of DTSRA through the unused bus segments. The control

bus also can be used for another communicating pair.

4. Most activities of RSVRA can be carried out in a distributed
manner without need to keep track of global subnetwork state
information.

Besides these advantages, RSVRA has several undesirable aspects.

These are listed below.

1. Without previous routing experience (i.e. without proper

information about shortest length available paths to various

nodes it wishes to communicate with), a node can not use
RSVRA directly.

2. If parts of reserved bus segments suddenly becomes faulty
before being sensitized, the reserved destination will never
be sensitized.

3. If even one component of a reserved path is busy due to long
message transmission through this, the remaining components
of this path must be blocked even though they are free. This

would be critical if FISHNET is allowed to transmit multiple
messages with the same communicating pair (see Chap. 6).

4. Another path may become available shortly after the network
controller finishes its RSVRA activity successfully (i.e.
the path reserving activity). Thereby, this node may wait a
fairly long time to sensitize its reserved path even though
there is a currently available path to the intended desti-
nation node.

FISHNET will solve these problems by utilizing a variable control

passing mechanism (see Sec. 4.4). Each node may become a network controller

again even though it has a unsensitized reserved path. This node may then

issue a special command to release temporarily all network resources it has

reserved while it stops transmitting the RPSBP stream. This node can try

DTSRA again to see if another path becomes available. If this node finds

an available path, it can send its message through this path while perma-

nently releasing (implicitly) its previous reserved path. If not, this

node must again re-reserve its previous reserved path (implicitly).

Dotted lines of Fig. 4.20 between NFS and RFS or RFS* indicates the state

transitions of bus segments when the controller terminates or re-reserves

its previously reserved path.
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EXAMPLE II: Example II will show how RSVRA works. Emphasis will
be given on how the reserved path sensitizing activity
takes place along with the ACK polling activity.

Figure 4.2l.a shows the network of Fig. 4.16.a as well
as the node connection matrix of each node, which was
updated by the DTSRA activity of Example I.

Figure 4.21.b shows the network of Fig. 4.2l.a and
the node connection matrix of each node, which was
again updated by the path reserving activity of the
RSVRA subphase. This activity was controlled by node
N4 to reserve a path to node N3.

Some time later after node N has finished its path
reserving activity successfully, node N finishes
transmitting a message to node N successfully.
Therefore, during the next ACK polling subphase
activity, node N sends an ACK command to node N1,
but all other noes monitor this ACK command to see
if any of their bus segments had been involved for
this communicating pair (i.e. Row3 and Row4 of the
node connection matrix has node N address and node

1
N6 address respectively). In this example node N2
and node N will find that they had been involved

4
for this communicating pair and, therefore, update
their node connection matrixes.

After the ACK polling subphase activity node N4starts
to transmit the RPSBP stream via its reserved output
bus segment, since this bus segment now becomes
reserved free. Figure 4.21.c shows the node connec-
tion matrix of each node and the corresponding network
situation at this moment.

Some time later, node N has successfully finished
6

its message transmission to node N . During the next
ACK polling subphase, node N3 issues an ACK command
and all other nodes involved for this communicating
pair update their node connection matrices. After
the ACK polling subphase activity, node N and node

1
N know that their reserved output bus segments for
6
node N and node N now become reserved free. There-
fore, node N can switch its reserved input bus
ment connected to node N (through which the RPSBP

4
stream detected) to its output bus segment connected
to node N1.

At this moment, node N also detects the RPSBP flow
1

through its input bus segment connected to node N6
and switches this input bus segment to its output
bus segment in the reserved free state for node N4
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and node N
3

. Therefore, node N can detect the RPSBP
3stream through its input bus segment connected to

node N11 immediately after the ACK polling subphase
where the above reserved path sensitizing activity
takes place.

Now, node N can send a sensitized path report
3command to node N (i.e. the source node) during

the following reservation polling subphase. At
this moment, node N stops transmitting the RPSBP
stream and starts to transmit its data message
through this sensitized path. Node N and node
N.,. and node N also update their node connection
ma-trices as described -previously-. Figure 4.21. d
shows the node connection matrix of each node and
the corresponding network situation at this moment.

NOTATION: IDBS Input Data Bus Segment
ODBS Output Data Bus SegmentIi ith Input Data Bus Segment
Oi ith output Data Bus Segment
NFS Nonreserved Free State
NBS Nonreserved Busy State
RFS Reserved Free State
RBS Reserved Busy State
FTS Faulty State
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4.3.1.4 Broadcast Routing Algorithm (BRDRA)

The broadcast routing algorithm (BRDRA) implies the dual capabi-

lities of the FISHNET control bus for both control command exchange and

also for data messages.

Under certain situations the control bus of FISHNET is more appro-

priate for a data message path. Some of these situations include:

1. Situations in which a node may need to send data or control
messages to more than one destination node (i.e. broadcast
mode).

2. Situations in which a node has a very short message: a message
not longer than the equivalent values of the path establishment
time.

3. Situations in which a node is blocked from other nodes due to
faulty network resources.

4. Situations in which a node has a message demanding "express"
delivery.

However, if the control bus is dedicated for a data message trans-
mission for fairly long time period (i.e. "frozen" control bus), no other
node can establish a path and send a message through the data bus even
though there exist available paths. Hence, BRDRA should be applied with
extreme causion. F=SHNET will solve this problem through a variable
control passing mechanism such as the max-sensitization technique
(see Sec. 4.4).
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4.3.2 Routing Step IV and V Activities

As was discussed previously, the current controller polls the non-

controller nodes to pass the token when it finishes its routing activity as

the controller (i.e. control polling). The first thing to be done by the

"new" controller selected via the control polling activity is to allow each

node including itself to report the routing status information (i.e. the

ACK polling and the sensitization polling). These polling activities must

be carried out before the controller as a source node attempts to try

either DTSRA or RSVRA in order to make each node have most recent subnet

resource state information. It is worthwhile to note that the Routing Step

IV activity (i.e. termination message transmission) and part of the Routing

Step V activity (i.e. routing status information collection) are carried

out simultaneously via these two polling activities. The routing status

information, in this chapter, only implies some information which tells

whether or not data messages are successfully transmitted and whether or

not reserved destination nodes are sensitized. In other words, this status

information is concerned with information which has critical effect upon

the state change of bus segment columns in the node connection matrix of

each node. Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3 discussed the necessary steps

and methods to update NCMs using these types of status information. This

section summarizes these polling techniques and NCM update procedures.'

Figures 4.1, 4.15, and 4.19 showed various rules for the control

polling, the ACK polling, and the sensitization polling respectively.

When the network is involved in one of these three polling activities, the

network is said to be in the polling phase of the network normal mode.

Furthermore, depending on the specific polling activity currently being

applied, the network is also said to be in the control (or ACK or sensiti-

zation) polling subphase of the polling phase. Figure 4.22 indicates the

interrelationship among these three polling subphases of the polling phase

in the network normal mode.

Even though the source node has finished transmitting a message,

its message transmission cannot be completed until it receives acknowledge-

ment information from its destination node. Furthermore, the source node
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does not have complete control over all path components (i.e. bus segments)

and nodes involved in the path dedicated for this message transmission

(i.e. distrubuted circuit switching). There should be some form of explic-

it information which tells all other nodes involved in this path that they

may allocate their bus segments for other purposes. However, at any given

time, there may be more than one destination node which want to send such

status reports. Therefore, there must be a controlled way to handle this.

FISHNET has a facility called the ACK polling dedicated for such purposes

(see Sec. 4.3.1.2 and Fig. 4.15).

As was mentioned in Section 4.3.1.3, the source node with a reserved

path continues transmitting the reserved path sensitizing bit pattern to

sensitize its reserved path in a distributed manner. However, it can not

know whether or not the complete path is sensitized unless someone tells

it so. According to the reservation routing algorithm, tha fact that a

reserved path is sensitized is equivalent to the fact that the destination

node of this reserved path detects this sensitization bit flow coming via

its reserved input bus segment and also its message receiver is free. The

reserved destination node must have the responsibility to report this to

its source node (as well as all other nodes involved in this sensitized

reserved path). At any given time, there may be more than one sensitized

reserved destination node which want to report this. There must be a con-

trolled way to handle this conflict. FISHNET has a facility called the

sensitization polling dedicated to this purpose (see Sec. 4.3.1.3 and Fig.

4.19).

Every time FISHNET has a new controller, the first thing this new

controller does is to poll all nodes to allow them to report their status

regarding routing activities. During the status polling period, if a node

has status information, it should report its status to the corresponding

source node as well as other nodes involved. During the status polling

period, each node must monitor these status reports from other nodes and

update the state of network resources for which this node is responsible

(see Examples I and II in Sec. 4.3.1). The node connection matrix updating

procedure during the ACK polling subphase and the sensitization polling

subphase are summarized in Fig. 4.23.a and Fig. 4.23.b respectively.
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It is also important to recognize that sensitization of reserved

path components can take place only after the completion of the ACK poll

ing activity, since the sensitization bit flow can be relayed through a

reserved bus segment only when this bus segment becomes reserved free.

Therefore, the sensitization polling activity must be preceded by the ACK

polling activity.

Local Phase

N

Routing Phase

Polling Phase

Sensitizati
Polling

n

Fig. 4.22 Polling Subphase Interrelationship

------- - -1
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Start
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Fig. 4.23.a Node Connection Matrix tpdate Procedure:
(ACK Polling Subphase)
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ROWS Reserved Communicating
Pair Address (Source)

ROW6 Reserved Communicating
Pair Address (Destina-
tion)
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I
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Fig. 4.23.b Node Connection Matrix Update Procedure:
(Sensitization Polling Subphase)
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4.3.3 Bus Segment Directionality

During the description for the distributed tree search routing
algorithm and the reservation routing algorithm all data bus segments
were assumed to be unidirectional (i.e. simplex media). However, these

two routing algorithms can be directly applied, with minor modifications,
to a network in which all or part of data bus segments are bidirectional
(i.e. half duplex media). This type of flexibility will be discussed in
this section.

The reservation routing algorithm is a result of a learning process
and attempts to reserve a path which has been used previously. Therefore,

this algorithm is not based on the data link directionality. Moreover,

the reservation command implicitly indicates which node is going to be
responsible for which link. Hence, there is no problem in applying this
algorithm to a network with bidirectional bus links.

When the distributed tree searching routing algorithm is applied to
a network with bidirectional bus segments, the following question would
be immediately raised:

Each data bus segment has two terminal nodes which might be a
sending node at one time, but a receiving node at another time,
from this bus segment point of view. Furthermore, the pattern
for a terminal node to be a sending node or a receiver node can
not be predictable. Hence, it would be difficult to decide to
which terminal node a data link works as a output bus segment
(i.e. to which terminal node a data link belongs) at any given
time during the forward sensitizing activity of this algorithm.
Of course, it is not reasonable to assign permanent ownership
of a data link to one of its terminal nodes, since this case is
logically equivalent to that of unidirectional data links.

In the unidirectional data link case, it is implicitly assumed that
each node is responsible for its output bus segments in the sense that no
other node can use any bus segments without permission of the node res-
ponsible for them.

The best solution of the above responsibility problem may be one
that allows any terminal node of a data link to take care of this link on
the FCFR (First Claim First Responsible) basis. This solution, then,
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creates another problem called "bus segment collision" which implies the

situation that both terminal nodes claim responsibility for a data link

simultaneously (i.e. send the sensitization bit stream from both sides of
a data link at the same time) during the forward sensitization activity.

However, this collision will not give any problem, since this data

link will not be a path component of the shortest length available path

connecting a given communicating pair. This is true, because the shortest

length available path at the current network situation will not pass via

this collision link (see Example III). Therefore, the distributed tree

search routing algorithm can also be applied to a network with bidirec-

tional data links. Let us see the above argument through an example.

EXAMPLE III: Figure 4.19 shows a network equipped with bidirec-
tional data links. Node Ngg wishes to transmit a
message to node N4 and applies the distributed
tree search routing technique.

However, during the forward sensitizing activity,
node N2 and node N3 detect the sensitizing bit
pattern flow at the same time and attempt to relay
this bit pattern flow into their available data
links simultaneously. At this moment, the data link
connecting these two nodes experiences a collision.
But both nodes do not know this fact due to the dis-
tributed nature of this technique.

However, this collision has no effect in finding and
establishing a shortest length available path connec-
ting node N and node N, since the "collision" link
cannot be a6 component of a path whose length is short-
est in this network situation. Of course, this link
may be a path component whose length is longer than
the existing shortest length path.

N

Collision Link

Nonreserved Free Bus
Segment (Only nonre-
served free bus seg-
ments are ahown)

N

Fig. 4.24 Nework with a Collision Link during the
Forward Sensitization Part Activity.
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To support the FISHNET with bidirectional data bus segments, slight

modification of the node connection matrix is necessary. The modified

node connection matrix is shown in Fig. 4.25 (refer to Fig. 4.9 for origi-

nal node connection matrix). In addition to input bus segment columns

and output bus segment columns which reflect unidirectional bus segments,
this map has bidirectional bus segment columns. Since the directionality

of these bus segments (i.e. message flow direction through them) will vary

dynamically, these columns have one more row which indicates the dynamic

direction attribute of each bidirectional bus segment. Once these bidi-

rectional columns are established in the network initialization mode, the

distributed tree search routing algorithm can treat these columns exactly

like input bus segment columns and/or output bus segment columns. In other

words, the map in Fig. 4.25 can be logically converted to the one in Fig.

4.9. under the assumption that each "dual columns" indicated by arrowed

lines be updated simultaneously and equivalently. The necessary modifi-

cation of this algorithm is trivial without any logical violation and

will not be discussed.

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Row 5

Row 6

Row 7

Input Bus
Segments

Output Bus
Segments

11...IN 81...BN I BN...B1 01...O
Ii ith (Unidirectional)

Input Bus Segment

0i ith (Unidirectional)
Output Bus Segment

Bi ith Bidirectional
Bus Segement

Row 1

} See Fig. 4.9
Row 6

Roar 7 Directionality
Attribute of
Bidirectional
Bus Segments

1

Fig. 4.25 modified Node Connection Matrix Structure
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4.4 CONTROL PASSING MECHANISM

The control token of FISHNET is passed basically on a round-robin
basis. However, the basis of control token passing can be dynamically
modified as a function of the network situation. A node with the control
token can specify a condition which must be satisfied before another node
may claim the control token during the control polling subphase. If there
is more than one node which satisfies the given condition, the dyna-

mically variable priority described in Section 4.3.1 can be applied to

choose only one node as the next network controller.
One situation requiring a variable control passing mechanism is when

a node with the token cannot find a path. There are three choices this
node can take under the above situation:

1. Wait until a path becomes available.
2. Send its data message through the control bus.

3. Pass the token to a next available node and try again next
time when it regains the control token.

The first choice is obviously not good, since it may not utilize
the data bus capacity optimally. The second choice may or may not be

reasonable. The performance depends on the message interarrival rate
and message length sent through the control bus. However, blind use

of the control bus as a data message path could result in rapid perfor-
mance degradation. Therefore, in order to use such BRDRA efficiently,
each node must learn suitable decision criteria.

The third choice can maximally utilize the data bus capacity, but
there is no guarantee that a node which failed to find a path at a given
time will find a path next time. Note that there might be a node which

never finds a path even though it tries every time it has a chance to do.

Overall, this type of control token passing mechanism might result in un-
fair utilization of network resources.- There are two possible solutions

to the unfairness problem of the third control passing mechanism: one is

through RSVRA and the other is by utilizing a variable token passing scheme.
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RSVRA is an easy solution of the above unfairness problem.

if RSVRA is used judiciously, it could solve the unfairness probeem

while maximally utilizing the data bus capacity. However, blind use of

RSVRA may also degrade the performance drastically, since the capacity

of all the reserved free network resources must remain idle if one of the
reserved resources has not been released. In addition to the above weak-
ness, another weak point in RSVRA is reliability. Suppose one of the reser-

ved resources is faulty. Then the capacity of all other reserved free
resources must be waisted until the faulty resource(s) is (are) identified.
in order to reduce the unpredictable and undesirable effects of RSVRA,
only a shortest length path can be reserved. Note that the shorter the
reserved path is, the greater the advantage of RSVRA is. This is the
case when a network is equipped with bidirectional bus segments. As

pointed out in Sec. 4.3.2.4, a source node with an unsensitized reserved
path can become the network controller again. In this case, this node
can issue a reserved resource release command to free all reserved bus

segments it has held and try DTSRA again to see if another path becomes

available. This can reduce these undesirable aspects of RSVRA.

Another possible solution of the above unfairness probelm is to allow
a node which failed to find a routing path to be a network controller more

frequently than other nodes until it finds a path. This type of solution
may be especially efficient when the length of data messages is long and

token passing overhead is small.
Another example requiring a proper, dynamically variable control

passing mechanism is when a user considers FISHNET as a distributed pro-

cessing system. When a problem requires a tree-structured system, for

example, the variable control passing mechanism may be desirable to lo-

gically, not physically, change the FISHNET interconnection pattern

(i.e. high level network integration).
The performances of several of the control passing mechanisms dis-

cussed in this section were simulated in order to investigate the effects

of various parameters or decision criteria with these mechanisms. The

results of the simulation will be discussed in Chapter 6.
BRDRA should be used with caution. The reason is that during the
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time the control bus is "frozen" for a data message transmission with
moderate length, no other node can establish a path and send a message
through the data bus. This is true even though there exist available

paths, since no other node can use the control bus. Therefore, before

attempting to send a data message via the control bus, it might be worth-
while to allow other nodes to find or reserve their paths and to transmit
their messages while the control bus is frozen. This type of control
passing is especially useful for a network equipped with bidirectional
segments. The reason is that the path length for any communicating pair
in a bidirectional network is shorter, in general, than that of a unidi-
rectional network. Therefore, the overhead of path finding and establish-
ing activities via DTSRA or RSVRA for the bidirectional system is less
than that for the unidirectional system. Moreover, the bidirectional
system can supply more concurrent paths, in general, than a unidirectional
system mainly due to its shorter path length property (see Chap. 6).
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4.5 LEARNING CONTROL AND RELIABILITY CONSIDERATION

The motivation for giving each node learning capability is to

resolve inherent problems of distributed data processing systems. Most of

these problems stem from the lack/difficulty/inefficiency of having unified

control over all network resources. This is due to nondeterministic and

noninstanteneous properties of distributed control, in general. These

types of problems are common to all distributed network control mechanisms.

Therefore, allowing learning capability is an attempt to obtain certain

advantages of centralized control mechanisms such as the advantage of

having timely global information, while keeping the advantages of distrib-

uted control mechanisms such as high reliability, high immunity to bottle-

necks, etc.

In order to have learning capability, each node must have a data

structure which keeps in proper form the subnet or network status infor-

mation collected through the normal network activities. In addition to

this, each node must also be equipped with adaptive/learning algorithms

which provide an efficient utilization of the network resources by using

the limited local information contained in these data structures. There

could be numerous ways for this. However, this study will not consider

these topics except the primitive information collection activities de-

scribed below.

As was mentioned previously, each node has a certain amount of

learning capability in the sense that its knowledge concerning network

activities grows dynamically by participating in and/or indirectly monitor-

ing network control activities. In other words each node has the ability

to acquire and modify information concerning the network. This information

may come from "eavesdropping" on the control bus or evaluating the success

or failure of activities initiated by the node in the role of the network

controller. Adaptive/learning properties of FISHNET might be best explained

by considering the following three cases.

1. As was discussed in Section 4.2.2 involving the network initia-

lization mode activity, it is this capability that allow a node to become

functional after a."cold start
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2. In the network normal mode, each node can collect necessary

information for learning algorithms without high overhead. This infor-

mation can be gathered implicitly (i.e. without global report of the node

status information) and explicitly (i.e. with global report of the node

status information). The implicit status information can be gathered by

each node from its own network activities. This includes number of trans-

mission failures or routing attempt failures to certain nodes, number of

data messages transmitted during a certain time period, shortest length

available path description to other nodes, etc.. The explicit status

information can be collected through explicit status report commands.

For example, each path relaying command or ACK command may contain addi-

tional status information. This type of information includes the lengths

of data message queues of other nodes, states of data message receivers or

buffer lengths of other nodes, process names located in other nodes, etc..

The judicious combination of these types of information can be efficiently

utilized as decision criteria to modify, for example, the control passing

mechanism and to choose the proper routing algorithm as a function of expe-

rience and observed network performance.

3. As will be discussed in Appendix B, FISHNET may have automatic

system reconfiguration capability due to its adaptive/learning capability.

All activities required for network fault detection, identification, and

network reconfiguration can be automated by using the capability of each

node in the network reconfiguration mode and various routing information

collected in the network normal mode.

Worth noting is that this type of capability is also essential to

efficiently support high level network interactions and to develop a "Net-

work Hardware Compiler" for the sophisticated user who envisions FISHNET

as a distributed/parallel processing system model. For this type of user,

allocation of network resources, change of control algorithms, or other

high level changes in strategies which may affect system performance

should be efficiently supported from low level network activities.

FISHNET is also believed to be a highly reliable and fault tolerant

network system due to the following factors:
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1. MULTIPLE DATA/CONTROL PATHS: The presence of redundant network
resources allows system operation in the presence of faults.
It has been shown that whereas a system connected by a ring
structure with single link is much less reliable than its
typical components, a ring built of reasonably reliable com-
ponents and multiply connected by redundant links can be con-
siderably more reliable than any one component. If all links
are available to carry communication traffic, then failure
of a few links in the system can reduce the network traffic
capacity, but rarely will disrupt the whole network (fail-
soft).

2. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL: Again the failure of one component (the
controller) will not terminate useful activity.

3. ROUTING TECHNIQUE: The distributed tree search routing algo-
rithm which is the main routing technique inherently has
very high reliability because of the way it carries out
routing activities. Faulty network interfaces and faulty
data links can be automatically excluded during the forward
sensitizing activity. Furthermore, during the backward
pruning activity, malfunctioning network interfaces can
also be detected.

4. LEARNING/ADAPTIVE CONTROL: The ability to sense system faults
and modify routing procedures or paths for node to node com-
munication will make maximum use of remaining network resour-
ces.

5. CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK: The use of CRC will allow determination
of many types of single and multiple bit errors in a message.

6. SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION ALGORITHM: FISHNET will be equipped with
an automatic system reconfiguration mechanism, which will in
tegrate almost all required steps for system fault tolerance
[KWAG 81].
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CHAPTER 5. FISHNET DESIGN

Throughout Chapter 4, various components of the FISHNET communication

subnet control mechanism were discussed. These include a means to share

the control bus, three routing techniques, ways to update local informa-

tion, etc.. A crude framework showing the interrelationship of these

components was also introduced.

This chapter will discuss an integration of these subnet control com-

ponents into a Level 3 protocol (i.e. network protocol). The Level 2 pro-

tocols (i.e. data link protocols for both the messages exchanged through

the data bus and the control bus or broadcast type data messages passed

via the control bus) will be the next topic. Finally, after identifying

various functional requirements for the network interface, a possible de-

sign approach will be discussed.

5.1 FISHNET NETWORK PROTOCOL

In this section an integration of the FISHNET communication subnet

activities into the level 3 network protocol will be discussed. There

are two different methods to specify and describe a protocol. One is by

using a high level computer language. The other is use of state diagrams.

The method adapted in this study is the state diagram approach. Even

though it is less descriptive and more error prone than the high level

language method, it can give a more concrete and understandable picture

for the protocol mechanism especially when the number of states involved

is small. For FISHNET, the state concept does not provide global signi-

ficance and the subphase concept is sufficient for this purpose. Hence,

the subphase transition diagram will be used (instead of the state dia-

gram) to describe the FISHNET network protocol. Of course, the state

concept is important from each node's point of view (i.e. local signifi-

cance). The corresponding state transition information abstracted by a

subphase for each node was discussed in depth throughout Chapter 4.
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The FISHNET network protocol will be described via the following

steps. First, the subnet control framework will be summarized. The

relationship between various components of this framework and the sub

net control rules within the framework will be the next topic of dis-

cussion. Finally, the FISHNET network protocol in terms of a subphase

transition diagram will be developed.

OVERVIEW: The FISHNET subnet control framework consists of four lev-

els of control such as mode, phase, subphase, and state (see Figure 4.3).

The term, mode, was viewed as means by which different sets of system

control rules can be invoked. The term, phase, was defined as means by

which different sets of routing step control rules can be invoked. The

term, subphase, was interpreted as means by which different sets of

routing phase control rules can be invoked for implementing each routing

step activity. Finally, the term, state, was considered as the nucleus

of this four level communication subnetwork control function layering.

Figure 5.1 indicates these control function layers and their components

down to the subphase level. (This figure includes the initial routing

subphase which was not covered in Chapter 4. This subphase will be

discussedd later.) Note that, because of the distributed nature of the

FISHNET routing mechanism, the state concept does not have global sig-

nificance. Hence, this level is not included in this figure.

FISHNET
NETWORK
CONTROL

r
NIM

1
NR.M

LP PP RP

1 I -7 F I I
LCS CPS APS SPS IRS DRS RRS BRS

NIM Network Initialization Mode CPS Control Polling Subphase
NNM Network Normal Mode APS ACK Polling Subphase
NRM Network Reconfiguration Mode SPS Sensitization Polling Subpha e
LP Local Phase IRS Initial Routing Subphase
PP Polling Phase DRS DTS-Routing Subphase
Rp Routing Phase RRS RSV-Routing Subphase
LCS Unspecified Local Subphase BRS BRD-Routing Subphase

Fig. 5.1 Subnetwork Control *avers
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NETWORK PROTOCOL CONTROL LAYERS: Figure

5.2 shows various subphase change rules in the network normal mode by

means of flow charts from the controller point of view, the relaying node

point of view, and the destination node point of view, respectively. It
also includes various phase change rules from the points of view of these
three node groups.

All thz network nodes are driven into the local phase for a fixed
amount of time by the current network controller before entering the poll-

ing phase. However, the functions of the local phase can not be specified
at this stage, since the specific local phase activities will strongly
depend on the interface communication structure between the network inter-

face and its local host(s). The purpose of the local phase is to allow
every network interface to perform its local activities related to local
host interfacing without worrying about communication subnet activities.
(Note that, in this study, each network interface is assumed to be con-
nected to a single host. Therefore, the network protocol (i.e. inter-net-
work-interface Protocol) is equivalent to the interprocessor protocol
(i.e. inter-host protocol). Furthermore, it is also assumed that the
communication protocol modules up to the system level, and the network

system management and the network service management modules are assumed

to be handled by the intelligent network interface (i.e. FIN) in the
FISHNET design approach .)

After spending a limited amount of time in the local phase, the
controller node initiates the polling phase activity by sending a phase
change command (actually a subphase initiation command (see Sec. 4.3)).
The first thing carried out in this phase is to identify a next network

The protocol software residency problem is one of many open
questions in local computer network development. It seems
to be reasonable to allow the network interface to be respon-

sible for the activities up to the network level. However,
decisions should be heavily dependent upon the application
and the network operating system characteristics. Little
progress has been made in quantitatively modeling the resi-
dency tradeoff issues for a given local computer network
architecture (STAG 80].
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controller according to predefined rules.(see Sec. 4.4). After a new

controller has been selected, this node then controls the network until

it finishes its message transmission. The first activity of the new network

controller is to initiate the ACK polling subphase activity. The ACK

polling subphase activity is followed by the sensitization subphase activ-

ity if necessary (i.e. if there is at least one node with a reserved path)

(see Sec. 4.3.1.3).

After finishing the ACK polling subphase activity, the current

controller allows all other nodes to have a fixed amount of time to pre-

pare the sensitization polling subphase activity if required (i.e. to

check their reserved input bus segments and relay the reserved path sen-

sitizing bit pattern flow into their corresponding reserved output bus

segment if they detect this bit flow). Note that the reserved path

sensitization activity (i.e. the path sensitizing bit flow relaying act-

ivity) can only take place after the state of the reserved bus segment

becomes reserved free through the previous ACK polling subphase act-

ivity (see Sec.4.3.1.3). After enough time has passed in this prestep of

the sensitization polling subphase, the current controller initiates the

main part of this subphase activity.

When the polling phase activity has finished, the current con-

troller drives the network into the routing phase. In this phase, the

current controller attempts to route its messages using one of three

routing techniques: the distributed tree search technique, the reser-

vation technique, and the broadcast technique. Depending on the specific

routing technique chosen by the current controller for its message trans-

mission, the network gets into the corresponding subphase (see Sec. 4.3
and 4.4). During the time period from the termination of the polling

phase to the initiation of a specific routing subphase, the network is

said to be in the initial routing subphase. In this subphase, no actual

routing activity except the initiation of a selected routing subphase is

attempted. The current controller simply decides which routing technique

should be attempted and what is the next step to control the subnetwork.

After each routing subphase activity, the network is also driven into

the initial routing subphase.
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After the. routing phase activity, the current controller drives

the network into either the local phase or the polling phase depending

on the result of the routing phase activity and the network control pass-

ing rules currently being applied.

If no node claims the control token during the control polling

subphase, the current controller can choose any one of the following

three control activities depending on the current situation.

1. Drive the network into the local phase again and then try
again passing the control token (i.e. the control polling
subphase activity).

2. Initiate its routing activity again (i.e. the ACK polling
subphase, the sensitization polling subphase if desired,
and any suitable routing subphase) if it has another message
to transmit.

3. Drive the network into the network reconfiguration mode to
verify the correctness of the subnetwork.

If a new controller has been selected via the control polling

subphase, the previous controller becomes a noncontroller node while

the new controller takes full responsibility of the network controller.

When the routing activities are finished successfully, the con-

troller drives all nodes into their local phases as explained previously

and the network control cycle described up to this point will be repeated

again. When the routing activity fails (i.e. there is no available

path at this moment for the current controller), the controller has two

options to take. The proper choice of these two options depends on the

control passing mechanism being applied at this moment (see Sec. 4.4).

One choice is to drive all nodes into the ACK polling subphase and the

other is to drive the network into the local phase.
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NETWORK PROTOCOL: Now is. a good place to develop the FISHNET network

protocol in terms of a "subphase" transition diagram. This development

will be described by means of six consecutive diagrams with different lev-

el of abstraction (i.e. "top-down" approach). Details of these diagrams

and their transition rules should be clear via the previous discussions

in Chapters 4 and 5. Therefore, only necessary outlines of the develop-

ment procedures will be given.

Figure 5.3.a shows the FISHNET mode transition diagram (see Sec.

4.2.2). Figure 5.3.b shows the FISHNET phase transition diagram in the

network normal mode (see Sec. 4.2.2). Figure 5.3.c shows the FISHNET

subphase transition diagram in the network normal mode (see Secs. 4.3

and 4.4). Note how each phase shown in Fig. 5.3.b is decomposed into a

number of subphases (see Fig. 5.1). These three figures do not include

information about the routing role of each node such as the controller

node, the relaying node, and the destination node. Hence, these transi-

tion diagrams are general in the sense that they can be applied to any

node at any routing role.

Figure 5.3.d repeats the FISHNET phase transition diagram in the

network normal mode which includes information concerning the routing

role. Figure 5.3.e repeats the FISHNET subphase transition diagram in

the network normal mode which includes information related to the rout-

ing role. To make this diagram more understandable, the corresponding

subphase transition rules are deleted intentionally. It is worthwhile

to note the difference between Fig. 5.3.b and Fig. 5.3.d, and between

Fig. 5.3.c and Fig. 5.3.e, which is made by the inclusion of the rout-

ing role information.

Finally, Fig. 5.3.f shows the FISHNET subphase transition diagram

in the network normal mode which includes all necessary information.

Note the difference between Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. These two figures

and the discussion in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 should be a clear and correct

reference in implementing the FISHNET network protocol in the network

normal mode.
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5.2 FISHNET DATA LINK PROTOCOL

The main task of a data link protocol is to take a raw transmission
facility and transform it into a line that appears free of transmission er-

rors to the network protocol layer. In other words, this protocol layer
provides a grammar by which two or more network nodes converse or exchange

information over a link in an efficient and reliable manner. To meet this
purpose, certain requirements need to be achieved by link control. Specific
requirements are imposed by applications, communication facilities, or other
equipment.

A minimum set of requirements for a link control are considered
to be :

1. SYNCHRONIZATION: A means of delimiting the beginning and
ending of information frame and a means of synchro-
nizing a local clock.

2. ADDRESSING: A means of identifying the sender and desti-
nation from among nodes connected to networks.

3. ERROR CONTROL: A means of detecting errors and initiating
correcting actions.

4. MESSAGE SEQUENCING/MANAGEMENT: A means of managing an
ordered sequential flow of information and the manage-
ment of buffers.

5. PRIORITY: A means of providing differing grades of service
through the communication mechanism or network resources.

The link control protocol for the FISHNET control bus is quite
similar in external format to most of the modern bit-oriented link control
techniques now being utilized. Some of these are SDLC (Synchronous Data
Link Control: IBM), HDLC (High-level Data Link Control: ISO), SNAP (Stand-

ard Network Access Protocol: Canadian Datapac Network), ADCCP (Advanced

Data Communication Control Protocol: ANSI), etc.. [WEIT 80] gives an ex-
cellent comparison of these data link protocols.
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Due to the unique bus structure of FISHNET (i.e. single linear bus
and multiple, partitionable data bus segments dynamically connected through
a circuit switching technique), FISHNET has two different data message

formats: data bus message format and control bus message format. The

following briefly discusses these two message formats.

FISHNET DATA BUS MESSAGE FORMAT: All messages transmitted through

the data bus have the following message format.

DATA CRCSPAF DNA SNA CONTROL DPA F
(8)(8) (N) (N) (16) (M) (M) (Variable) (16)

F Flag Field
SNA Source Node Address
DNA Destination Node Address
SPA Source Process Address
DPA Destination Process Address
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check

Flag Field: The flag field is a special bit-sequence (0111 111 0,

as in SDLC) called a flag sequence which denotes the
start or end of a message frame-(used at both beginning
and end of messages). Bit-stuffing to insure that the
flag sequence never occurs elsewhere is assumed to be
handled in the physical link control protocol level via
interface hardware.

Node Address Field: The N-bit SNA or DNA indicates a unique
physical address of the source or destination node
of a message respectively.

Control Field; The 16-bit control field may include information
concerning mode of communicatiors data message type,
message sequence counts, block counts, means of
process synchronization, etc.. Breakdown of the
control field into appropriate subfields will not
be considered here, since it is closely related to
higher level protocols.

Process Address Field: The M-bit SPA or DPA field provides a
means of converting process names to process addresses
and allows messages to be sent by name to a process
whose address is either unknown to the source process
or else dynamically changeable.
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Data Field: The data field consists of variable bits of infor-
mation generated by the source node. The format of
this variable-bit information is defined in the
control field.

CRC Field: The 16-bit CRC field contains the CCITT block check
character which is the remainder generated by poly-
nomial division of all the preceding bits in the data
stream after the flag sequence.

FISHNET CONTROL BUS MESSAGE FORMAT: The control bus message

implies various control commands issued to control the network appropri-

ately. The first thing to be done in the development of the control bus

message format is to systematically identify those control commands needed.

The main role of control commands in FISHNET is to drive all net-

work interfaces, (hereafter, the term, network interface, will be referred

to as FIN) into proper sequences of subnetwork states, directly or indi-_;

rectly, from a current controller's point of view, while exchanging neces-

sary local information. All necessary exchanges of control commands are

directed and supervised by the current controller. Every noncontroller

FIN must monitor all control command exchanges. It is each FIN's respon-

sibility to pick up necessary information and to respond to a given con-

trol command.

There are two types of control commands: TYPE I and TYPE II, based

on the following criteria:

A. Sender of Control Commands

a. Only Current Controller FIN
Any FIN

B. Role of Control Commands

a. Causing Subphase Transition
b. Causing (Nondeterministic) Sequence of Subnetwork State

Transitions (within a given subphase)
c. Determining the next network controller.

b.
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TYPE I control commands initiate subphase transitions and can only

be issued by the current controller FIN. TYPE II control commands impli-

citly initiate a nondeterministic sequence of subnetwork state transitions

and/or simply make query/reply types of information exchanges. TYPE II

command can be issued by any FIN. Figure 5.4 depicts this control com-

mands clasification.

b

a b c

I II II

X II II

I TYPE I
II TYPE II
X Not Available

Fig. 5.4. Control Commands Clasification

TYPE I CONTROL COMMANDS: There are eight subphases in the network

normal mode: one unspecified subphase under the local phase, three sub-

phases under the polling phase, and four subphases under the routing phase

(see Fig. 5.6). Therefore, in the network normal mode, there should be

eight different subphase initiation control commands with the same format

(i.e. TYPE I format). The following list includes these eight subphase

initiation commands. Note that these TYPE I commands initiate a specific

subphase transition of the subnetwork (in the network normal mode) not

from the subphase specified in the given command, but to the subphase

specified in the given command.

1. Local Phase

a. Local Subphase Initiation Command

2. Polling Phase

a. Control Polling Subphase Initiation Command

b. ACK Polling Subphase Initiation Command
c. Sensitization Polling Subphase Initiation Command

a
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3. Routing Phase

a. Initial Routing Subphase Initiation Command
b. DTS-Routing Subphase Initiation Command
c. RSV-Routing Subphase Initiation Command
d. BRD-Routing Subphase Initiation Command

TYPE II CONTROL COMMANDS: As discussed in Chapter 4, the network

nodes exchange proper control information with each other through the con-

trol bus to fulfil the required network protocol functions. This subnet-

work control information can be categorized into four groups by considering

the control command role for the subnetwork control. These groups are

for status information polling, for status information report upon request,

for establishing a path, and for reserving a path. The specific role of

each group can be accomplished by sending proper control commands accord-

ing to the control rules. The following list includes necessary control

commands to accomplish the specific role of each group.

1. Status Information Polling

a.

b.

c.

Control Polling Command
ACK Polling Command
Sensitization Polling Command

2. Status Information Report

a.

b.

c.

Control Claim Command
ACK Report Command
Sensitization Report Command

3. Path Establishment

a.

b.

c.

Path Searching Command
Path Establishing Command
(Selective) Broadcast Command

4. Path Reservation

a. Reservation Request Command
b. Reservation Grant Command
c. Reservation Reject Command
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All TYPE I control commands have the following format.

F MODETYPE I:

(8) (2)

All TYPE II control commands have the following format.

TYPE II: F MODE
(8) (2)

Flag Field: (See data message format.)
CRC Field: (See data message format.)

Mode Field: The 2-bit mode field indicates a specific mode in
which the network currently is when a control com-
mand is issued.

Type Field: The 2-bit type field indicates the control command
type (and modifier if necessary).

Control Field: The meaning of the control field depends on the
contents of the type field.

(1) When TYPE = TYPE I, the 4-bit control field indicates

a specific subphase initiation command.

(2) When TYPE = TYPE II, the 4-bit control field indicates
a specific TYPE II command and also implicitly defines
the information field data structure.

Information Field: The information field provides additional
information to the control field.

(1) When CONTROL = control polling command, the information
field has the following format.

ADDRESS CONDITION
(N) (4)

The address subfield indicates the address of the node
adjacent to the controller.
The condition subfield indicates the conditions which
must be satisfied for a node to be the New network
controller.

FCONTROL CRCTYPE
(8)(2) (4) (16)

CRC FINFORMATIONCONTROLTYPE
(16) (8)(Variable)(2) (4)
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(2) When CONTROL = ACK polling command or sensitization.
polling command or control claim command, the informa-
tion field indicates the physical address of the control
command sender node.

(3) When CONTROL = ACK report command, the information field
has the following format.

SOURCE ADDR. DESTINATION ADDR.
(N) (N)

STATUS
-(1)

The source node and destination node address subfields
indicate the source node address and destination node
address respectively.

The status subfield indicates the specific status infor-
mation such as "positive" ACK or "negative" ACK.

(4) When CONTROL = sensitization report command or path
establishing command, the information field has the
following format.

SOURCE ADDR.
(N)

DESTINATION ADDR.
(N)

The source address subfield indicates the sender node
address of the control command. The destination node
address indicates the specific receiver node address
of the command (even though all control commands are
transmitted in broadcast mode).

(5) When CONTROL = reservation request command or.-broadcast

command, the information field has the following format.

ADDR 1
N

ADDR N'....ADDR 2.
(N)(N)

Information, interms of the address sequence specified
in the information field, indicates a unique path de-
scription or a set of receiver nodes depending on the
control aommand.

(6) When CONTROL = reservation grant command or reservation
reject command, the information field may contain various
information subfield. The specific format of this field
depends on higher level protocols.
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5.3 NETWORK INTERFACE DESIGN

Due to the diversity of interconnection requirements as well as
the processing power required for the transparent communication subnet
activities, a microprocessor is selected as the FIN (i.e. network inter-

face of FISHNET) controller. To reduce the software burden for imple-

menting the subnet control mechanisms, most of the low level activities
of network interfacing are off-loaded to semiautonomous LSI/MSI chips.
These include a data link protocol controller, a DMA (Direct Memory Access)

controller, a PSBP (Path Sensitizing Bit Pattern) detector, an interrupt
handler, etc.. Through this approach., it can be possible to reserve the
major portion of the FIN controller processing power for the distributed
network operating system activities. Due to the recent significant advances
in LSI and VLSI technology, a network interface with high intelligence
corresponding to two or even three microprocessors is believed to no longer
be a limiting factor.

Each FIN is an intelligent network interface package with a logical
configuration as shown in Fig. 5.5. The basic tasks which must be carried
out by a FIN can be partitioned into three groups:

1. The network-oriented function
a.
b.

Control bus interface function
Data bus interface function

2. The host-oriented function
3. The overall control function

The host-oriented part fits into the I/O structure of a particular
type of device (i.e. COD ; Computer Or Device ) and controls the exchange
of data between a COD and the network-oriented portion of the interface.
Hence, this part will not be considered in this study except for the
assumption that all required operations can be handled through the DMA
technique.

The network-oriented part performs at least the following five
basic tasks:
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1. Control of message transmission
2. Control of message reception
3. Address recognition
4. Signal conditioning
5. Transmission error control

The above five basic tasks are handled, logically, by two inde-

pendent devices called the data link protocol controllers one for the
control bus and the other for the data bus.

The FIN controller performs the overall control function through
supervising the network-side controller and the host-side controller.
The major part of the FIN controller activity is for the network protocol
functions (as well as the transport protocol functions if desirable). In
addition to these functions the FIN controller can be designed to perform
a subset of the network operating system functions. Some of these func-_.
tions may include:

1. "Name-to-address" mapping

2. Information formatting
3. High level error control
4. Protocol conversion
5. Flow control
6. Distributed kernel activity

This section will introduce a possible implementation approach for a
typical FIN. It will consist of two independent microprocessors: one

for the data bus interface functions and the other for both the control
bus interface functions and the overall control functions. All necessary
data transfer operations within a FIN will be automatically handled by a
4-channel DMA controller under the control of the processor performing
the overall controller activity. The underlying design philosophy is to
make this implementation independent of the actual hardware techniques
used. Hence, discussion for this design approach will be stopped at the
level which is highly hardware-technique-dependent. Discussions for this
will be devided into three parts, for convenience of description.
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1. Protocol-oriented approach

2. Function-oriented approach

3. Device-oriented approach

(1) PROTOCOL-ORIENTED APPROACH:

Figure 5.6 shows the conceptual relationship of various levels of

communication protocols required for both the network-oriented functions

and the host-oriented functions. As indicated previously, each message

or control command has several fields which cnnnot be interpreted by lower

level protocols. Some of these fields are only for level 3 or level 4

protocols (which reside in each FIN and are only for subnet control activ-

ities). Therefore, it is desirable to (conceptually) separate control

field paths from data field paths which must be relayed to higher level

protocol modules.

Figure 5.7 indicates such conceptual data paths and control paths.

Note that unidirectional data bus segments can be used only for simplex

communication paths while the control bus and bidirectional data bus seg-

ments can be used for half-duplex media. Communication paths between a

COD and its FIN can be either half-duplex or full-duplex. Each FIN is also

assumed to have an independent data message transmitter and receiver. It

can send a data message through an output bus segment while receiving a

data message through an input bus segment. Hence, each FIN needs two inde-

pendent level 2 protocol controllers for the data bus interface activities.

In addition to such level 2 protocol controllers, each FIN must also have

a level 2 protocol controller for the control bus. This control bus level

2 protocol controller must work independently of those for the data bus.

There is a single network-oriented level 3 protocol controller which

takes care of three concurrent level 2 protocol activities sequentially (one

for the control bus, one for the input data bus, and one for the output data

bus). This is the reason why the network control mechanism needs the local

phase activity. (Recall that initiation and termination of-data message
transmissions is handled sequentially even though several data messages can
be transmitted concurrently with separate data message paths.)
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A FIN may have an intelligent COD-side interface module which takes

care of level 1, 2, and 3 protocols for the COD-side only. If a FIN has

such a facility, it can support nonintelligent CODs or it can act as a bridge

or gateway to connect LCNs with different types. In the present FIN design

approach, this facility is left as an option and COD-side level 3 protocol

activities are handled by the FIN controller at the local phase in the net

work normal mode. Note that COD-side level 3 protocols can be simple and
handled by the FIN controller without causing high overhead. This type of

design approach is recommended if the network is not intended to connect
to other networks. If the network is going to be connected to other net-

works, it is desirable to add intelligent COD-side interface packages

to one or two FINs in the network.
Judging to the above discussion, the following conclusion concern-

ing the identification of important functional groups can be identified.

Each FIN needs, at least:

1. Four independent line driver/receiver sets,
2. Four independent level 2 (i.e. data link) protocol controllers,

3. A message path controller which can take care of four bidirec-
tional (i.e. half-duplex) asynchronous data message paths,

4. A message path controller which can handle four bidirectional
(i.e. half-duplex) asynchronous control message paths.

(2) FUNCTION-ORIENTED APPROACH

There might be several ways to partition various functions of the
protocol machine into proper groups, which might be reasonably close to

optimal in terms of cost and performance. In this description, one pos-

sible approach is introduced by means of implications and corresponding
justifications.

ASSUMPTION 1: Details of four sets of line driver/receiver need
not be considered here.

JUSTIFICATION: Line driver/receiver sets do not have any impact
on the logical development of the FIN.

ASSUMPTION 2: One separate microprocessor is dedicated to control
three level 2 protocols such as those for the input
data bus, the output data bus, and the COD-side
interface. (This microprocessor will be referred
to as DLPC (Data Link Protocol Controller.)
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JUSTIFICATION: Due to simple and routine activities required for
level 2 protocols, it is a waste of processing power
if each level 2 protocol is controlled by a separate
intelligent device. If one processor is time-shared
by multiple, asynchronous level 2 protocol processes,
the processing speed of this single controller might
be the limiting factor of the data transmission band-
width. There is a tradeoff between speed and cost.
The choice taken is that, except for a FIN of a special
COD (such as a COD without intelligence or a COD as
a bridge or gateway), the processing speed of a
microprocessor is high enough to handle three simple
level 2 protocols concurrently.

ASSUMPTION 3: One microprocessor is dedicated to control level 2
protocol activities for the control bus and to handle
level 3 (and level 4) protocols. (This microprocessor
will be referred to as the FIN controller.)

JUSTIFICATION: For various routing activities, each FIN must monitor
control bus activities continuously. This implies
that one intelligent device must be dedicated to con-
trol bus interface activities such as level 1, 2, and
3 protocol control activities for the control bus.
From the subnetwork point of view, all initiations
and terminations of data message transmissions are
handled sequentially. (However, the above fact does
not necessarily delete the possibility of multiple,
simultaneous data message transmissions.) Therefore,
level 3 protocol activities for the control of four
independent level 2 protocols can be done sequentially,
even though these four level 2 protocol activities are
carried out concurrently. it is worthwhile to recall
the semantics of the local phase of the network normal
mode. Among four level 2 protocols, the control bus
level 2 protocol has the most frequent contact with
level 3 protocols because of the nature of routing
techniques used for the FISHNET. Therefore, it is
reasonable to allocate one processor solely to the
control bus control activities while part of its
processing power is shared to implement the level
3 protocol controller for both data bus interface
activities and COD-side interface activities as
described previously.

ASSUMPTION 4: One four channel message path controller is used to

control four bidirectional (i.e. half-duplex), asyn-
chronous data and control message paths.
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JUSTIFICATION: Under the FISHNET control mechanism, activities for
level 3 and 4 protocols are handled sequentially as
mentioned before, but level 3 and four level 2 pro-
tocol activities must be carried out simultaneously.
Therefore, control commands and control messages
necessary for level 3 protocol activities must be
concurrently provided to the level 3 protocol con-
troller (i.e. FIN controller) while data messages
by four (pseudo) level 2 protocol controllers
(actually two controllers in this implementation)
are being routed into or from the appropriate buffer
area in each FIN. That is why two independent, mul-
tiple message path controllers are indicated in Fig.
5.14. However, the level 3 protocol controller com-
municates with only one of four level 2 protocol
controllers at any given time. In other words, the
level 3 protocol controller communicates with four
level 2 protocol controllers sequentially (i.e.
pseudo concurrently). Furthermore, control messages
are also sent sequentially with data messages within
a same message frame. Therefore, we need only one
multiple message path controller with capability to
handle four bidirectional, asynchronous message
paths.

The FIN as a logical machine is shown in Fig. 5.8.a and Fig. 5.8.b.

Figure 5.8.a indicates a FIN which consists of two processors and one mul-

tiple data path controller. Figure 5.8.b shows a FIN with three processors

and also one multiple path controller which is a suitable model for bridge

or gateway functions. It is worthwhile to note that the FIN controller is

also responsible for overall FIN controller activities in addition to var-

ious protocol controller activities discussed previously. Part of those

overall control activities are carried out directly and part of them are

done indirectly through the data link protocol controller (and the COD-side

interface controller).

(3) DEVICE-ORIENTED APPROACH:

The physical implementation of a FIN by using recent technology will

now be considered. As usual, there may be numerous ways to map from a log-
ical machine shown in Fig. 5.8 to a physical machine. Figure 5.9 is a

block diagram of the FIN as a physical machine. Figure 5.9.a and Fig.

5.9.b correspond to Fig. 5.8.a and Fig. 5.8.b, respectively. Note the

corresponding mapping procedures from a logical machine to a physical

machine indicated in these two sets of figures.
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Unique features of this configuration are summarized in the follow-
ing:

1. The dual bus concept is used to allow concurrent activities
for one level 3 protocol controller and four (pseudo) level
2 protocol controllers without conflict.

2. A 4-channel DMA controller is used as four asynchronous, bidi-
rectional message path controller.

3. Control message/command storage buffers are separated from
data message storage buffers. These two storage buffers are
connected to two independent buses. Therefore, simultaneous
access to both storage buffers can be possible without con-
flict.

4. Interprocessor communications between two processors are handled
indirectly via programmable interface devices in order to remove
coupling overhead from both processors.

5. Interprocess communications between the level 3 protocol con-
troller (interpreted as a process) in the FIN controller and
three level 2 protocol controllers (also interpreted as three
pseudo concurrent processes) in the data link protocol controller
are handled by means of the mailbox concept. Note that there
will be no direct communication among four (pseudo) level 2
protocol controllers. Therefore, there is a separate process
called "post office" in the data link protocol controller which
takes care of all mailboxes in the general purpose registers
of the data link protocol controller as well as in programmable
interprocessor communication interface devices.
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CHAPTER 6. SIMULATION STUDY OF FISHNET

In the previous two chapters, various routing techniques, control

mechanisms, and design strategies for FISHNET were presented. Four unique

features were combined to provide FISHNET with better performance in terms

of network throughput and response time while maintaining high flexibil-

ity, modularity, and reliability. These four unique features are:

1. Control information (for the subnetwork control activities)
and data (for host nodes) are distributed on two different
buses: the control bus and the data bus. The control bus in
some situations may be used as a data path.

2. The data bus may utilize either unidirectional or bidirectional
bus segments for connecting a pair of nodes.

3. A distributed bus control mechanism (which is capable of
supporting a network with many types of bus segments in terms of
directionality and transmission media (as long as their maximum
bit rates are matched) is used. It can support any interconnection
pattern of these bus segments without global state information.

4. Adaptive/learning capability exists to allow system initializa-
tion and reconfiguration as well as system performance optimi-
zation.

In this chapter, a FISHNET simulator model will be developed. It

has three purposes:' first, to validate the FISHNET control mechanisms

(See Sec. 5.2); second, to compare the FISHNET performance with two other

systems (DLCN and Jafari loop); and third, to measure the effects of

control/learning parameters or FISHNET performance. In order to accom-

plish these goals the structure and the control flow are made to match

the subphase transition diagram described in Section 5.2. The following

terms are useful for describing the performance of FISHNET.

1. Control Passing Time: Time elapsed from when the last character
of the control token is received by the current network con-
troller until the last character of the control token is
received by the new network controller.

2. Path Establishing Time: Time required to complete routing steps
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to find and establish a path (i.e. Routing Steps I and II;
see Sec. 4.2.1).

3. Reserved Path Sensitizing Time: Time elapsed from the beginning
of the reserved path sensitizing activities by the source
node until the reserved destination node finishes sending a
corresponding status report command.

4. Number of Routing Attempts: Number of consecutive routing
attempts for a data message (i.e. Routing Step II; see
Sec. 4.2.1).

5. Control Bus Utilization Factor I: Percent of time during which
the control bus is used for transmission of control commands
and broadcast data messages.

6. Control Bus Utilization Factor II: Percent of time during which
the control bus is used for transmission of broadcast data
messages only.

Additional terms used to compare performance of the three systems
(e.g. local queueing time, message transmission time, message transmission
/ACK time, total message transmission/ACK time, etc.) were defined in
Chapter 3.

It is also worthwhile to note that the unidirectional FISHNET implies
FISHNET equipped with unidirectional data bus segments, the bidirectional
FISHNET means FISHNET with bidirectional data bus segments, while the

hybrid FISHNET is a FISHNET composed of both types of data bus segments.
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6.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

Reames attached the DLCN simulator program list (written in GPSS at

Ohio State University) to his dissertation [REAM 761. This simulator was
used to evaluate the performance of DLCN with slight modification to make
it handle the broadcast communication mechanism.

Since it was not possible to access Jafari's original simulator list
written in FORTRAN, a new Jafari loop simulator was developed using GPSS
V/6000. Basically, the system description in Jafari's dissertation [JAFA
78] was followed in developing the simulator. Four modifications were
necessary for the purpose of performance comparison with FISHNET: first,
the data bus was allowed to have one or two bidirectional loops; second,
1 time unit of path searching overhead was included for each data message;
third, the maximum number of consecutive routing attempts for data messages
in the central. controller's (pseudo message) queue was limited to six (i.e.
the maximum number of concurrent paths possible in the network with six
nodes); and fourth, the control bus was used as a broadcast communication
path under certain conditions.

The FISHNET simulator was written in GPSS V/6000. For convenience,

FISHNET was assumed to have a regular nodal interconnection pattern shown
in Fig. 6.1. Therefore, each node has exactly two sets of input and out-
put data bus segments. All control commands of FISHNET are assumed to be

six bytes long.
The general characteristics of all three systems mentioned above

were similar. Therefore, the same basic assumptions listed below were
made for all three simulation models. The primary quantities of interest
in this simulation study were distribution of total message transmission
time and queueing time.

1. Each network consists of exactly six nodes.

2. All message sources at each node are assumed to be identical,
independent Poisson generators (thus making message interarrival

times exponentially distributed).

3. All messages have randomly selected destination node addresses
so that the message traffic is entirely symmetric and uniform.
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4. Message lengths are exponentially distributed with a mean of
50 characters for the first case of simulation and with a mean
of 100 characters for the second case of simulation. The dis-
tribution is truncated with a maximum length of 512 characters
not including control overhead characters.

5. Nine additional characters of overhead for header and trailer
information are added to each message frame.

6. Each node interface contributes 2 time units of delay in the
DLCN model, 1 time unit in the receiver for address checking
of incoming messages and 1 time unit in the transmitter for
processing before retransmission onto the loop. However, for
the Jafari loop and the FISHNET, these delays are not necessary.

7. Propagation delay on the communication channel itself is ignored
(a safe assumption at 1-10 Mbps bandwidth with loops spanning
short distances).

*
8. In the Jafari loop simulation model, a simple FIFO scheduling

algorithm is implemented for the loop controller scheduling and
routing algorithms and 1 time unit of processing overhead is
assumed to determine whether or not there are paths for the top
six data messages in the loop controller's pseudo message queue.

9. Simulations for all three networks were initially operated until
60 data messages were transmitted and acknowledged. This was
done to eliminate any "start up" transient phenomena. Necessary
performance statistics were collected for the next 300 data
message transmissions.

Fig. 6.1 Unidirectional FISHNET
with Six Nodes in a
Regular Pattern

* Jafari did look through all messages in the central queue.
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6.2 RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION STUDY

As indicated in Section 4.3 and 4.4, there are several different
types of control passing mechanisms and routing techniques which might be
suitable for FISHNET. There are also two different types of data bus seg-
ments which can be used as communication links. Therefore, there might be
many simulation configurations needed to reflect all possible combinations
of those routing techniques, control passing mechanisms, and types of data
bus segments. The following list includes unique components of various
simulation configurations for FISHNET.

1. DATA BUS SEGMENTS

a.
b.

Unidirectional Links
Bidirectional Links

2. ROUTING TECHNIQUES

a.
b.
c.

DTS-Routing Technique
RSV-Routing Technique
BRD-Routing Technique

3. CONTROL PASSING MECHANISMS

a. Only one routing attempt is allowed for each data message.
b. Routing is attempted until successful.

Among many possible combinations of these components, the following
four cases were simulated first.

CASE I: Unidirectional FISHNET equipped with only DTSRA. Only
one routing attempt is allowed for a data message.

CASE II: Unidirectional FISHNET equipped with both DTSRA and BRDRA.
Only one routing attempt is allowed for a data message.

CASE III: Bidirectional FISHNET equipped with only DTSRA. Only one
routing attempt is allowed for a data message.

CASE IV: Bidirectional FISHNET equipped with both DTSRA and BRDRA.
Only one routing attempt is allowed for a data message.
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Note that in these simulation configurations, the current network
controller must pass the control token to a next available controller
immediately after it finishes its first routing step I and II activities,
even though it failed its first routing attempt.

In Section 6.2.1, simulation results for the above four cases will be
compared with those of other systems: the Jafari loop with single loop,
the Jafari loop with double loops, and DLCN. Performance comparison and

analysis of FISHNET with more than six nodes will be the topic of Section
6.2.2. Finally, investigation of performance effects given by the differ-

ent combinations of routing techniques and control passing mechanisms will
also be addressed in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.1 Comparative Evaluation of FISHNET Simulation Results

As was indicated in Chapter 3, DLCN exhibits better performance in
terms of network throughput and response time at higher traffic levels than
either the Pierce loop or the Newhall loop. According to Jafari's simula-
tion results (JAFA 781, the Jafari loop performs better than DLCN when com-

paring either the means or the standard deviations of total message trans-
mission/ACK time distributions at higher traffic levels.

In this section, the simulation results of five systems (the unidirec-
tional FISHNET, the bidirectional FISHNET, the single Jafari loop, the double
Jafari loop, and DLCN) will be compared. All of the following comparisons
and analyses are solely based. on the computer simulation results conducted

by the author.
Table 6.1 lists means (and standard deviations) of the total trans-

mission/ACK time distribution for these five system concepts at three dif-

ferent situations. Note that, as defined in Chapter 3, the total transmis-
sion/ACK time includes local queueing time before transmission, actual
transmission time, and queueing time to be acknowledged after finishing
transmission. Therefore, total transmission/ACK time distributions of
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these systems seem to be good performance measurements for the purpose of

performance comparison. Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show such performance
measurements. The network operational situations of this simulation study
can be categorized into the following three.

SITUATION 1: Average message length is 50 time units and the
broadcast mode is not used.

SITUATION 2: Average message length is 100 time units and the
broadcast mode is not used.

SITUATION 3: Average message length is 100 time units. All
messages with length less than or equal to 20
time units including header/trailer information
are sent to all nodes (i.e. message broadcast).

Under SITUATION 1, the unidirectional FISHNET, the bidirectional
FISHNET, and the double Jafari loop exhibit better performance than the
single Jafari loop or DLCN. This observation can be easily understood
by noting that these three systems have dual loops for data message paths.
Therefore, the performance gains obtainable via potentially higher degrees
of concurrent transmission due to dual loops override the performance
losses due to overhead of the circuit switching technique. Furthermore,

with double loops, messages can be transmitted through shorter length paths.
These three systems also transmit messages directly to their destinations
without experiencing buffering delays at intermediate nodes. The above

facts can also explain why total transmissionJACK time of the unidirectional
FISHNET increases more rapidly than that of the bidirectional FISHNET or the
double Jafari loop. At all traffic rates simulated DLCN shows higher per-

formance than the single Jafari loop, since the DLCN loop including a shift
register train offers a higher degree of concurrency and does not require
path set up overhead.

Under SITUATION 2, both types of FISHNET and the double Jafari loop
again exhibit better performance than the remaining systems. Moreover, the

performance difference between these two groups of systems is larger than
the performance difference under SITUATION 1. Worth noting is that the
bidirectional FISHNET and the double Jafari loop show almost identical
performance. This may seem strange, but by recalling the properties of
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DTSRA (see Sec. 4.3.2.3) these results can be explained. Path set up over-
head of FISHNET due to Routing Steps I and II is larger than that of the
Jafari loop. Centralized path searching algorithms adapted for the Jafari

loop might also allow higher degrees_of concurrent transmission than the
routing mechanisms of FISHNET. However, DTSRA of FISHNET has a very inter-

esting property. That is, during the backward pruning activity, the

data message can be transmitted simultaneously with this activity (i.e.

simultaneous message transmission and path set up activity). This property
of DTSRA compensates for the above weaknesses of FISHNET (stemming from the

distributed nature of control mechanisms) and provides almost identical
performance with that of the double Jafari loop. It is also interesting

to recognize that, at light traffic rates, the single Jafari loop exhibits

better performance than DLCN, but at heavy traffic rates, DLCN shows shorter

response time than the single Jafari loop. This observation can be explained
by the combination of such things as buffering delay of message switching,

blocking probability of circuit switching, and traffic regulation capability

of the shift register train.

As mentioned previously, the control bus of FISHNET and the Jafari

loop offer a very efficient means of message transmissions to more than
one destination simultaneously. Part of the control bus bandwidth can be
utilized as a message broadcasting path. Efficient utilization of this

bandwidth can also improve the overall performance of these systems. From

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 or Fig. 6.4, this can be easily justified.
In addition to the total message transmission/ACK time measurement

shown in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.5 also
show the mean and standard deviation of the degree of concurrent transmis-
sion for these systems. Worth noting is that under conditions specified
in Section 6.1, the degree of concurrent transmission of FISHNET is limited
by dynamically available communicating pairs, not by dynamically available
communication paths. This fact will be justified in the next section
which discusses the performance evaluation of FISHNET with varying num-

bers of nodes.
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Mean Message Length
Broadcast Communication (0 - "with", X - "without")
Node Message Interarrival Time

7.G7s UN IR.
FISHNET

8=TR.
FISHNET

SINGLE
JAFARI

DOUBLE
JAPARI DLCN

50 X 600 117.5 110.4 141.9 125.9 136.9
72.6 68.8 89.8 71.9 128.5

420 146.4 133.3 196.4 159.3 190.5
110.0 95.8 133.8 106.3 182.5

300 247.1 221.4 859.2 231.4 449.9
170.1 195.1 666.5 130.8 428.1

270 543.1 346.2 1412.6 377.1 656.3
431.9 268.5 1215.6 295.4 702.7

240 964.0 530.0 2067.8 688.6 1201.9
730.7 447.4 1653.4 526.1 1813.1

100 X 600 213.9 205.4 313.7 211.5 486.8

"
177.5 159.5 232.7 145.7 423.4

420 348.3 276.4 1103.9 308.1 1120.8

"
347.9 231.7 825.0 225.6 1119.6

300 1033.5 S75.8 4896.1 821.2 2259.3

"
730.6 599.7 2801.1 656.0 2801.1

270 1802.2 1499.0 5657.3 1424.7 2422.0

«

1444.4 1083.7 2530.8 1050.1 2344.9
240 2770.9 2094.5 6123.9 2111.4 2582.7

1758.3 1691.6 2973.1 1361.9 2663.0
100 0 600 192.6 191.3 283.5 193.1 540.2

145.6 154.5 234.6 142.4 456.6
420 254.1 249.7 961.2 246.3 1188.4

217.2 197.4 730.1 181.7 1295.3
300 862.2 717.4 3110.7 544.5 2383.3

673.1 571.8 1923.3 442.6 2578.4
" 270 1590.2 1174.7 4972.3 762.1 2307.1

"
1010.4 776.4 2301.1 584.2 2302.8

240 2354.4 20S7.3 4973.7 1820.7 2776.9
1674.4 1467.4 3204.6 1764.9 2171.9

Table 6.1 "Total" Message Transmission/ACR Time Distributions

of Five LCN Systems: (
Average

Standard Deviation
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iKw

Mean Message Length
Broadcast Communication (0 - "with", X = "without")
Node Message Interarrival Time

LCNS
t A it UNIDIR. BIDIR.

FISMMT FISH M SAFARI
DOUBLE
SAFARI

50 X 600 1.333 1.357 1.270 1.373
0.563 0.539 0.488 0.549

" 420 1.437 1.438 1.431 1.518
0.560 0.604 0.583 0.647

1, M 300 1.635 1.605 1.600 1.747
0.697 0.633 0.633 0.756

" 270 1.670 1.733 1.654 1.896
0.629 0.733 0.634 0.777

" 240 1.761 1.820 1.608 2.033
0.770 0.723 0.632 0.825

100 x 600 1.682 1.697 1.542 1.749
0.757 0.721 0.630 0.747

" 420 1.953 1.990 1.840 2.074
0.829 0.810 0.624 0.885

" 300 2.393 2.411 1.880 2.507
0.833 0.816 0.682 0.871

" 270 2.378 2.395 1.903 2.610
0.828 0.848 0.685 0.946

" 240 2.412 2.611 1.857 2.661
0.802 0.927 0.720 0.930

100 0 600 1.750 1.753 1.621 1.793
0.772 0.762 0.660 0.774

420 2.077 2.077 2.000 2.157
0.869 0.900 0.735 0.914

" 300 2.477 2.508 2.187 2.656
0.886 0.919 0.825 0.979

270 2.435 2.623 2.177 2.873
0.829 0.9 00 0.754 1.020

" 240 2.492 2.577 2.174 2.815
0.845 0.906 0.837 1.011

Table 6.2 Number of Concurrent Transmissions: (
Average

Standard Deviation
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6.2.2 Comparison of FISHNET Simulation Results
with Varying Numbers of Network Nodes

In the previous section, the performance of FISHNET was compared

with that of the Jafari loop and DLCN. Overall, both types of FISHNET

exhibit better results than the others at the levels of network traffic
studied. However, the number of nodes was limited to six. Six nodes

might not be enough for making some conclusions with respect to advan-

tages and weaknesses of FISHNET. Therefore, in this section, FISHNET

performance will be evaluated as a function of the number of system

nodes.

The bidirectional FISHNET was simulated with the mean message net-

work interarrival time fixed as 50 time units, which seems to be a good

number for the purpose of this simulation judging from the results dis-

cussed in the previous section. However, the unidirectional FISHNET was

simulated at three different traffic rates, since it seemed to be more

sensitive to the number of nodes as well as the network traffic rates.
Various performance measurements of both types of the FISHNET for 300

data messages are tabulated in Table 6.3.a, and depicted in Fig. 6.6

and Fig. 6.7. Worth noting is that fixed network arrival rates imply that

per node interarrival time drops as number of nodes increases.

As expected, both the queueing time and the total transmission/ACK

time of the unidirectional FISHNET increase as the number of nodes in-

creases. The rate of increase also depends on the network traffic rates.

That is, if the network traffic rate is getting heavier, the rate of in-

crease of this performance measure is getting larger. The reason for

this phenomenon can be explained by the following observations concerning

the unidirectional FISHNET.

1. As the number of nodes increases, the average path length in-
creases almost linearly. Therefore, overhead due to finding
and setting up paths increases also, which implies longer con-
trol passing time.

2. As the number of nodes increases, the chance to be the network
controller decreases. Therefore, each message must experience
a longer queueing delay before being transmitted. (Recall that

initiation of message routings is done sequentially in FISHNET.)
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3. Even though the number of nodes increases, the degree of con-
current transmission is less than three in all cases studied.
The reasons for such a low increase in concurrent transmission
are:

a. Due to above item 1 and 2, communicating pairs must wait
along time before establishing their paths even though
they have available paths.

b. There are not enough concurrent paths. In other words, as
the number of nodes increases and, therefore, the average
path length increases, the number of blocked nodes also
increases.

c. The ratio of "message transmission time" to "control pass-
ing time" limits the degree of concurrent transmission to
the FISHNET control concept.

However, unlike the unidirectional FISHNET, the bidirectional FISH-
NET exhibits quite different results. Mean and standard deviation of the
total message transmission/ACK time decrease until the number of nodes
reaches 15 and then increase slowly. The queueing time and the total
message transmission/ACK time of the bidirectional, FISHNET with 20 nodes
are still less than those of 6 nodes discussed in the previous section.
Such phenomena can also be explained by the combination of the following
observations.

1. If the number of nodes is small, there are not enough communi-
cating pairs which utilize all available paths provided by the
bidirectional data bus. In other words, the degree of avail-
able communicating pairs (rather than the degree of concurrent
paths) is the limiting factor to the degree of concurrent trans-
missions, at any given time.

2. The average path length and the control passing time of the
bidirectional FISHNET are less sensitive to the number of nodes
than those of the unidirectional FISHNET.

In order to investigate whether the above phenomena are true or not
at different number of message transmissions, the bidirectional FISHNET
was again simulated with the message network interarrival time the same
as before (i.e. 50 time units). However, the total number of messages
transmitted was linearly increased. That is, in the former case, the
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network handled 300 messages independent of the number of network nodes.
But, in this case, the total number of messages was doubled if the number
of nodes was doubled. The results are shown in Table 6.3.b. Comparison

of results of both cases indicates that the phenomena of the bidireGtionai_
FISHNET are also true for different number of messages handled by the net-
work. In other words, the simulation results of the bidirectional FISH-
NET presented in this section can be considered to have been obtained

when the network was in its steady state.
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*

**
Number of nodes
Bus Segment Type ( U - Unidirectional, B - Bidirectional
Network Message Interarrival Time

* ** *** Queue Total MSG Total MSG No. of Control CBUF I No. Route
me rans

Time
Trans/ACK
Time

Concur
Trans

Passing
Time CBUF 12

Attempt

6 B 50 583.3 687.4 706.6 2.620 30.3 0.877 459
477.3 479.7 0.930 6.5 0.057

6 U 50 749.2 844.3 862.2 2.477 31.6 0.889 419
616.S 5 673.1 0.886 9.2 0:

" 60 208.8 310.9 429.7 2.303 27.7 0.886 438
364.1 366.3 0.849 10.4 0.048

70 141.5 238.6 254.1 2.007 21.7 0.908 380
216.6 217.2 0.869 10.4 0.048

8 B 50 413.5 516.0 535.3 2.700 31.2 0.888 414
365.2 367.5 0.963 8.2 0.055

8 U 50 1065.4 1169.4 1191.4 2.597 36.8 0.886 405
881.8 881.9 0.915 9.6 0.054

12 B 50 306.8 408.9 430.0 2.719 32.1 0.906 356
337.8 340.6 0.974 11.2 0.057

12 U 50 1098.3 1202.0 1228.8 2.450 44.5 0.894 351
1054.9 1068.6 1.002 13.9 0.052

60 389.6 491.7 517.9 2.303 39.2 0.898 347
394.1 397.5 0.887 17.3 0.050

70 177.7 278.2 299.5 2.187 29.1 0.903 349
229.5 233.0 0.869 17.3 0.039

16 B 50 345.9 447.6 471.9 2.748 37.4 0.909 331
384.2 385.9 1.028 12.9 0.057

16 U 50 1968.2 2070.3 2099.1 2.360 51.5 0.892 338
1798.9 1800.8 0.887 18.1 0.049

60 645.7 749.1 777.7 2.283 49.6 0.895 333
634.9 635.3 0.879 19.1 0.046

70 299.8 401.3 427.7 2.150 37.8 0.897 336
382.8 385.9 0.870 2.9 0.039

20 B 50 459.8 562.4 586.3 2.600 41.2 0.906 331
457.8 460.8 0.968 13.7 0.055

20 U 50 2851.9 2955.3 2960.9 2.166 57.5 0.891 328
2251.6 2202.5 0.898 21.9 0.048

60 1194.0 1297.7 1331.2 2.167 57.7 0.896 321
1145.3 1148.7 0.876 21.9 0.046

70 351.1 452.8 485.2 2.109 48.1 0.894 333
367.7 375.2 0.838 25.8 0.041

CBUF I Control Bus Utilization Factor I
CUFF II Control Bus Utilization Factor II

Table 6.3.a FISHNET Simulation Results for Varying Number of Nodes:

Average
Standard Deviation

Ti
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" Number of Nodes
Bus Segment Type ( U - Unidirectional, B = Bidirectional
Network Message Interarrival Time

No. Of Queue Total MSG Total MSG No. of Control CBUF I
MSGs Time Trans Trans/ACK Concur Passing

Time Time Trans Time CBUF II

12 B 50 300 306.8 408.9 430.0 2.719 32.
33 7.8 340.6 0.974 11.2

12 B 50 600 256.4 358.8 379.2 2.748 30 9. .
300.7 303.2 1.059 11.4 0.054

20 B 50 300 459.8 562.4 586.3 2.600 41.2 0.906
457.8 460.8 0.968 13.7 0.055

20 B 50 1000 483.8 589.6 615.2 2.672 39.0 0.904
551.6 554.3 0.989 14.8 0.050

CBUF I
: Control Bus Utilization Factor I

CBUF II Control Bus Utilization Factor II

0.057
0 904

Table 6.3.b FISHNET Simulation Results for Varying Number of Nodes

and Messages: (
Average

Standard Deviation

0.906
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6.2.3 Comparison of FISHNET Simulation Results
for Different Combinations of Control Algorithms

In the previous two sections, simulation results of two types of
FISHNET equipped with DTSRA and BRDRA were compared with others. During

this study, a very simple control passing mechanism was applied. In this
section, the effects of a slightly different control passing technique

called "max-sensitization" will be studied. Also, the effects of the
remaining routing technique, RSVRA, will be investigated. Various con-

figurations of simulation for this study as well as previous ones are
shown in Table 6.4.

For CASES I, II, V, and VI, the current network controller tries all
allowed routing techniques in the order of BRDRA-DTSRA-RSVRA. All messages

with length less than or equal to 20 time units including header/trailer
fields are broadcast by means of BRDRA if it is permitted. After complet-

ing these techniques, the current controller must pass the control token

to the next available controller even though all routing techniques at-
tempted have failed. Table 6.5.a shows total message transmission/ACK
time distribution for these four cases. Figure 6.8 presents the results.

Judging from the results shown in Table 6.5.a and Fig. 6.8, RSVRA

might not be an efficient major routing technique for FISHNET. At heavy

traffic rates, the performances of CASEs V and VI are much less than those
of.CASEs I and II. The reason for such results is obvious. The degree of con-

current transmission provided by RSVRA is lower than that of DTSRA, even

though RSVRA might always guarantee message routings through "absolutely"

shortest length paths. Note that =SRK attempts to route messages through

currently available shortest length paths which are not necessarily abso-

lutely shortest. If at least one of the reserved resources is occupied for

a long time, all other reserved resources must be "actively" idle (even

though they are free and can be used for other communicating pairs during

such waiting periods, i.e. the reserved path sensitizing time). However,

as mentioned in Section 4.3.2.4, judicious combination of RSVRA with other

routing techniques can be an efficient way to provide fair access to the
network facilities to all nodes in practical situations. Note that in
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practice such problems might be serious and some efficient means should

be provided to solve those problems. It is also interesting to observe
that judicious utilization of BRDRA can increase the overall perfor-

mance even if the message length is reduced to 50 time units (compared to

the results of CASEs I and II in Table 6.5.a and Fig. 6.8).

Table 6.5.b shows the mean and standard deviation of total message

transmission/ACK time for CASE VII and CASE VIII. In these two cases,

FISHNET is equipped with both BRDRA and DTSRA. However, the manner of

releasing the controller's authority is slightly different from that of
previous cases(i.e. CASE I, Ii, ...... VI). If the length of a message

is less than or equal to 20 time units including header/trailer fields,
the current controller again transmits this message by using BRDRA.
If message length is greater than 20 time units, the current controller
attempts to send this message via DTSRA. If DTSRA finds a path for this

controller, it immediately passes the token to the next controller. If
the routing attempt via DTSRA fails, then the current controller, unlike
the previous cases, can transmit this message through the control bus

after allowing all other nodes (under "certain conditions") to find their
routing paths only through DTSRA. This type of control passing which
explicitly limits the available routing technique is named as the max-

sensitization technique (since this control passing technique will uti-

lize the data bus capacity as much as possible).
"Certain conditions" imply, in this situation, the possibility of

finding a path via DTSRA. As pointed out in Section 4.5, each FIN of

FISHNET is capable of learning the state of the network. It is assumed

that each node knows whether the receiver of the intended destination is

available or not. Therefore, every FIN which has at least one free out-

put bus segment and knows the receiver of its intended destination is free

can claim the max-sensitization token during the max-sensitization period.

With this type of control passing mechanism, once a node has the

"normal" token, it will never fail to route a message. As shown in Table

6.5.b and Fig. 6.9, the max-sensitization technique can increase the per-

formance significantly. This is especially true when the control bus must

be frozen for a fairly long time-period. However, in order to reduce the
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path searching overhead, it does not seem to be a good approach to allow
every node to be a candidate of the max-sensitization attempt. In other
words, a certain level of learning capability must be provided. This
capability includes learning the state of the destination receiver, per-

centage of routing failure to each other node, current network traffic
rates, etc..
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CASE I
CASE II
CASE III
CASE IV
CASE V
CASE VI
CASE VII
CASE VIII

Simulation Properties
Unidir. Bidir. DTSRA BRDRA RSVRA Max-Sensi-
FISHNET FISHNET tization

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 6.4 various Configurations of FISHNET
Simulation

NMIAT CASE I CASE II CASE V CASE VI

600 117.0 100.1 158.4 115.2
72.6 69.8 117.2 73.0

420 146.4 120.5 182.0 _ 153.8
110.0 98.7 128.0 118.8

300 247.1 202.5 492.0 329.0
170.1 150.4 334.9 275.8

240 964.0 630.2 1599.1 1133.9
730.7 484.3 1137.5 803.5

Table 6.5.a Mean Message Length = 50 Time Units

NMIAT CASE VII CASE VIII

600 241.8 227.5
257.8 211.8

420 353.2 353.0
381.4 347.4

300 2133.5 1168.8
1495.7 840.4

270 4692.5 3227.0
2527.6 1664.5

Table 6.5.b Mean Message Length = 100 Time Units

Table 6.5 (Average)/(Standard Deviation) of "Total"
Transmission/ACK Time Distributions of
Four Different Combinations of Routing
Techniques
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6.3 CONCLUSION OF SIMULATION STUDY

Throughout this chapter, it has been shown that the FISHNET routing
concept might be worthwhile for general purpose local computer network
systems especially when emphasis is given to performance as well as to
reliability. Specifically, it was justified that a judicious combination
of variable control passing mechanisms and three distributed routing tech-
niques can provide reliable high performance. The following list includes
conclusions derived from the simulation study.

1. For a network with a large number of nodes the bidirectioanl FISH-
NET has better capabilities than the unidirectional FISHNET.

2. With the FISHNET bus structure, BRDRA is worthwhile to apply
along with the max-sensitization control passing technique.

3. RSVRA has lower performance and has poorer reliability than
DTSRA. Therefore, it should be applied with caution. Useful-
ness of and necessary conditions for RSVRA depend on the network
configuration.

4. If the average control passing time approaches the average
message network interarrival time, then the network will be
saturated. Therefore, at heavy traffic rates, there should
be ways to reduce control passing time.

5. At heavy traffic rates, the performance of DTSRA decreases
drastically. The following are three possible solutions for
this problem.

a. Simply add additional direct bus segments between nodes
which communicate frequently. Note that such capability
is the most elegant feature of FISHNET.

b. Decrease the path length among nodes of "common interest"
group.

c. Develop ways to reduce the path set up overhead as well
as to utilize established paths more efficiently.

Feasibility of the first two solutions strongly depends on the actual
network configuration at the application level. The best solution might
be a "follow on" research topic and will be addressed again in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH AREAS

The previous chapters of this dissertation have considered various

features of the system design of FISHNET, a hypothetical distributed LCN

system. Research concerning FISHNET was primarily directed to provide

efficient, inexpensive, reliable, and flexible services to a localized

community of users in an environment of constantly changing demands and

requirements. Therefore, most research activities were devoted to the

development of a level 3 protocol (i.e. network protocol) and a level

2 protocol (i.e. data link protocol) which would be reliable and flex-

ible enough to support higher level protocols. Remaining research

activities were intended to design the intelligent network interface

for integrating network facilities to form a distributed data pro-

cessing system.
As a result of this effort, new concepts and techniques were devel-

oped, and some contributions to LCNs were achieved. Among these are the

following.

1. Distributed, adaptive, and learning routing control mechanisms

were developed to support multiple, direct transmissions of

variable length messages using circuit switching. These tech-

niques were used to establish multiple, dynamic, physical paths

from a set of data links each of which connects an arbitrary,

unique pair of nodes. These routing control mechanisms have

several unique features such as:

a. The global information concerning the network state is not

required.

b. Either bidirectional media or unidirectional media or a

combination of the two can be used for data links.

c. Messages can be transmitted simultaneously to more than

one destination node.

d. The ability exists to sense and mask system faults (e.g.

data link faults and network interface faults).

e. Data links can be arbitrarily changed, removed, and inserted.

2. FISHNET is controlled in a distributed manner and the failure

of several network resources such as data links and network

interfaces will not terminate useful network activities.
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Almost all recovery activities from network changes (due to
either network resource faults or addition or deletion of com-
munication links or change of nodal interconnection pattern)
are done automatically and integrated into the system reconfi-

guration algorithm.

3. All activities for the above items 1) and 2) were structured
and incorporated into hierachically layered communication pro-
tocols which cover three different modes of network operation:
the network initialization mode, the network normal mode, and
the network reconfiguration mode.

4. The hardware design of the network interface, incorporating all
functional requirements for activities outlined in item 1), 2),
3), and 4) above, was also presented. Therefore, most computing
devices such as minicomputers, microcomputers, peripheral devi-
ces, or even large main frames can be easily connected to or dis-
connected from the system. These computing devices may have their
own operating systems and are not necessarily compatible with each
other in terms of word length, processing power, data structure,
arithmetic mode, or even electric characteristics.

The study presented can not be complete without further activity.

The following include several immediate research areas necessary to have

an integrated, distributed LCN system with the FISHNET concept.

A. There are several additional topics of study in the FISHNET

routing level control which seem to be worthwhile. It was observed in

Section 6.3 that if the average control passing time approaches the aver-

age message network interarrival time, then the network becomes saturated.

Three possible solutions for this problem (i.e. to reduce the control token

passing time) were also suggested. The ideas of these solutions were 1) to

reduce the average path length either by judiciously locating nodes to have

small radii of common interest groups or by adding "high ways" between

nodes with heavy traffic, and 2) to reduce the path set up overhead and

to utilize established paths more efficiently.

FISHNET already has the capability to implement the first approach

and these solutions strongly depend on practical situations. Areas re-

quiring further research activities are for the second approach. The

following is a possible solution of this.
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1. Allow the current controller to establish a path to a destination
node and to transmit all messages destined to this node through
this path sequentially. Acknowledgements for all these messages
can be put into one control command frame. According to the New-
hall loop simulation results, this method yields much longer mean
and maximum queue lengths, but always gives shorter mean total
message transmission times.

2. In addition to assumptions made in Chapter 4 for DTSRA, the net-
work interface can be modified to detect and recognize the 1 bit
header indicating whether or not the fixed number of bits fol-
lowing.the.1 bit header have "useful" information (like the Pierce
loop interface). This network interface is also able to modify
this 1 bit header suitably and to insert its address into the
following fixed number of bit frame if the detected 1 bit header
indicates that the following bit frame is vacant. If the above
assumption is allowed, then the path sensitizing bit pattern
preceding each data message can be automatically converted into
the description of the path to the intended destination. Hence,
the path set up overhead (Routing Step II, i.e. the backward
pruning part activity of DTSRA) and the control passing time
can be reduced significantly. In this case the backward pruning
part activity of DTSRA may be a simple broadcast of the path
description generated through the above method and sent by the
destination node (see Fig. 7.1).

B. The performance of the FISHNET subnet control activity was mea-

sured with only a single simulation run. Thus, a large amount of confi-

dence should not be placed in the exact numerical quantities obtained in

this simulation study. In order to obtain numerical quantities with suf-

ficient confidence to provide accurate parameter values for analytic mo-

deling, more simulation runs must be conducted with varying number of

nodes, especially at heavy traffic rates. Moreover, additional simula-

tion runs and analysis are also required to investigate the effects of

data link faults as well as the effects of irregular data link inter-

connection patterns. As indicated previously, FISHNET has the capabili-

ty to support multiple data links with arbitrary interconnection patterns

and also to find and mask multiple data link faults. Therefore, the

suggested simulation results can be very usefully utilized in evaluating

the FISHNET performance.



1. At node l
(Node 3 will receive the following "augmented" data message.)

DATA MESSAGE SYNC 1211.....
....11 I N110 ( SYNC

PSBP Path Sensitizing Variable / Address
Bit Pattern PSSP 1"_1 Field

Address Indicator
of Node 1 ro Occupied

l Vacant

2. At node 3
(Node 4 will receive the following augmented data message.)

SYNC DATA MESSAGE I SYNC 1111 ......111 N110 f N1 1a 1 SYNC

Converted
by Node 3

3. At node 4
(Node 6 will receive the following augmented data message.)

SYNC DATA MESSAGE j SYNC Ill..... 11 N

4. At node 6

IN0 N11-

Converted
by Node 4

Generated Path Description

Converted

SYNC

by Node 6

Fig. 7.1 Conversion of Path Sensitizing Sit Pattern via the Path
of Node 1-1 Node 3 -* Node 4 - Node 6 during the Forward
Sensitizing Part Activity of the Modified DTSRA
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C. Simulation of the learning mode is also required. This includes

the network situation where node links can be randomly "destroyed" and

"added" and also the network nodes can have state information describingdes-
tination receivers. Results of this simulation as well as those of item

"B" may provide rules for reasonable nodal interconnection.

D. During the preliminary study for the FISHNET reconfiguration

mode activity, it was assumed that the control bus is extremely unlikely

to fail (i.e. "hard-core"). However, there may be many situations where

the control bus could operate improperly. If the control bus functions

improperly, then all network activity must be terminated. FISHNET has

redundant data links, but without the proper control bus functions these

data links are useless. Hence, it is desirable to develop control bus

control mechanisms which can support more than one linear bus. These

mechanism might also allow redundant control bus(es) to be used as data
message path(s) during normal operation. If FISHNET had such a capabil-

ity, then FISHNET might be the best system for application areas requir-

ing extremely high reliability as well as high performance.

E. Another area in which a preliminary study was attempted concerns

the FISHNET reconfiguration mode activity and the FISHNET distributed net-

work operating system. These areas seem to be difficult to attack and

still remain open-ended questions. However, without the system reconfi-

guration capability and the network operating system support, the proposed

system may be useless. Hence, intensive activities are required for these

areas.

F. There is another area of this study which simply was not con-
sidered. This is the analytic modeling of the FISHNET routing mechanisms.
This problem involves an open cyclic queueing system with feedback for
which no method of solution is currently known. The opportunity for ad-
ditional research in this area is wide open and would be quite valuable
for a better understanding of the subnetwork performance as a function of
parameter changes. Such information can be obtained by computer simulation
studies, as was done in this work in a limited way, but it is extremely
expensive if several parameters are being changed simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A. FISHNET INITIALIZATION MODE ACTIVITY

As briefly discussed in Section 4.2.2, FISHNET must pass through
the network initialization mode after cold start. The purpose of this
requirement is to allow network interfaces to gain enough knowledge

to perform normal subnet activities in the network normal mode. This
goal is achieved through basic learning activities which take place via
the control bus by utilizing all data bus segments of the network. The

results are two fundmental maps: Node Connection Matrix (NCM) and Func-

tion Capability Map (FCM). It has been shown that these two maps provide
enough information for the communication subnet activity described in
Chapter 4. This appendix will introduce how "bare" network interfaces
(hereafter referred to as FINS; can be functional after cold start.
Note that each. FIN is intelligent enough for this type of learning.

Before cold start, it is assumed that each FIN has the following
fundamental information (which can be easily provided via DIP switches).
It is also assumed that one of the network FINs is permanently assigned

as the initial controller.

1. Address in the communication subnet,
2. Existence of data bus segments,
3. Directionality of data bus segments.

The network initialization mode consists of three phases: cold
phase, NCM set up phase, and FCM set up phase. The cold phase has only
one subphase called cold subphase. In the cold subphase, each FIN does'

the following.

1. Obtain the necessary information listed above by reading
the assumed DIP switch set ups.

2. Assign data bus segment numbers for its input and output
data bus segments.

3. Communicate with its COD to get information about the
permanent functional capability of its COD.

Each FIN continuously keeps transmitting arbitrary carrier signals
through the control bus while it performs the cold subphase activity.
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When it finishes the cold subphase activity, it stops transmitting the

signal and monitors the control bus for a "meaningful" command issued

by the initial controller. The initial controller, after finishing its

cold subphase activity, continuously monitors the control bus until there

is no more arbitrary carrier signal transmitted via the control bus.

.When there is no arbitrary carrier signal on the control bus in the cold

subphase, this implies that every FIN in the subnet has finished its

cold subphase activity. At this moment, the initial controller issues

a command to terminate the cold subphase activity and the network gets

into the NCM set up phase.

In the NCM set up phase, each network interface establishes the

static part of NCM (see Fig. 4.9). For this purpose, the NCM set up phase

is decomposed into two subphases: control-passing subphase and sensitiza-

tion subphase. Figure A.1 shows the rules of the NCM set phase activities.

The control-passing subphase allows each network interface (with at

least one unidirectional output bus segment or at least one bidirectional

bus segment) to be the network controller to sensitize its bus segments.

It is assumed that the initial controller passes the token to the next

available FIN as soon as the network gets into the NCM set up phase. The

exact same control passing mechanism described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3

can be applied for the control-passing cubphase activity.

As soon as the new network controller is chosen, the network gets

into the sensitization subphase. In the sensitization subphase, the net-

work controller sensitizes each of its unidirectional output bus segments

or bidirectional bus segments by transmitting a path sensitizing bit pat-

tern (PSBP) continuously. Before or at the same time, the current con-

troller also issues a command through the control bus indicating a new

sensitizing attempt. The noncontroller FINS continuously check their

input bus segments and/or bidirectional bus segments. If a noncontroller

FIN detects the PSBP flow, it immediately sends back a command indicating

this fact to the controller FIN through the control bus. Note that there

will be only one sensitized noncontroller FIN for each sensitizing attempt.

The current controller FIN and the sensitized FIN now have information

about the terminal FIN addresses for the sensitized bus segment. Hence,

they can set up the first row of their NCMs.
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When the current controller finishes sensitizing all of its output bus
segments or bidirectional bus segments, it passes the token to the next
available FIN.

When the initial controller receives the token again and finishes
the sensitizing activity (which implies that every FIN has set up com-
pletely the static part of its NCM), it terminates the NCM set up
phase by issuing a command through the control bus. Upon receiving this

command, the network will get into the FCM set up phase.
In the FCM set up phase, each FIN establishes the static part of FCM

(see Sec. 4.2) by utilizing only the control bus. For this purpose, the
FCM set up phase is decomposed into two subphases: control-passing sub-

phase and functional capability report subphase. The role of the control-
passing subphase is exactly the same as that of the NCM set up phase. In

the functional capability report subphase, the current controller reports
the functional capability of its COD. Every noncontroller FIN must monitor

this report and set up its FCM properly.
When the initial controller receives the token again and finishes

reporting the functional capability of its COD (which implies that the
static part of each FCM has been completely set up), it terminates the
FCM set up phase activity by issuing a command indicating this through
the control bus. Upon receiving this command, the network will get into
the network normal mode (see Sec. 4.2).

Figure A.2 depicts the subphase transition diagram of the network
initialization mode.
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APPENDIX B.

;
;

* *
* FISHNET SIMULATOR *
# -----------------

4

* *
THE FISHf+ET SIMULATOR ATTACHED IN THIS APPENDIX CAN BE USED TO 49

* SIMULATE THE PERFORMANCEOF THE UNIDIRECTIONAL DR BIDIRECTIONAL *
* FISHNET EQUIPPED WITH 60TH 9RDRA AND DTSkA. #

*
* THE SIMULATOR CONSISTS OF FOUR MODULES: CONTROLLER MODULE (MODULE 1)*
* NONCONTROLLER MODULE (NODULE 2), DATA-BUS MODULE (MODULE 3), AND *
* INITIALIZATION '90DULE: (MODULE 4). THE CONTROLLER MODULE IS USED TO *
* SIMULATE THE CURRENT CONTROLLER NODE ACTIVITY. THE NONCONTROLLER *
* 4000LL IS USED TO SIMULATE THE ACTIVITY OF NUNCONTROLLER NODES *
* INCLUDING THE UESTINATION NODE. THEREFORE, THE CONTROL BUS ACTIVITY*
* OF FISHNET AS WELL AS THE PATH SENSITIZING PART OF DTSRA VIA THE
* DATA BUS ARE SIMULATED BY THESE TWO SIMULATOR :10DULES. THE DATA *
* 9US MODULE IS USED TO SIMULATE THE DATA BUS ACTIVITY FOR MESSAGE
* TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION, AND ALSO TO PERFORM BOOK-KEEPING ACTIN- #
* LTIES TO OBTAIN SIMULATION STATISTICS. THE INITIALIZATION MODULE *
* IS USED TO SET UP SIMULATION PARAMETERS BEFORE RUNNING THE SIMULATORS

* THE SIMULATOR CAN BE CONTROLLED BY THE FOLLUWING SIX INITIAL PARA- #

METERS. HENCE. SETTING UP THESE PARAMETERS PROPERLY BEFORE RUNNING *
THE SIMULATOR IS .MANDATORY TO GET MEANINGFUL STATISTICS.

* *
* XHSMMIRT NETWORK MEAN MESSAGE INTERARRIVAL TIME *
* XHSLNMSG MEAN MESSAGE LENGTH
* XHS.JODE TOTAL iUMBER OF NETWORK NODES
* XHSBSEG LARGEST NUMBER OF OUTPUT BUS SEGMENTS A NODE HAS *
* (WHEN THE NETWORK IS CONSIDERED AS A UNIDIRECTIONAL
* NETWORK) *

XH56ROAD 1, IF dRORA APPLIED *
* 0, IF 4RORA NOT APPLIED
* XH$dIDIR 1, IF dIDIRECTIUNAL FISHNET SIMULATED

0, IF UNIDIRECTIONAL FISHNET SIMULATED *
* *
* THE FOLLOWING LIST INCLUDES THE SIMULATOR FOR THE FISHNET WITH 20 s

* NODES CONNECTED IN A REGULAR PATTERN (SEE FIG. 6.1 OF THE TEXT) BY
* TWENTY SETS OF IWO BUS SEGMENTS BELONGING TO EACH NODE. BEFORE
* ATTEMPTING TO RUN THE SIMULATOR, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO READ CHAPTER *
* 4, SECTION 5.1. AND SECTION 6.1 OF THE TEXT. *

* IN ORDER TO SIMULATE THE FISHNET WITH VARYING NUMBERS OF NODES
* LINKED IN AN ARBITRARY INTERCONNECTION PATTERN, THE FOLLOWING MODI-

FICATIONS ARE REQUIRED (SEE "INITIALIZATION MODULE"). (THE SYMBOL *
* "N" AND "B" REFER TO THE CONTENTS OF "XHSNQDE" AND "XHSBSEG" RES-

PECTIVELY. *
s *
* STORAGE SI-S(6*N).1 *
* LNCM MATRIX H,(:N),(2*B*N) *
* DWLM MATRIX 4,7,(N) i
* TRAM MATRIX H,(N),(N)
* NOTRY MATRIX ii,(N).(N)
* *
* THE 6TH ROW OF LNCM (I.E. LOCAL NODE CONNECTION MATRIX) MUST BE *
* SET UP PROPERLY TO REFLECT THE NODE INTERCONNECTION PATTERN OF *
* THE SIMULATED NETWORK. WHEN THE CONTENT OF THE oTH ROW OF A
* COLUMN IS "00, IT IMPLIES THAT IHE BUS SEGMENT CORRESPONDING *
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* TO THIS COLUMN DOES NOT EXIST. (NOTE THAT THE NUDE ADDRESS

STARTS FROM "1" RATHER IRAN "0".) *

s *
* THE FOLLOWING IS THE DEFINITION OF THE LNCM DATA STRUCTURE USED IN

THE SIMULATOR. NOTE THAT THIS DATA STRUCTURE IS SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT
FROM THE ONE SHOWN IN FIG. 4.9 OF THE TEXT. *

*
*

* EACH COLUMN CORRESPONDS TO A BUS SEGMENT. *

* *
ROOI HUS SEGMENT STATE *

* RJ"2 SOURCE NODE ADDRESS OF PRESENT COMMU-4ICATIONPAIR
* R0O3 DESTIIATION NODE ADDRESS OF PRESENT COMMUNICATION PAIR *

s ROO4 NOT USED (RESERVED FOR RSVRA)
* ROWS NOT USED (RESERVED FOR RSVRA) *

* ROO6 TERMINAL NODE ADDRESS *
* *

* IT IS RORTH*HILE TO NOTE THAT THE MESSAGE GENERATION PART OF THE *

* SIMULATOR (I.E. 13 PROGRAM STATEMENTS FROM THE BEGINNING OF MODULE *

** 3) IS SLIGHTLY LESS REALISTIC (THAN THE ONE USED FOR THE SIX-NODE

* FISHNET SI'4ULATOH (NOT SHOOK IN THIS APPENDIX) OR THE SIX-NODE *

* JAFARI LOOP 5I:4ULATOR) (SEE MODULE 2 OF THE JAFARI LOOP SIMULATOR). *

*
* THIS CHANGE OAS ADAPTED TO MORE EASILY 5I4ULATE THE NETWORK WITH

* VARYING NUMBERS OF NODES. SIMULATION RESULTS INDICATED THAT THE *

* EFECT OF THIS CHANGE IS NOT SIGNIFICANT. *

* *
**ssss*ss**ss*s**s*s**sss**ssssas*ss*s*sssssssss*sss*ssss*sassss*sssssss
*

** EOU ASSIGNMENTS
*

CONT1 EGU 99,F
CONT2 EOU 100,E
FLOOD EQU 19S,L
FAIL EOU 199,L
GTIt4E EOU 200,L
LNCM EGU 1,Y
DMiu e:OU 2,Y
FRAM EGU 3,Y
NOTRY 5']U 4,i

*
*s VARIABLE/BVARIABLE
*

ASSIGNMENTS ---

COLHO VARIABLE XHSNODE*(XHSBSEG+(1-XHSBIOIR)*XHSBSEG)
MODTW VARIABLE XHSNODE//K2
ANODE VARIABLE XHSVUOE/K2
INCP1 VARIABLE (PI//XHSNOOE)+K1
IMCP2 VARIABLE (P2//XnSNODE)+r1
COLUM VARIABLE P2*(XHS65EG+(1-XHSSIGIR)*XHSBSEG)-K1-K2*XHS8IGIR
INDEX VARIABLE VSCOLUM+K3-(P7-Ki)//(XHSBSEG+(1-XHSBIDIR)*XMSSSEG)
VTACK VARIASuE PI+XHSNODE
DMTX VARIABLE. PI+KHS7AUDE*K2
VTACK VARIABLE P2+XHSNODE*93
DMRX VARIABLE e2+XHSNUOE*K4
FIRST VARIABLE P2+XHSNODE*K5

*

CPAS1 BVARIABLE (O*1'NE'KO)*(R*VSOMTX'E'K1+BVSMOREO'E'K1)
BFLAG SNARIABLE (MHSLNCM(2,P6)'E'PI)*(MHSLNCM(3.P6)'E'P2)
BROAD BVARIABLE (XHSdROAD'E'K1)*(P3'LE'K20)
4OREO AVARIAdLE (XHSSROAD'£'KO*(MMSOMI*(1,P1)'E'KO)
DMRX BVARIABLE (MP5'GE'K6)*(R*VSD4RX'E'K0)

*
*
** FUNCTION DEFINITIONS

EXPON FUNCTION RN2,Cb0 EXPONENTIAL INTERARRIVAL TIME
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.0,.0/.05,.05129/.10,.10536/.15,.16252/.20,.22314

.25,.28768/.30,.35667/.35,.43078/.40,.51083/.45,.59784

.50,.69315/.55,.79851/.575,.15567/.*0,.91629/.625,.98083
.05,1.94982/.p75,1.12393/.70,1.20397/.725,1.290914/.75,1.38629
.775,1.49105/.80,1.60944/.92,1.71480/.84,1.83258/.86,1.96611
.88,2.12026/.90,2.30259/.91,2.40795/.92,2.52573/.93,2.65926
.935,2.73337/.94,2.61341/,.945.2.90042/.95.2.99573/.955,3.10109
.96,3.21888/.965,3.35241/.97,3.50656/.974.3.64966/.977,9.77226
.98,3.91202/.982,4.01738/.984,4.13517/.986,4.26870/,988.4.42285
.99,4.60517/.9Q1,4.71053/,992,4.82831/.993.4.96185/.994,5.11600
.995,5.29232/.996.5.52140/.997,5.80914/.998.6.21461/.999,6.90776
.9995,7.601/.999b,9.52/.9999,9.21/.99995,9.9/1.0,10.0

i i
« SINULA'fUR 4;]UULE 1

s

i SIuULATE CURRENT CONTROLLER ACTIVITIES FOR PATH ESTABLISHMENT. ii R

i#i#ttiii#iii#if #f#i ttfiii#iii#tfii tf i#iti######i###t##;tiii#i##iiifi#ii

t#
i CREATE U,+E UNIVERSAL CONTROL MESSAGE

GENERATE ,,,1,1,1O,H
ASSIGN 1,v5INCPI
SAVEVALUE TRAN,PI,H
SAVk:VALUE +OUTr,V$MOOT4,H
TEST E XHS310IR,K1,i+2
SAVEVALUE 3SEG+,XHSSSEG,Hi

# SET JP 6TH ROW OF LNCN

i (FOR IRREGULAR (rET.ORK, THE ROLE OF THE FOLLOWING 17 STATE.49NTS
# CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED SY "INITIAL* STATEMENT IN MODULE 4 AFTER
# OELe.TLNG THESE 17 STATEMENTS)

ASSIGN' 2,XHSAOOE
INITI ASSIGN 1,P2

ASSIGN 1-,K2
TEST LE P1,KO,i+2
ASSIGN 1#,XHS'+0DE
ASSIGN 3,VSCOLUM
TEST E XHSd20IR,K0,i+2
ASSIGN 3-,K2
ASSIGN 4,K4

INIT2 ASAV*:VALUE LNC4,6,P3,P1,H
ASSIGN t,vSINCPI
ASSIGN 3+,K1
TEST E P1,P2,f+2
ASSIGN 1,VSINCPI
LOOP 4,IiiIT2
LOOP 2,IriITL
GOTO LPCX

i
f#
i LOCAL SU6PHA3E ACTIVITIES (NOT SPECIFIED)

LPCX GOTO PPCC1i
it CONTROL POLLING SUBPHASE ACTIVITIES
#

PPCC1 ASSIGN 1,YSINCPI
GOTO PPNC1
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PPCC2 LOGIC 5 GTIME
ASSIGN S,XHSTRAN
GOTU PPCC4

PPCC3 LOGIC R .;TIME
SAVEVALUE TRAN,PI,H

PPCCA TABULATE CPTOT
MARK 3

SEIZE CONTI
ADVANCE o
RELEASE CONT1
GOTD PPCA1

t
tt ACK POLLING SUFPHASE ACTIVITIES

(FUR CDaVE;vIEUCE STATUS REPORT ACTIVITIES AND DYNAMIC CONNECTION

MATRIX UPOAIE ACTIvitIES OF CONTROLLER IMPLEIFUTED IN ACK

t POLLING SURPHASE JF 4ONC)NTROLLER)

PPCA.

PPCA2

ASSIGN
GOT!)
ASSIGN
AUVANCE
SEIZE
ADVANCE
RELEASE
GATE LS
LOGIC R
GOTO

2, VS INCPI
PPI A1
1,XHSTRAt+
1

CONTI
o
CONTI
GTIHE,RPCI1
TINE
LPCX

t
is I41TIAL ROUTING SUBPHASE ACTIVITIES

RPCI1 SAVEVALUE RECV,MHiOMIri(I,PI),H
MSAVEVALUE DMIM+,7,P1,RI,H
TEST E KHSRECV,KO,RPCN1
GOTO RPCD1

RPCI2 GATE LR FAIL,RPCI3
TEST NE XHSRECV,KO,*+3
MSAVEVALUE NOTRY+,X45RECV,XHSTRAt7,NHSOMiM(7,P1).H
MSAVEVALUE DMIM,7,?1,KO,H
GOTO !2PCI4

RPCI3 LOGIC R FAIL
RPCI4 SEIZE CONTI

ADVANCE o

RELEASE CONTI
GOT(] LPCX

t

ss SRD-ROUTING SUSPHASE ACTIVITIES
t

RPCO1 ASSIGN
SEIZE CO N 11

SEIZE
LOGIC S t1
ADVANCE tb
ADVANCE
RELEASE CONT2
PELEASE CONT1
GOTD RPCI2

s
s
to DTS-ROUTING SUSPHASE ACTIVITIES (FORWARD SENSITIZING PART)

t
RPCN1 ASSIGN

LOGIC H VSFIPSI
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LOOP 2, *-1
ENTER usOMrX
ASSIGN b,XHSBSEG
ASSIGN 2,XHSIRAN
LOGIC S VSFIKST
LOGIC R FLOOD
ASSIGN 7,VSCOLUM
SPLIT 1,RPCN3
ASSIGN 7+,K1
LJOP 6,*-2
ASSIGN 2,XHSRECV
MARK 5

RPC42 ADVANCE I
GATE LS GTIME,*+3
LOGIC S *1
TERNL'ATF
TEST NE BVSUMRX,KI,*+2
TEST G MPS,XHS4O0E,RPCN2
LEAVE VSDMTX
LJGIC S FAIL
LJGIC S FLOOD
GUTO PPCfl5

RPCN3 TEST MHSL.CM(1,P7),KO,TERM0
TEST NE 4HSLNC4(6.P7),K0,TERM0
ASSIGN t,XHSTR4N
ASSIGN 2,MH$LNCM(6.P7)
TEST E XiS8IDIR,K1,RPRN1

*
MSAVEVALUF, LNCM,1.P7,K1,H
MSAVEVALUF. LNC'(,1,4SINDEX,K1,H
GOTO RPRNI

** OTS-ROUTIiG SUBPHASE ACTIVITIES (BACKMAkD PRUNING PART)

(FOR CONVENIENCE LOCAL DYNAMIC CONNECTION MATRIX UPDATING
* ACTIVITIES FOR CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTED IN OTS-ROUTING ACTIVITY
* RGUTIt7E OF 4ONCONTROLLER NODES)
*
RPCN5 ASSIGN 7,VSCOLNO

TEST E MHSLNCM(1,P7),K1,*+2
MSAVEVAL'JE LNCM,1,P7,KO,H
MSAVEVALUE LNC.M,5.P7,KO,H
LOOP 7,*-3

RPCN6 ASSIGN 1.XHSrRAN
LOGIC R GTI'4E
GOTO RPCI2

i*iiii;#i#i###if###*ii##f ifiifi;##*;####*i#*f#; if ff;fiii*f##i#;##if*ii##
* SIMULATOR MODULE 2 i
*

SIMULATE NONCUNTROLLER GROUP MEMBER ACTIVITIES FOR PATH*
* ESTABLISHMENT.
#

* (aRD-ROUTING SUSPHASE ACTIVITIES OF DESTINATION MODE ARE DONE *
* IN MODULE 3) #
*
***;#ifssss*s*a*f#**;#**;sss#ss;i#fi*s*s*ssss*******sisssss*s*s**s*s;ss*
#

CONTROL POLLING SUSPHASE ACTIVITIESi
PPNC1 ASSIGN b,XHSNODE

TEST E 8VSCPASI,KO,PPNC2
ASSIGN t,VSINCPI
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LOOP (3, *-2
GOTO PPCC2

PPNC2 TEST E 9VSMOREO,KO,PPCC3
ASSIGN 2,P1
ASSIGN d,XHSBSEG
ASSIGN 7,'VSCOLUM
ASSIGN 2,HH$LNCM(3,P7)
TEST E R*VSUMRX,KO,PPCC3
ASSIGN 7+,1
LOOP 8,*-3
GJTU PPNCt+2

*
s
**
*

ACK POLLING SUePHASE ACTIVITIES

PPNA1 ASSIGN B,XHSNODE
TEST E rc*VSVRACK,KO,PPNA3

PPNA2 ASSIGN 2,VSInCP2
LOUP 6,*-2
GOTU PPCA2

PPNA3 TEST +E P2,XHSTRAN,*+4
SEIZE CONT1
ADVANCE 6

RELEASE COy+T1
ASSIGN 1,%HSOMIM(3,P2)
ASSIGN b,VSCOLNO

PPNA4 TEST E ilVSBFLAG,K1.*+4
MSAVEVALJE LNCM.1,P6,KO,8
4SAVEVALUE LNC'+.2.P6,KO,H
4SAVEVALUE LNCN.3,P6,KO,H
LOOP 6.PPVA4
MSAVEVALJE DMIM,3,P2,KO,H
LOGIC S VSVRACK
GOTO PPNA2

K

*
**
*
*

DTS-ROUTLAG SUEPHASE ACTIVITIES
(FORWARD SENSITIZING PART OF RELAYING NODE)

RPRNt ADVANCE 1

GATE LR VSFIRST,TERMO
LOGIC S VSFIRST
TEST YE P2,X8SRECV,RPON1
ASSIGN 6,XHSSSEG
ASSIGN 7,VSCOLUM
SPLIT 1,RPRN2
ASSIGN 7+,K1
LOOP 6,*-2
TERMINATE

RPRN2 TEST E MHSLNCM(I,P7),BO.TERMO
TEST NE MHSLNCM(6,P7).KO.TERVO
GATE LR F6000.TERN0
4SAV£VALUE LNCM,5,?7,P1,H
ASSIGN L,p2
ASSIGN 2,NHSLNCM(6.P7)
TEST E XHS6IDIR.KI,RPRN1

^+SAVEVALUE LUCM,I,P7,i(1,H
MSAVEVALUE LNCM,t,VSIHOEX.KI,H
GOTO RPRN1

*
*
** DTS-ROUTING SUoPHASE ACTIVITIES
* (FORWARD SE'NSITILING PART JF DESTINATION NODE)
13

RPDNI TEST NE R*VSDMRX,KO,IERMO
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ENTER VSDMRX
LOGIC S GTIME
LOGIC S FLOOD

s
*

OTS-ROUTING SUSPHASE ACTIVITIES
* (BACKWRU PRUNING PART OF DESTINATION NODE)

RPON2 ASSIGN 2,e1
ASSIGN 1,XHSRECV
SEIZE CJNT1
ADVANCE 0
RELEASE CONT1

*
t
** DTS-ROUTING SU8PHASE ACTIVITIES

(5ACK*AHO PRUNING PART OF RELAYING NODE)
*
RPRN3 ASSIGN b,XHSOSEG

ASSIGN 7,VSCDLJM
TEST NE MNSLNCM(6,P7),P1,RPRN4
ASSIGN 7+,t
LOOP o.*-2

RPRN4 +SAVEVALUE LNCM,1,P7,K2,H
MSAVEVALUE LNCM,2,P7,XHSTRAN.H
MSAVEVALUE L". CM,3,P7.XHSRECV,H
TEST E XASHIDIA,KI,RPRN6

RPRNS ASSIGN
ASSIGN
ASSIGN
ASSIGN
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE

R,P2
2,4HSLNCM(6,P7)
6,VSINOEX
2,P8
LNCM,I,P6,K2.H
LNCM,2,P6,XHSTRAN,H
LNCM,3,Pb,XHSRECV,H

RPRN6 TEST 74E P2,XHSCHAN,RPCNS
ASSIGit 1,P2
ASSIGN 2,MHSLNCM(5,P7)
SEIZ. CONT1
ADVANCE b
RELEASE CONT1
GOTO RPRN3

t

*
*
t
t

SIMULATOR MODULE 3

SIMULATE DATA MESSAGE TRANSMISSION ACTIVITIES OF ALL NODES
VIA DATA dUS.

*
sa*s*ss**ssss***ssss**ssss***ssss*****ssss*st**s*ss*sss*ssss**sss*s*ss
*

t

** GENERATE MESSAGES FROM EACH OF INDEPENDENT NODES.
a

MSGEN GENERATE XHSMMIHT,FNSEXPON.... 5,H
ASSIGN 1,VSHNUDE,+VSHNODE.PH
TEST E XHSMODTO,K1,*+3
ASSIGN 1,VSIdCP1
GOTO t+2
TEST NE P1,KO,NSGEN+1

*

** SET UP DESTINATION NODE ADDRESS AND MESSAGE LENGTH.
*
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SETUP ASSIGN 2,VSHNUDE,+YSHNODE,PH
TEST E XHSMODTW,K1,0+3
ASSIGN 20VSINCP2
GOTO V+2
TEST NE P2,KO,SETUP
TEST E P1,P2,s+2
ASSIGN 2,VSINCP2
ASSIGN 3,XHSL,JASG,EXPON
ASSIGN 3+,K4
TEST £ 9VSBR0AD,K1,s+2
ASSIGN 2,KO
TEST G P3,K512,s+2
ASSIGN 3,K512
TABULATE i.WIAR
TABULATE MSGLN
MARK 4

s

ss WAIT FOR TRANSMISSION UNTIL A PATH ESTABLISHED.

''SGTI QUEUE
E:IIEN
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
GATE LS
LOGIC R
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE

4SGT2 DEPART
LEAVE
TEST Nt

l5GT3 SPLIT
SPLIT
ADVANCE
TABULATE
LEAVE

t

s+
t*
s

slti
DMIM,1.P1,P2.1
DMIM,2,P1.P3.H
s1
41
DMIM,I,PI,KO.H
OMIM,2,P1,KO,H
sl
r1
P2,KO,MSGTS
1,%S.-RI
1,CPAIH
*3
TMTTT
VSUM TX

WAIT FOR RECEIVING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM DESTINATION
AFTER TRANSMITTING A MESSAGE.

MSGT4 OUEUE VSYTACK
tRMSG MATCH

DEPART VSVTACK
TABULATE
TERMINATE 1

mSGT5 ASSIGN
SPLIT 1.CPATH
ADVANCE *3
TABULAIe T'4TTT
TABULATE
TERMINATE 1

ss WAIT FOR SENDING ACK.+J"WLEDGEMENT TO SENDER
s AFTER RtCEIVING A MESSAGE.
s

4SGR1 ADVANCE $13

MSAVEVALUE TRAM+,P2,PI,K1,H
LEAVE VSUMRX
OUEUE VSVRACK
ENTER VSVRACK
MSAVEVALUE DMIM,3,P2,PI,H
GATE LS VSVRACK
LOGIC R VSVRACK

AKMSG MATCH TRNSG
DEPART VSVRACK

TMTAT

TMTAT
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LEAVE VSVRACK
TERMINATE

f
f3 RECORD NUMBER OF CONCURRENT DATA MESSAGE PATHS.
i
CPATH ASSIGN 5,KO

GATE U CUNT2,i+2
ASSIGN 5+,K1
ASSIGN 1,XHSNUDE
TEST E R}YSOMrX,KO,s+2
ASSIc 5+,K1
LOOP 1,s-2
TABULATE NOCPH

TERMO TERMINATE
A

#i#i#i;##i#f;###iii#i#ii#ii#f}###;##;#i#3f}fii#i}#i#i}#i#fi##3 ii i###i3#;
# #

SIMULATUP. ,MODULE 4

f DEFINE STORAGE, MATRIX, AND TABLE, AND SET UP INITIAL PARAMETERS. }

f f
t#;#i};3#ii3iiifi;f#i}iii#i ii 3#};#;;i;i#3i;};#######}#3##3###i#}#;ii#}##
f

3

fi STORAGE CAPACITY DEFINITION
(STORAGES FOR ENTRY SERIALIZATION,

f MESSAGE RECEIVER, ETC..)
f

DATA MESSAGE TRANSMITTER, DATA

STORAGE S1-5120,1i
} MATRIX DEFINITION

LNC4 MATRIX H,6,80 NODE CONNECTION MATRIX
OMI:4 MATRIX '1.1,20 DATA MESSAGE INFORMATION MAP
TRAM MATRIX 4,20,20 TRANS/RECYR ADDRESSING MATRIX
':OTRY MATRIX 4,20,20 NUMBER OF ROUTING TRY OF EACH NODE

as INFORMATION TABLE DEFINITION

CPTDT TABLE MP3,5,15.5 CONTROL PASSING TIME DISTRIBUTION
NWIAR TABLE IA,2U,2U,5 NET*ORK MESSAGE INTERARRIVAL RATE DISTRIS.
45GLN TABLE P3,10,10.5 GENERATED MESSAGE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
TMTTT TABLE '41,20,20,5 TOTAL TRANSMISSION TIME DISTRIBUTION
TMTAT TABLE M1,20,20,5 TOTAL TRANS/ACK TIME DISTRIBUTION
40CPH TABLE P5,0,1,10 NUMBER OF CONCURRENT DATA PATHS

sti CONTROL CARDS FOR SIMULATION

t
}

f
f

SIMULATE

INITIAL XHSIALR1,50/XH$LNMSG,100/XHSNOOE,20/XHSBSEG.2
INITIAL XHSBROAD,1/XHSBIDIR,O
START 60.liP
RESET
INITIAL MM3(1-20,1-20),0
17ITIAL MH4(1-20,1-20),O
START 300

END
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t
tit###t*##it#itt##tf#t###ttt*tt#tft*##i###ft#f####t#####i#i#t#tt#t#i#i##
t t
$ JAFARI LOOP SIMULATOR i
+ ------"----------------- t
f #
t THE JAFARI LOOP SIMULATOR ATTACHED IN THIS APPENDIX CAN BE USED TO #

* SIMULATE THE PERFJRMANCE OF THE JAFARI LOOP WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE t
I DATA LOOPS. i
t f
+ THE SIMULATOR CONSISTS OF THREE MODULES: CONTROL LOOP MODULE (MODULE:
+ 1), DATA LOOP MODULE (MODULE 2), AND INITIALIZATION MODULE (MODULE *
+ 3). THE CONTROL LOOP MODULE IS USED TO SIMULATE THE CONTROL LOOP #

+ ACTIVITY CONTROLLED BY THE CENTRAL CONTROLLER. THE DATA LOOP MODULES
+ IS USED TO SIMULATE THE DATA LOOP ACTIVITY (I.E. MESSAGE TRANS- f
t MI5SIOM AND RECEPTION) AND ALSO TO PERFORM BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES *
+ TO OBTAIN SIMULATION STATISTICS. THE INITIALIZATION MODULE IS USED *

TO SET UP SIMULATION PARAMETERS BEFORE RUNNING THE SIMULATOR. f
t f

THE SIMULATOR CAN FiE CONTROLLED BY THE FOLLOWING FIVE PARAMETERS. t

t
S

t
t

#

VSNODE NUMBER OF NETWORK NODES
XHSMMIRT NODE MEAN MESSAGE INTERARRIVAL TIME
XHSLNMSG MEAN MESSAGE LENGTH t
XHSLUOP 1. IF SINGLE DATA LOOP SIMULATED

+ 2, IF DOUBLE DATA LOOPS SIMULATED i
t XHSBROAD 1. IF 6RORA APPLIED i
+ 0, IF 6PORA NOT APPLIED
t t

THE FOLLOWING LIST INCLUDES THE SIMULATOR OF THE JAFARI LOOP WITH i
t SIX NODES. IN ORDER TO SIMULATE THE JAFARI LOOP WITH VARYING MUM- #

+ BERS OF NODES, THE FOLLOWING MODIFICATIONS ARE REQUIRED (SEE MODULE i
# 3). (THE SYMBOL "Y" REFERS TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF NETWORK NODES.) f
t
t

#

STORAGE S1-S(4*N),1 t
f GNCM MATRIX H151(N)
+ OMIM MATRIX H,4,(N) #

S

c

i
THE NUMBER OF MESSAGE GENERATION PARTS (I.E. "MSG1, MSG2, ... , i

t MSG6" OF MODULE 2) MUST BE PROPERLY INCREASED OR DECREASED t
t DEPENDING UN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF NETWORK NODES SIMULATED.
t
S

IN ORDER TO SIMULATE THE NETWORK WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF NODES, f
THE .MODIFICATION ADAPTED IN THE FISHNET SIMULATOR (SEE 13 PRO- f

f GRAM STATEMENTS FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE FISHNET SIMULATOR #

f MODULE 3) MAY dE REASONABLE.
* t
tiiif#i##f tfi###i#is#itti#f*t#f##*#ti#iiit##fiii####tif##Riii##*#f###iii
t
t
+f LOU ASSIGNMENTS --
t

GNCM LOU t,Y
ROUTE LOU t99,L
DIRRA LOU 200,L
CENTG LOU 100,0
CENTP LOU 99,F
CEENTF LOU 100,F

#
is VARIABLE/BVARIAdLE ASSIGNMENTS -
t
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NODE VARIABLE nb
INCP1 VARIABLE (P1//V$NODE)+K1
INCP2 VARIABLE (P2//VS3UDE)+Ki
TURN VARIABLE (XHSTURN//VSNODE)+K1
PATH VARIABLE (PS+KL)#K2+K4
DMTX VARIABLE P1+VSNUDE
DMRX VARIABLE P2+VSNUDE#K2
CLOCO VARIABLE PI+VSNOOE*K3

i
DEST 8VARIA8LE P2'GE'PI
JUOG1 BVARIARLE (P5'E'KO)(P6'E'K0)
GNCM1 BVARIABLE (MHSGNCM(3,P4)'E'P1)*(MH$GkCM(3.P4)'E'P2}
GNCM2 BVARIABLE ("HSGNCM(4,?4)'E'P1)*(.H$GNCM(S,P4)'E'P2)
BROAD BVARIABLE (XAS8ROAD'E:'K1)9(P3'LE'K20)

t
ii FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
t
EXPON FUNCTION RN2,C60 EXPONENTIAL I9TERARRIVAL TIME
.0,.0/,05,.05129/.10,.10536/.15,.16252/.20,.22314
.25,.28766/.30,.35o67/.35,.43078/.40,.51083/.45,.59744
.SO,.e9315/.55,.79651/.575,.85567/.60,.91b?9/.625,.98083
.65,1.04982/.675,1.123937.70,1.20397/.725,1.29098/.75,1.38629
.775.1.491b5/.80,1.60944/.82.1.71480/.84,1.83258/.86,1.96611
.48,2.1202b/.90,2.30259/.91,2.40795/.92,2.52573/.93,2.65926
.935,2.73337/.41,2.81341/.945,2.90042/.95,2.99573/.955,3.10109
,96,3.21$98/.965,3.35241/.97,3.50656/.974,3.64966/.977,3.77226
.98,3.91202/.982,4.0173d/.984,4.13517/.986,4.26870/.988,4.42285
.49,4.60517/-991,4.71053/.992,4.82831/.993,4.96185/.994,5.11600
.995,5.29532/.996.5.52146/.997,5.80914/.998,6.21461/.999,6.90776
.9995,7.bO1/.999b,8.52/ 9999,9.21/.99995,9.9/1.0,10.0
f

UNIT FUNCTION RN3,C2 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OVER (1.5)
0,1/1.6
f
#

t
#

i SIMULATOR MODULE I #

SIMULATE CONTROL LOOP ACTIVITIES CONTROLLED HY CENTRAL
i CONTROLLER. i

i#i##ii#iitti#ittiti;#iifi#i#f#t##i;iii;;i#itixi###i;###i##;iii;#;i#i;i
f
i

si CREATE ONE UNIVERSAL CONTROL MESSAGE
R

GENERATE ,.,1,1.6,14
#

ix MESSAGE TRANSMISSION REQUEST POLLING ACTIVITIES
#

SYN1 ASSIGN
ASSIGN 3,VSNODE
SEIZE
ADVANCE 4

RELEASE CENTF
SYN2 TEST NE

SEIZE CENTF
ADVANCE
RELEASE CENTF
LOGIC S *1

TEST NE
SEIZE CENTF
ADVANCE
RELEASE CENTF

a

CENTF

6

4
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SYN3 ASSIGN
LOOP

s

1,VSINCPI
3,SYN2

4
44 ACK REQUEST POi.LING ACTIVITIES
4

ACKI ASSIGN
ASSIGN
SEIZE
ADVANCE
RELEASE

ACK2 TEST NE
SEIZE
ADVANCE
RELEASE
ASSIGN
LOGIC S

UPOAT ASSIGN
TEST E
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
GO TO
rEST E
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
LOOP
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
TEST NE

ACK3 SEIZE
ADVANCE
RELEASE

ACK4 ASSIGN
LOOP

2,K1
3,VSNUOEE
CENTF
4
CENTF
04V5DMRX,KO,ACK4
CENTF
6
CENTr
I.MHSUMtM(1,P2)
VSDMRX
4,VSNODE
SVSGNdAI,K1,*+5
GNC+-,I,P4,K1,H
GNCN,2,P4,KO,d
G,iCM,3,P4,KO,H
4+5
8VSGNCN2,K1,4+4
GNCM-,1,P4,K1,H
GNCA,4,P4,KO,4
G,NCM,5.P4,KG,H
4,UP0AT+1
OMIM,1,P2,KO,H
OMIM,2.P2,KO,H
DMIM,3.PI,KO,H
P3, KG,ACK4+1
CENTF
4
CENTF
2,VSINCP2
3,ACK2

s
R

ss MESSAGE ROUTING ACTIVITIES

RUTE1 TEST NE
SAVEVALUE
ASSIGN
ASSIGN

RUTE2 TEST IE
SAVEVALJE
SAYEVALUE
ADVANCE
TEST E
LOGIC S
GATE LS
LOGIC R
GOTU
TEST E
TEST E
GOro

RUTE3 GATE LS
LOGIC R
SEIZE
ADVANCE
RELEASE
LOGIC 5

RUTE4 ASSIGN
LOOP
GOTO

GSCENIO,K0,SYNI
TURN,VSTURN,N
A,XHSTURN
4,VSNOOE
04VSCL000,KO,RUTE4
IRAN,PI,4
RECV,MHSDMIM(4,P1),H
1
XHSRECV,KO.4+5
VSCLOCO
DIRRA
DIRRA
RUTE4
mHSDMTNC2,XHSRECV),KO,RUTE4
NHSDMIM(3,XHSTRAN),KO,RUTE4
RIGNr
ROUTE, RUTE4
ROUTE
CENTF
VSPATH
CENTF
VSCLOCO
I,VSINCPI
4,RUTE2
SYN1
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*

** PATH ESTABLISHMENT ACTIVITIES

RIGHT ASSIGN
ASSIGN

2,XHSTRAN
5,KO

TEST L
ASSIGN

4HSGNCM(1,P2),XHSLJOP,RFAIL
5+,K1

FAIL

ASSIGN
TEST E
GOTU
ASSIGN

2,VSINCP2
P2,AHSRECV.*-3
LEFT
5,K0

LEFT ASSIGN
ASSIGN

2,XHSRECV
6,K0

TEST L
ASSIGN

MHSGNCM(1,P2),XHSLOOP,LFAIL
6+,K1

*

FAIL

ASSIGN
TEST E
GUTO
ASSIGN

2,VSINCP2
P2,AHSTRAN,*-3
JUDG1
6,K0

JUDG1 TESL NE
TEST E

6VSJUDG1,K1,RUTE3
P6,K0,JUDG2

ASSIGN
ASSIGN
GOTO

2,XHSTHAN
3,XHSRECV
C^uMON

JUDG2 TEST NE
TEST L

P5,KO,*+2
Pb,P5,JUDG1+2

4

ASSIGN
ASSIGN

2,XHSRECV
3,XHSTRAN

COMOM M5AVFVALUE
TESL I

MSAYEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
GOTU

GNCM+,i,P2,K1,H
MHSGNCM(2,P2),KO,*+4
GNCM,2,P2,XHSTHAN,H
GNCM,3,P2,XHSRECV,H
*+3

MSAVEVALUE GNCM,4.P2,XHSTRAN,H
HRE VXHMSAV£VALUE

ASSIGN
TEST E
ISAVEVALUE
MSAVEVALUE
LOGIC S
GOTO

S ,GNCM,5,P2, C

2,VSINCP2
P2,P3,COMON
DMIM,2,XHSR£CV,K1,H
0MIM,3,XHSTRAN,KI,H
ROUTE
RUTE3

*
#*#**tsi*tt#*t*t**i#*ti****si**#*i****i##ii #.t i*ttiiii*itt*#i###*tiiiit#*
i *
* SIMULATOR MODULE 2 *

s*

* SIMULATE DATA MESSAGE TRANSMISSION ACTIVITIES VIA DATA LOOP. *i #

s**s#tsitii*tisii*s#iss*#istiisstis#i#toss;s##*#*s*tss*;tss#isi#stst*ii
*

*# GENERATE MESSAGES FRUN FACH OF 6 INDEPENDENT NODES
*

MSG1 GENERATE XISMMIRT,FNSEXPON,,,,4,4
ASSIGN 1,K1
GOTO SETUP

4SG2 GENERATE XHS;AMIRT,F'SEXPON,,,,4,H
ASSIGN 1.K2
GOTO SETUP

MSG3 GENERATE XHSMMIRT,FNSEXPON.... 4,d
ASSIGN I,K3
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GUTO
4SG4 GENERATE

ASSIGN
GOTO

MSG5 GENERATE
ASSIGN
GOTO

MSG6 GENERATE
ASSIGN

s
RR

SETUP
XHSMMIRT,FNSEXPON .... 4,H
1,K4
SETUP
XHSMMINT,FNSEXPON,,,4,H
1,K5
SETUP
XHSM4IRT,FNSEXPON,,,,4,H
1,K6

SET UP DESTINATION NJOE ADOPESS AND MESSAGE LENGTH

2.FNSUNIF
2+, VSOEST
3.XHSLNMSG.EXPON
3+,K4
hVS6RQAO,K1,rt2
2,K0
P3,K512,s+2
3.'512
NIIAR
-SGLN
4

SETUP ASSIGN
ASSIGN
ASSIGN
ASSI(;4
TEST E
ASSIGN
TEST G
ASSIGN
TABULATE
TABULATE
MARK

ss WAIT FOR TRANSMISSION UNTIL A

MSGT1

t

QUEUE *1
ENTER $1
GALE L5 s1
LOGIC R *1
DEPART $1
LEAVE 1
TABULATE LOTDT
4ARK 4

MSGT2 QUEUE CENTQ
QUEUe: VSCLJCU
ENTER VSCLOCQ
MSAVEVALUE )MIN,4,P1,P2,H
GATE L5 VSCLOCQ
LOGIC R VSCLJCQ
MSAVEVALUE DMIM,4.P1.K0,H
DEPART VSCL3CQ
LEAvE VSCL3CQ
DEPART CENT)

s

TABULATE GUTOT
TEST NE P2,KU,MSGT4
ENTER V$OMTX
SPLIT 1,MSGR1
SPLIT 1,CPATH
ADVANCE *3
LEAVE VSUMTX
TABULATE T,MTTT

WAIT FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

MSGT3 MARK 4

TRMSG
QUEUE VSDMTX
MATCH AKMSG
DEPART VSOMTX
TABULATE AUTOT
TABULATE TMTAT
TERMINATE 1

s

PATH ESTABLISHED

MSGT4 ASSIGN 3.,K6
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SEIZE CENTF
SEIZE CEi%TP
SPLIT 1,CPATH
ADVANCE *3
RELEASE CENTP
RELEASE CENTF
LOGIC 5 DIRRA
TABULATE TMTTT
TABULATE Ti4TAT
TERMINATE 1

#s RECEIVE MESSAGE

ISGRI ENTER
ADVANCE
LEAVE
QUEUE
MSAVEVALUE
GATE LS
LOGIC R
DEPART

AND SEND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

VSDMRX
*3
VSDMRX
VSDMRX
OMIM.1,P2,P1,K
VSDMRX
VSOMRX
VSOMRA

AKM5 MATCH TRMSG
TERMINATE

#

ss RECORD NUMBER OF CONCURRENT DATA MESSAGE PATHS

CPATH ASSIGN 4,K0
ASSIGN 2,VSNOOE
ASSIGN 1,VSYNCPI
TEST E k#VSO:KTX,KO,4+2
ASSIGN 4+,K1
LOOP 2,#-3
GATE U CENTP,*+2
ASSIGN 4+,1
TABULATE NOCPh

TERM TERMINATE
#

#####fi#fif###ifi##iiifif#if#ii#ififif##f###f ifi ii#i;tiff#i.##iffiifif ifif#ifi ii#.##.
#

# SIMULATOR AOOULE 3
#

i DEFINE STORAGES, MAIRICES, AND TABLES, AND SET UP SIMULATION #
#

# PARAMETERS. #

#

i#ififi#fi#fiis#ffisiiffiiff iifiitfifff#ffifif#fii#ififi###fififii##ifi#f.#f if###iffifif#

#

i
#f STORAGE CAPACITY DEFINITION SAGEME
#

i
(STORAGES FOR ENTRY
RECEIVER, ETC..)

SSERIALIZATION, MESSAGE TRANSMITTER, AND

#

i STORAGE 51.524,1

#i MATRIX DEFINITION
#

GNCM
OMIM

MATRIX
MATRIX

4,5,6
H,4.b

GLOBAL DYNAMIC/STATIC CONNECTION MATRIX
GLOBAL DATA MESSAGE INFORMATION MAP

INFORMATION ABLE DEFINITION
f

M,IIAR TABLE I4,20,20.5 NETWORK MESSAGE INTERARRIVAL RATE DISTRIB.
MSGLN TABLE P3,10,10,5 GENERATED MESSAGE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
NOCPH TABLE P4,0,1,7 NUMBER OF CONCURRENR DATA PATHS

TMTAT TABLE M1,20,20,5 TOTAL TRANSMISSION TIME DISTRIBUTION
TMTAT TABLE M1,20,20,5 TOTAL TRANS/ACK TIME DISTRIBUTION
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LOTDT TABLE AP4,10.20,5 LOCAL QUEUEING TIME DISTRIBUTION
GOTDT TABLE P4,20.20,5 GLOBAL QUEUEING TIME DISTRIBUTION
AQTDT TABLE IP4.10,20,5 ACK QUEUEING TIME DISTRIBUTION

CONTROL CARDS FOR SIAULATION
*

SIMULATE
INITIAL XHSMMIR'T,240/XHSLN.MSG,50/XHSLOOP,2/XHSBROAO,O
START bO,NP
RESET
START 300

*

*

END


